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ABSTRACT

A great deal of attention has been paid to the modelling of induction

machines under both steady state and dynamic operating conditions.

Several different approaches adopted in formulating models include field

modellíng, based on the evaluation of the magnetic field within the

machine space, and the círcuit modelling, which uses lumped parameters.

This thesis compares various different modelling approaches, and

postulates that judiciously formed circuit models can be used in predicting,

with acceptable accuracy, the performance of an induction machine under

different operating conditions. Two approaches are developed in detail,

both of which share a common starting point, namely the airgap

magnetomotive force set up by u single energised coil. In the first

approach, the magnetomotive force distribution is evaluated in terms of

space harmonics, leading to the formation of high order harmonic circuit

models. The inclusion in the models of such phenomena as saturation,

current displacement and core losses dramatically improves the prediction

accuracy, which justifies their being labelled as high fidelity harmonic

circuit models. They are particularly suitable in evaluating any parasitic
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behaviour under quasi dynamic operating conditions. The effects on the

machine behaviour of a non-sinusoidal supply are accounted for by means

of an aggregate time-harmonic supply model.

In contrast, the second approach is based on discrete circuit modelling,

treating each coil within the machine as an individual circuit. The

evaluation is carried out entirely in the time-domain, making the

approach well suited to transient analysis. The generality of the model

allows the global effects of local phenomena to be ascertained accurately.

The validity of both modelling approaches is demonstrated by means of

case studies.
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NOMENCLATURE

cross-sectional area, m2

vector magnetic potential, Wbm-l

unit vector in cartesian coordinates

number of parallel connections
magnetic flux density, T

coil number within a group

number of coils in a group

wave number

damping coefficient, kg m2 s-l

electric flux densíty, Cm-2

rotor outer diameter, m

stator bore diameter, m

electromotive force, V

electromotive force (time variant), V

electric field strength, Vm-l
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frequency, FIz
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IF magnetomotive force, A

fr magnetomotive force (time variant), A

G number of coil groups

8 the set of integers, i.e. g = 0,11"12,ß,. .....

H magnetic field strength, Am-l

fi height, m

I effective current, A

i instantaneous current, A

5 imaginary part of a complex number

I ^oment 
of inertia, kg ^2

I current density, Am-2

j stator coil number

k rotor mesh number

k- skewing, m

L inductance, H

I length, m

îvt magnetisation, Am-l

m number of phases

gt number of phase belts

N number of turns per stator coil

n rotational frequency, s-l

P active power, W

p active power per unit volume, Wm-3

e polarisation, Cm-2

P number of pole pairs

P" eddy current loss per unit volume, Wm-3

Ph hysteresis loss per unit volume, Wm-3

IP Poynting vector, Wm-2
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a.
q
R
!
9t

IR

s
S

S

T
t
U

u
V
v
û

w
w
ø6

Ø,

Øo

ü,

X

K-

Y

v
g

z

reactive Power, VAr

number of slots per Pole

number of slots per pole Per Phase

resistance, ç)
unit vector

real part of a complex number

reluctanc€, H-l

apparent power, vA
number of slots

slip

torque, Nm

time, s

potential difference, V

instantaneous voltage, Y

scalar electric potential, V

velocity, ms-l

volume, m3

energy, w
energy density, Wm-3

bar width, m

coil width, m

slot opening width, m

slot width, m

reactance, Ç)

distance, m

admittance, S

number of slots per coil pitch

distance, m

impedance, C)
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z impedance, O

z distance, m

N slot angle, rad

cr m.m.f. partitioning ratio over airgap circumference

q angle (general), rad

p angle (general), rad

f* rotor circumference, m

f" stator bore circumference, m

"l angular slot pitch, rad

^ 
thickness of lamination, m

õ airgap distance, m

E permittivity, Fm-l

t0 permittivity of vacuum, 8.854x10-12 p*-l

ç m.m.f. partitioning ratio over a pole period

n order of supply harmonic

@ angular displacement between any two phase belts, rad

e angular phase belt pitch, rad

ù rotor angular position, rad

tlk angular position of kth rotor mesh, rad

t linear phase belt pitch, m

K linear slot pitch, m

^ 
permeance, H

L permeance coefficient

p order of current harmonic

p permeability, Hm-l

Fo permeability of vacuum, 4nx1.0-7 Hm-l

P, relative permeability

v order of space harmonic

E relative coil pitch
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E reluctivíty, H-t *
p volume charge density, Cm-3

o conductivity, Sm-1

ç conductor density, m-2

tr" coil pitch, m

lo pole pitch, m

ù width of lamination regioî, h
O magnetic flux, Wb

0 phase displacement, rad

X" efficiency

V magnetic flux linkage, Wb
g phase delay, rad

û) angular frequency, rad s-l



INDUCTION MACHINE MODELS

1.1 Prologue

Induction machines belong to an elite amongst electromagnetic devices:

over a century or so, they have reached maturity without losing the

attraction they had at the beginning. This must be attributed to their

simple and hence elegant structure, which teems with intellectually

challenging problems, stemming from the presence of a spatially

distributed magnetic field within the machine space traversing

heterogeneous and partly anisotropic media with complex boundaries.

While structural simplicity and innate robustness have assured the

continuance of the universal popularity of induction machines, induction

machine modelling has presented one of the most challenging tasks,

which designers and users alike have pursued with fervent rigour from

the outset.
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Early induction machine models were ingeniously based on the concept of

magnetically coupled circuits. These lumped parameter circuit models

have proved their conceptual soundness in that they are still being used in

one form or the other. Of these, the so-called "'exact' equivalent circuit" is

the most well known.

The primordial models were characterised by extensive idealisations and

simptifications. Some compensation for this simplification was provided

by the introduction of "empirical constants", whilst realising that much

more work needed to be done to increase the reliability of models,

particularly to forecast any undesirable effects [1]. Such design choices as

the ratio of stator slots to rotor slots, the winding configuration and the

amount of skewing were all seen to have profound ramifications in terms

of parasitic behaviour, manifested, among other things, by excessive noise,

vibration or unsatisfactory run-up performance.

Parasitic behaviour had already been observed in the very early machines;

for instance, already the second squirrel-cage induction machine exhibited

by Dolivo Dobrovolski at an industrial fair in Hannover had suffered from

the presence of cogging torques during start-up. The main preoccupation

of induction machine designers thus became to be able to predict the quasi

steady-state performance with reasonable accuracy [2]. However, users

soon observed that evaluating the performance under transient conditions

was equally important [3,4]. This observation appears to be at the root of a

curious dichotomy which was to create major philosophical differences

between the viewpoints of users and designers in terms of modelling. The

former came to be solely interested in models capable of providing

information on the external behaviour, without any regard to internal
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phenomena. The latter had to, and did, maintain a keen interest in those

internal aspects, of which users appeared to be oblivious, simply because it

was the designers' responsibility to meet the operational requirements by

means of a suitable arrangement of the internal aspects 12, 5, 6,7,81. This

dichotomy must be seen as the main cause of the chasm between the user

and designer cultures. Unfortunately, most teachers of electrical machines

have also embraced the user viewpoint, as evidenced from textbooks and

classroom instruction, leading to an unbalanced view of induction

machine modelling [9].

The philosophical differences have encouraged model development along

various different paths. Designers have been anxious to improve model

fidelity by paying closer attention to topology and materials whilst

continuing to use circuit models [10,11]. IJsers, on the other hand, have

become the major proponents of the so-called generalised electrical

machine theory, based on terminal measurements and axis

transformations 112,1.31. In recent times, designers have had renewed

interest in field modelling, since advances in digital computing have

encouraged the application of numerical methods to solving field

problems. Today, all approaches coexist, although circuit models are by

and far the most preferred and relied upon type by both designers and

users. This is probably best evidenced by the fact that, currently, field

modelling techniques are mainly applied in order to obtain parameters of

circuit models with greater accuracy, which are then used as the cardinal

tools in evaluating the machine performance [14,15]. Reasons for this are

pragmatic; ultimatety the external performance, and not the internal

phenomena, determine whether or not the machine is suitable for the

task.
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1.2 This Thesis

This thesis is based on the premise that there are occasions for which the

conventional circuit models are unsuitable, either due to their coarseness

or due to the extensive simplifying assumptions made in their formation.

Such occasions may include, but are not limited to, the accurate prediction

of performance characteristics for a balanced, symmetrical machine under

normal operating conditions. However, conventional models are totally

incapable of predicting the performance of a machine if, for instance,

asymmetries are present, either arising from an unusual design or due to

fault conditions. This is a serious handicap, especially if the a priori

performance assessment of a machine affected by such features is an

essential requirement. There is a shortfall of models capable of being used

for predicting machine performance realistically when the machine

deviates from the norm. This applies in particular to machine operation

under dynamic conditions.

This thesis seeks to redress the shortfall. After an introductory review of

the possible modelling approaches, the thesis proceeds by first developing

steady state models which are capable of far greater prediction accuracy

than is possible from the use of conventional low order models and then

postulating generally applicable circuit models for realistic performance

prediction under dynamic conditions. Initial emphasis on steady state

models serves a dual purpose: it demonstrates the notional development

of high-fidelity models suitable for the prediction of performance

characteristics as required during routine machine design, and yields

model parameters suitable for use in the subsequent development of

dynamic models.
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The models developed in this thesis are based on the notions that the -

a modelling approach adopted must be appropriate to the task at

hand,

resulting model must be reasonably simple to manipulate and

tr results predicted must be acceptably accurate.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an overview of main

modelling techniques and the principles, on the basis of which they have

been formed. The conventions and notations used throughout the thesis

are explained in Section 1..3. Chapter 2 is based on my previous work and

shows how harmonic modelling techniques can be employed to obtain

high fidelity steady-state circuit models of induction machines. The

resulting models are seen to be particularly suitable in predicting parasitic

effects under quasi dynamic operating conditions. A great deal of care has

been exercised in procuring the various model parameters, since the

underlying considerations are equally relevant to the procurement of

model parameters in the formulation of general models postulated later in

the thesis. Chapter 3 introduces the notion of dynamic models for

induction machines and gives examples of different approaches. Despite

its briefness, Chapter 3 is pivotal in the further development of the thesis

in that it lays the foundation for the dynamic modelling approach to be

developed in the following chapter. Chapter 4 forms the bulk of the thesis,

postulating a general circuit model capable of predicting machine

b
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performance under both transient and steady state conditions. Chapter 5

shows the application of the modelling concepts developed in previous

chapters, demonstrating the superiority of the resulting models when

compared with conventional models. The main emphasis in this chapter

is on discrete circuit models as a powerful tool in the a priori assessment of

effects of asymmetries, attributable to either design peculiarities or faults,

under dynamic operating conditions. Several cases are presented. Chapter

6 concludes the thesis with a brief review of the work presented.

1-.3 Conventions and Notations

As far as practicable, the symbols and units used in this thesis are those

recommended by ISO. Deviations should be clearly identifiable and are

explained in both the text and the nomencløture. In addition, the

following conventions are adopted throughout the thesis:

a

o

Vector quantities are denoted by a tilde under a capital letter, viz. $.
A tilde above a symbol identifies a complex quantity, viz. i..

Phasor quantities are differentiated from complex quantities ina

a

general by the use of a dot above a capital letter, viz. U.

Matrices are written in bold letters as square-bracketed quantities. Fora

instance, [i] ."p."rents a current matrix.
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a

a

a

a

a

o

In cases where matrices are concatenated to represent a system model,

the resultant super matrix is shown using the egg-box notation, such

as

tl"l

li-I

Lower case letters are used for time-variant quantities, except where

capital letters are used commonly to designate the same as in

Maxwell's field equations.

Capitat letters are used to identify model parameters and generally

time-invariant quantities.

Superscripts are used to identify the region with which the specific

quantity is associated.

Capital S and & when used as suPerscripts, designate stator and rotor

affiliation respectively. For instance, L* stands for a rotor inductance.

In cases where rotor quantities are referred to the stator, these are

primed, viz. 'RR.

Subscripts are used for further identification. For example, the

subscripts in L",, identify the slot leakage inductance for coil number

1.

Both superscripts and subscripts are also used to imply mutuality. As

an exampte, L]'i designates the mutual inductance between stator coil

L and rotor mesh 2.

O

o
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Lower case cursive p denotes the differential operator

In circuit models, the graphical symbols shown below have been used

to differentiate between linear and non-linear model parameters.

t
û.

a

a

Linear Non-linear

Resistance I

Reactance I @

Impedance mmmtm

1.4 Maxwell's Field Equations

One needs to recognise that circuit models of induction machines, indeed

those of all other electrical machines, are inextricably linked with spatially

distributed electromagnetic fields [16]. This is why the abstract formulation

of the magnetic field in terms of Maxwell's field equations assumes

ultimate importance as the basis of any such model.

A spatially distributed magnetic field in any anisotropic medium can be

completely described using the relativistic form of Maxwell's equations,

given as below.
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ABVxE = -+ot

ADVxH = I +*L ctt

V.B-=0

,D=e^E+ry
Uæ

(6)

dE= pdo(E+yxE) Q)

An alternative formulation of Equation (2) can be obtained by expressing

H in terms of vector magnetic potential, A, defined as

Þ = VxA (8)

The resulting form of the equation is commonly referred as the transient

diffusion equation, which proves to be more suitable for use where

iterative solution techniques are employed. Flowever, it should be noted

that the use of vector magnetic potential offers no advantage over and

above applying Maxwell's equations directly, unless either the current

density distribution is known or a reasonable approximation can be made

in representing the current density distribution.

(1)

Q)

(3)

(4)

P=pv

and in conjunction with the following fundamental relationships

z0+Hto(

(s)

B
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1.5 Possible Modelling Apptoaches

Various possible modelling approaches have become known over the

years. These vary from low order circuit models obtained on the basis of

terminal measurements on existing machines to three dimensional

modelting techniques based on numerical methods. Flowever, the

following needs to be noted in adopting a suitable modelling approach.

. Modelling techniques which rely on terminal measurements for the

determination of model parameters are only suitable for use as ø

posteriori models. Of necessity, such models are low order models,

and although they can be extremely useful in evaluating the

performance of an existing machine, they are of little, if any, value

in terms of induction machine design [17,18).

o In the case of ø priori models, as those used by designers, the model

is formed on the basis of an intimate knowledge of the internal

arrangements of the machine. Therefore, it is possible to obtain

higher order, high fidelity models which are capable of greatly

improved prediction accuracy. The modelling approaches to

forming ø priori models can be broadly categorised as the field
approach and the circuit approach. The latter embraces both the

electric circuit modelling approach [19,20] and magnetic circuit

modelling approach 121,,22,231. It must be emphasised that the basis

of all such models is the distribution of the electromagnetic field

within the machine space, and the prediction accuracy depends, to a

large degree, on the extent of approximations made in representing

the field, regardless of which approach has been adopted.

This thesis is primarily concerned with the formation of ø priori models of

induction machines, obtained using the circuit approach.
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1.5.1 Field aoproach

-

The knowledge of localised phenomena is of great importance to

induction machine designers. The actual field distribution within the

machine space ultimately determines the quality of performance; parasitic

torques, noise, vibration and harmonic currents are all consequences of an

unsuitable field distribution inside the machine. Therefore an exact

representation of the field should enable the machine performance to be

predicted accurately. Evidently, Maxwell's field equations would provide

the foundation for such a complete model.

Unfortunately, techniques of analysis based on an analytical solution of

Maxwell's equations are, due to the complexity of the boundaries,

practically non-viable. The conditions are further exacerbated by the

regional anisotropies and non-linearities. Even if solutions could be

found, they would be of questionable value because of the difficulties in

their interpretation. These difficulties have led to compromise techniques

being proposed, which are formulated on the basis of field approximations

within prominent regions 19,24,251.

Another modelling approach, based on Maxwell's equations, utilises the

notion of "energy flux" as postulated by Poynting's theorem within
various regions of the machine space Í261. If the energy flux, emanating

from a given region is expressed as:

-Jv.Eto=Jrrþtu+
UO

tl GeEz 
+f,pu')n (e)

a

where I denotes the Poynting vector, defined by

P=ExH (10)
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then for any given region within the machine, the first term on the right

hand side of Equation (10) represents the power losses within the region,

whereas the second term represents the rate of energy storage in the

electric and magnetic fields respectively. For instance, applying Equation

(10) to a rotor bar subregion within a slot region results in

R R*2 R*/il.E"lr=Rub +hb7î

Rf : rotor bar resistance, Cl

(11)

where

R

\ : rotor bar inductance, H.

The significance is that lumped parameters can be obtained, region by

region, or subregion by subregion, directly from the evaluation of the

Poynting vector. Thus the use of the Poynting vector can facilitate the

formation of circuit models from field considerations. Model order can be

controlled by the choice of the extent of the region or the subregion and,

with reasonable assumptions, analytical solutions are relatively easy to

obtain.

Numerical methods, on the other hand, are potentially capable of

handling three-dimensional electromagnetic field problems without any

restrictions t271. However, they require the solution of a large number of

linear equations. Evidently, only iterative methods are practical in

obtaining convergent solutions and, as yet, computational effort required

for complete solutions is almost unaffordable if three-dimensional, time-

variant solutions are sought to be obtained accurately [15]. Even when it
can be assumed that the field distribution is symmetrical, so that two-

dimensional analysis yields a sufficiently accurate picture of the spatial
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distribution of the field, the computational effort is enormous, except

when steady state conditions are considered and grossly simplifying

assumptions are made [28].

The most commonly used numerical method in induction machine

analysis is the finite element analysis. Finite element methods of field

solutions are particularly suitable in developing reasonable

approximations in representing the current density distribution, since the

method relies on successive iterations leading to convergent solutions.

The use of vector magnetic potential offers computational advantages in

facilitating this. The field is represented by the transient diffusion

equation, which is obtained by substituting the vector magnetic potential

of Equation (8) in Equation (2) and by rearranging as

Vx(€VxA) =-o AA
ðt +VV (72)

where e : reluctivity,H-lm
o : conductivity, Sm-l

V : scalar electric potential, V.

Equation (12) can be used to obtain time-variant solutions on the basis of

implicit time integration techniques, such as the Crank-Nicolson method,

by evaluating the field sequentially in suitable time intervals 129,30,371.

Although the field solutions on the basis of the foregoing are suitable in

simulating the machine behaviour under quasi-dynamic operating

conditions, the computational effort is extensive to analyse the transient
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behaviour during even a very short period of time. This severely restricts

the general application of finite element methods to the study of induction

machine dynamics. Moreover, despite their intrinsic ability to deal with

three dimensional field problems, most finite element solutions are based

on the assumption of two dimensional symmetry for reasons stated

previously . Furthermore, the practically important external aspects of

behaviour still need to be determined by the use of circuit models, in that

the information obtained from the finite element analysis is used in

determining the model parameters of an associated lumped parameter

circuit model l-1,4,32,331. This somewhat detracts from the promise that

much more accurate performance predictions are possible if finite element

models of induction machines are used in preference to lumped parameter

circuit models [15]. Thus the main advantages of finite element techniques

are seen to be their prowess in evaluating localised phenomena and in

allowing parameters of circuit models to be ascertained with greater

accuracy than is possible with conventional techniques [34,35]. For

instance, saturation effects within their respective regions can be evaluated

much more confidently with finite element analysis [15]. A further

advantage of their use arises from being able to establish the initial

conditions with greater accuracy for dynamic simulation when circuit

models are used as the main tools in evaluating the transient behaviour of

the machine.

1..5.2 Circuit aDDroach

Since the inception of the induction machine around 1.887 by Tesla,

Ferraris and others, lumped parameter circuit models of induction

machines have been in continuous use for the design and analysis of
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induction machines. Flence, they have a long and well proven tradition

for the prediction of overall machine characteristics.

At the outset, the emphasis was on the steady state operation and terminal

behaviour. Several different modelling approaches have evolved over the

years to cope with various problems presented by the specific tasks

encountered by designers as well as users Í36,371. In the course of time, the

emphasis has shifted from steady state analysis toward dynamic analysis

t3l. Recently, this shift has accelerated, mainly due to the prevalence of

variable speed operating schemes based on power electronics [38,39,40].

Initially, the circuit models proposed by early researchers were adapted to

effect the transient analysis of induction machines [41]. These models are

still used in one form or another . However, it is now widely recognised

that such low-order models suffer from intrinsic weaknesses stemming

from the assumptions made in their formation Í17,42,43, 441. Thus they

are unlikely to be suitable in cases where the underlying simplifying

assumptions are not justifiable.

Basically three approaches are possible when circuit modelling is adopted:

Phase models

Discrete circuit models

@ Co^bination of 1 and 2.

Phase models can vary from direct phase models to indirect models

obtained on the basis of axis transformations. Direct phase models are also

known as a-b-c models, whereas the derivative models based on phase

1

2
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transformations are usually labelled as o-P-O models, if referred to a

stationary stator reference frame, and d-q-0 models, if referred to a rotating

reference frame attached to the rotor. The main advantage of a-b-c models

is that the quantities predicted relate directly to physically measurable

quantities Í45,461. Axis transformation techniques, on the other hand, offer

computational advantages and generality, but suffer from being remote

from physical quantities which can be measured directly.

Most phase models are formed on the basis of extensive assumptions [201.

The omission of phenomena responsible for certain effects from model

formation is the main reason for poor correlation between the actual and

predicted results in such models. This is simply because it is not possible

to extract any information from a model relating to, for example, parasitic

effects, unless the aspects which are responsible for their existence are

incorporated in the model. For instance, all induction machines are

subject to harmonic effects; these stem from non-sinusoidal time-variant

quantities such as terminal voltages and currents, from the presence of

slotted boundaries giving rise to permeance fluctuations as the rotor

changes its position relative to the stator and the non-sinusoidal

distribution of the airgap flux 1471. These effects are frequently represented

in terms of time harmonics and space harmonics respectively Í48,49). The

absence of these harmonic effects from the model represents a serious

shortcoming, if parasitic behaviour arising from harmonic interactions is

significant.

The shortcomings can be overcome to a large extent by the use of the so-

called high fidelíty circuit models, which are based on the harmonic

representation of non-sinusoidal quantities [50, 51]. In this approach the
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harmonic effects are accounted for either by means of a single Fourier

transform based on a discontinuous current sheet with sinusoidal currents

or by means of multiple Fourier transforms, also accounting for the effects

of permeance variations due to slotting as well as the non-sinusoidally

varying currents Í52,53,541. This modelling approach is known to yield

excellent correlation between actual and predicted results for balanced and

symmetrical machines in steady state [20, 55]. The harmonic high-fidelity

circuit models are particularly useful in the prediction of quasi-dynamic

parasitic effects in most cases [56].

However, it has been observed that harmonic modelling is not always

capable of accurately predicting parasitic behaviour, since the resulting

model is basically still a global per phøse model, which does not account

for local aspects 1571. This concern is especially justifiable when

asymmetries or discontinuities are present, whether they be intentional or

unintentional [58, 59,60,611. For instance, a high fidelity per phase model

incorporating the higher order space and time harmonics is not capable of

predicting parasitic behaviour which may be introduced by the presence of

a fracture in the cage of a squirrel cage induction machine. In this case,

discrete circuit modelling becomes attractive in the interest of accounting

for the effect of localised phenomena. Discrete circuit models, which are

derived by considering individual stator and rotor coils and the magnetic

fields they link, constitute direct models. Flence, they are not restricted by

the simplifying assumptions of transformation techniques. They are

amenable to time-domain analysis, which makes them eminently suited

to transient analysis. The price is the considerable increase in the number

of simultaneous equations to be solved; the number of equations

corresponds to the total number of stator and rotor coils. Flowever,

because the resulting equations are cyclic in form, the computational effort

is not linearly proportional to the number of equations.
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1.6 SolutionTechniques

1..6.1. Analvtical Methods

-

If, because of the simplifying assumptions adopted, the above modelling

approaches lead to sets of linear differential equations, closed form

solutions are relatively easy to obtain [62, 63, 64]. However, if the

describing equations are non-linear with time-variant coefficients,

analytical methods prove to be difficult, in which case iterative methods

become indispensable.

1.6.2 Numerical Methods

In the case of circuit models, the mathematical description of the induction

machine in the form of a set of simultaneous, non-linear differential

equations with time variant coefficients can be solved using numerical

methods t651. Of these, one-step algorithms known as Runge-Kutta

methods are widely used owing to their inherent stability and relatively

modest memory requirements. Gauss-Seidel iterative methods may be

employed to enhance the computational efficacy of Runge-Kutta methods.

The use of numerical techniques also facilitates the evaluation of field

models Í661. Developments in computing capabilities have made it
entirely feasible albeit limited to find solutions to Maxwell's equations by

means of numerical methods [67]. In applying numerical methods to the

analysis of time-variant magnetic fields, one approach has been to break

down the field problem into two components: one describing its

distribution in space, the other giving its time behaviour. The former is

then treated using finite element methods, whereas the latter is evaluated
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using a time-stepping procedure. Both implicit and explicit finite element

techniques can be applied, although implicit techniques offer

computational advantages owing to the larger time increments

permissible and the inherent unconditional stability. But, considerably

smaller time increments become essential as fast transients are

investigated, thus diminishing the computational advantage of the

implicit technique s [29, 3'1.1.

1.7 Scope of Application for Models

Induction machine models in their various guises, as postulated in the

foregoing, are indispensable in evaluating the various different aspects of

induction machine behaviour. For example, the simple lumped

parameter phase models or their derivatives obtained on the basis of axis

transformations are useful in the approximate assessment of the steady

state behaviour of a symmetrical machine under balønced supply
conditions, provided the simplifying assumptions made in their

formation are justifiable [68]. The effect of external asymmetries, such as

unbalanced supply conditions or unbalanced external impedances for the

secondary circuits, can be accounted for by the use of modified versions of

the reduced order models in conjunction with symmetrical components

Í59,691. The reduced order model representations are especially attractive

in the development of control strategies for induction machine drives 170,

7'1,, 721 and in investigating multi-machine system behaviour [73, 74].

However, if parasitic behaviour arising from such aspects as the finite

distribution of windings, saturation of the magnetic core and the non-
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uniform current distribution in conductors is to be projected accurately,

the model fidelity must be enhanced. This can be done in a number of

ways; high fidelity harmonic circuit models [19, 55], field models based on

finite element analysis [27, 29, 75] and hybrid models obtained from a

combination of field models and circuit models have all been successfully

employed Í'1,4, 34,761. Direct or transformed phase models can also be used

to evaluate the machine performance under trønsienf conditions Í771. In

so doing, one commonly assumes that the rotor speed remains constant

during transient operation, which leads to a set of differential equations

with linear coefficients. Other techniques for transient analysis include

complex frequency domain formulations 157,781 and current vector

approach Í79, 80, 8'1,, 821.

The consequences of localised phenomena are best evaluated using

distributed parameter models. Finite element models [35, 83, 84] and

discrete circuit models belong to this category [85, 86]. Both types are

intrinsically suitable for the assessment of both the steady state and

dynamic regimes, although in the case of finite element models the extent

of computational effort may pose severe restrictions on usability when

transient behaviour is to be evaluated.

L.8 Object of Thesis Revisited

The object of this thesis is to show how effective circuit models can be

formulated which are capable of predicting with acceptable accuracy the

performance of an induction machine under either steady state or

transient conditions or both. Two approaches will be presented:
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harmonic modelling

discrete circuit modelling.

Both approaches emanate from the consideration of the airgap flux

distribution due to a single coil. Flowever, harmonic modelling is based

on the Fourier transform at the single coil level, facilitating the transition

from the time domain to the complex domain, whereas the discrete circuit

modelling is effectuated entirely in the time domain. The high fidelity

harmonic circuit models, formed using the harmonic modelling approach,

are especially valuable in predicting accurately the machine performance

under balanced quasi dynamic conditions. Still, they represent the

aggregate effect of the energised coils on the performance of the machine

without being able to account for local anomalies. This is where the

discrete circuit modelling approach comes into its own: it intrinsically

allows the localised features to be represented. Thus, this thesis will
postulate discrete circuit models which can account for asymmetries,

including discontinuities arising from faults, and which can be used in

reliably predicting the induction machine performance under both

transient and steady-state conditions.

2
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HIGH FIDELITY
HARMONIC CIRCUIT MODELS

2.L Rationale for High Fidelity Circuit Modelling

The commonly adopted assumptions in induction machine modelling

lead to gross inaccuracies in performance prediction. There is

substantiated and well documented justification for increasing model

fidelity, if the ensuing models are to be reliable. It stands to reason that

model fidelity can be enhanced by the inclusion in the model of

parameters representative of phenomena which affect machine

performance. Factors which behove consideration with the promise of

improving the prediction accuracy are those rooted in the topology of the

machine and the core materials.

It has been shown that the prediction accuracy of a per phase circuit model

can be impressively improved if special attention is paid to the following

aspects [20):
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space harmonics, which are attributable to the discrete
distribution of the machine windings,

saturation effects due to the non-linearities in the permeability
of the core materials,

E non-uniform current density distribution in the conductors,
especially in a cage rotor,

core losses due to eddy currents and hysteresis, and

tr time harmonics arising from the non-sinusoidal supply
voltages and phase currents,

Circuit models which include the effects of harmonics constitute harmonic

circuit models. Model fidelity of a harmonic circuit model can be

improved greatly by incorporating in the model such other phenomena as

those mentioned above; this leads to the formation of high fidelity
hørmonic circuit models. This chapter is devoted to the development of

such, which are unquestionably of great value in the design of induction

machines.

2.2 Space Harmonics

2.2.1, Airqao m.m.f. of a Sinqle Coil

Harmonic circuit modelling of induction machines is based on the Fourier

series representation of the magnetomotive force (m.m.f.) distribution due

to the discrete placement of coils belonging to m-phases of a winding in

individual slots. Considering a single short-pitched coil as in Figure 1, the

corresponding harmonic m.m.f. expressions can be developed as shown

below.

2

4
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Figure 1

m.m.f. distribution of a single short-pitched coil over a pole pair

Figure 1 depicts the m.m.f distribution of a short pitched coil over a pole

period, 2xo , assuming the coil side to be concentrated at the slot centre and

without accounting for the effect of slot openings. The abscissa is

positioned in such a way that the principle of flux conservation is satisfied.

( denotes the m.m.f. partitioning ratio for this requirement, and can be

obtained as

t. : coil pitch, m

to : pole pitch, m.

where
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Alternatively, Ç can be given in terms of slot numbers corresponding to t"
and ro as

p (v-1)
(14)

ssÇ=

where p : number of pole pairs

y : number of slots per coil pitch

Ss : number of stator slots.

If a current i(t) flows in a single, short-pitched coil with N turns, the

resultant m.m.f. at a circumferential distance 4 for an instantaneous value

of i(t) is given by

F(Ð = Ni (1s)

Placing the origin arbitrarily at the centre of the coil as in Figure 1. and

applying Fourier transform, F(Ð can be obtained, in terms of. space

harmonícs, as

oo

F(d=)n v cos (16)

where

V=l

,"P

(17)
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Considering that F (r) for various regions over a pole pair is

(1-()F if 0< n.Ir"

r(Ð = .ç IF

1(1-() F if 2ro- Tc< F-< 2lP

(18)

J*'^l i")^ +

ir T ,". x< zro-f, r"

1

zÍ"

2

the value of IFu can be calculated from

Fv 1

"P

+

2r-p

,,P

frt-q, F cos(u nn\¿r.
J l.'o )

1lr" "o-T""

f,'-e, 
F cost" t: ")n"

0

Fv =n l; *[" ;Ð

1

ix"

(1e)

as

(20)
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The ratio of the coil pitch t. to pole pitch TO is the reløtioe coil pítch E, viz.

Ín
H-

"p
(21)

Substituting E in Equation (20) and with Equation (16), the m.m.f.

expression for a single short-pitched coil is finally obtained as

(22)

An alternative form of expression for the m.m.f. of Equation (22) can be

given as

(23)

F(r)=|*'å !,tnþ=i ) *,[{,,)

t"
L
v

K
,pcos ßk

Pv
F (r) = T*,

where

kou = ,t"(u =i) (24)
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The factor kru represents the effect of chording on each of the coil m.m.f.

harmonics. Hence it is termed the coil pitch factor for the vth space

harmonic. Because of the asymmetrical distribution of the coil m.m.f. of a

short pitched coil with reference to the circumferential abscissa, as depicted

in Figure L, both odd and even harmonics exist in Equations (22) and (23).

For a full-pitch coil, E - t. Thus, the m.m.f. expression is reduced to

oo

K

"p

2
= -Ni

TE

(r)F cos

t"
It (25)

(26)

where

8=v-1
v = 11 3,5r......

Since the m.m.f. of a full-pitch coil is distributed symmetrically with

reference to the abscissa, only odd harmonics are present in Equation (25)

as indicated by Equation (27). Evidently, the amplitude of each odd space

harmonic for a full-pitch coil can be obtained as

(27)

=ZruilGr)s'IE V
Fu(t)

4=0

(28)
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2.2.2 Airqap m.m.f. of a Coil Group

The airgap m.m.f. for a group of coils comprising a pair of phase belts can

be obtained by superposition on the basis of Equation (22). The resultant

m.m.f. distribution for a coil group carrying the current i(t) is illustrated in

Figure 2. It should be noted that the m.m.f, distribution depicted remains

the same regardless whether the winding has identical coils or concentric

coils, as long as phase belt positions are the same. Therefore any winding

with identical coils can be replaced with one which has equivalent

axisymmetric coils, as long as the number of slots per phase belt is an

integer. This has obvious advantages in analytical terms since the axial

symmetry is maintained. Provided that a corresponding equivalent

axisymmetric coil pitch is defined for each coil within the group, the

m.m.f. expression for the coil group can be obtained by superposition as

C

Fc (r)=)ro(r)
b=1

where IFr(r)

(2e)

m.m.f. due to a group of c coils as a function of

circumferential distance

IFo(r) : m.m.f. of bth concentric and axisymmetric coil

as a function of circumferential distance
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The number of coils, C, within the coil grouP is given by

Sc= 2*=9
for a single løyer winding and by

(30)

(31)

in the case of a double løyer winding, with

number of slots

number of pole pairs

number of phases

number of slots per pole per phase

The magnetomotive force for each of the individual coils within the coil

group can be obtained as

c= å =2q

S

P
m
q

(32)

where E 6 is t}:re relatiae coíl pitch, either for the axisymmetric coil b

belonging to an axisymmetric winding or the equivalent axisymmetric coil
h for a winding with identical coils. Obviously, E 5 is defined as

)=L
îE

IFo (r *t ä f, ,in[,,." 
=n i) *,[¡ ä ")

= 
t"o 

='"nhrPb (33)
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Magnetomotive force distribution over a pole pair due to a

group of c coils
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In the case of a winding with identical coils with a coil pitch t", the

equivalent coil pitch 1.. is obtained from
þ

t"þ = T" - (q - a) rs (34)

with

a=2h-1

b=1,2r......,1 (3s)

b denotes the number of the fictitious equivalent coil within the coil group

(See Appendix L for further details). With these considerations, the airgap

m.m.f. for a coil group can be expressed as

(36)

On the other hand, in Equation (36) the summation term given by

c
fi\

'n7)

c

b=1

T
v

2
IE t" ")t"

ãTE"þ2
t

'c,
P

IF, (r) Ni stn cos

can be replaced by introducing the coil group føctor, defined as
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c

stn

This reduces Equation (36) to

1

ckcv
(37)

(38)

It should be noted that the coil group factor, k. , can also be expressed in

terms of a coil pitch føctor, kou, and a distribution factor, kou , as

(3e)

In Equation (39), the coil pitch factor is given by Equation (24), whereas the

distribution factor is defined as

N
Csin v,

(40)

where slot angle, N, is

?E

k6t

kou

kdvkpV

Nsinv C7

S

t"
I
v It

V= 1

F, (r) cNi2
1Í

K
Lp

k coscv

N= (41)
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which corresponds, in "electrical" degrees, to an angular displacement of

2rp

m

2ß

!s

Equations (36) and (38) represent the airgap m.m.f. of the datum coil group.

Evidently, the airgap m.m.f. of the (e+l¡tt coil group can be obtained from

similar considerations by taking into account its angular position with

reference to this datum coil. For a symmetrical m-phase winding, the

circumferential bore distance between two contiguous coil groups is

(42)

(43)

where m is the number of phase belts per pole pair. In Equations (42) and

(43), r and 0 denote the lineør phøse belt pitch and angular phase belt pitch

respectively. It follows that the angular displacement between the axes of

the (e+l)th coil group and the datum coil group must be

@r*1 =e0 (44)

Consequently, using Equation (36), the m.m.f. of the (e+t¡th coil group can

be expressed in the form

I

e

C

oo

2= -Nin
e+1 ài ,,,(v ",î) ,^[u [ü"- "..,)

IF. (r)
e+1

þt1

(4s)
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or, in reduced form as

(46)

Equation (46) thus represents the m.m.f. at a circumferential distance 4 due

to the (e+t¡th coil group with an angular displacement of @"*r.

2.2.3 Total Aireap m.m.f.

-

The total airgap m.m.f., when all coil groups belonging to m phases of a

winding are energised simultaneously with phase different currents, can

be obtained by the superposition of all magnetomotive forces due to the

individual coil groups. Thus, using Equation (45), the total airgap m.m.f.

can be generally expressed as

F(t,t) total =

-gr
1

C

oo

2_N
n ä{*, l,'[u =rî),,,{u G:"-"..,}

b=l

8=0

F, (r)
e+1 e+1 V=l

oo

= f tNt 1_
I k* cos

(47)
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So far, the magnetomotive force has been obtained in terms of the

instantaneous value of the current, i. A more general m.m.f. expression

can be obtained by considering the time variation of the current, i(t). IÍ, for

convenience, the m phase currents can be assumed to be sinusoidal and

balanced, the phase shift between two sequential currents is

2no=* (48)

(s0)

Considering the relationship between the number of phases, m, and the

number of phase belts , gr, which is

rn= 2mp (4e)

the phase shift can also be given as

0
4n
m p

or, with Equation (43), as

0=2Po (sl)

Thus, with reference to the current of the datum coil group, the current

i(t) for the (e+l)th coil group has a phase delay of

0e+1 = e2p0 (52)
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or considering Equation (tt4)

0e+1 = 2P @r*t (53)

With this phase delay, the current of the (e+l)th coil grouP can be

expressed as

i (r) = \[t I srn (rot - 0.*r) (il)

Substituting this current into Equation (47) and using trigonometric

identities, total airgap m.m.f. when all m phases of the winding are

connected to an m-phase supply can be obtained as a function of both

circumferential distance and time as

F(r,t) total =

m
--72

e+1

C

t=0
Þ1

(s5)
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where o and p refer to the position in time and space respectively of the

vth m.m.f. harmonic for the (e+l)th coil group. cr and p are given as

I = tot -Qe+r (s6)

and

Ê=

It can be shown that

m
--1

*"-@e*t,p
(57)

(s8)

The use of this identity eliminates the need for summation. However, the

fraction of the sinusoids on the right hand side of Equation (58) yields the

indeterminate form 0/0, if

2*(o t vÊ) = à,'['. t "t*+ [Ëe=0

m
--12

l- Yrr I
,afcottvürc+ k(m-r)æ]

t1)

It

Yt r = inteser
P9

and = integer.
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Thus, Equation (58) is not useful for practical application unless modified.

The modification can be effected by applying L'Hôpital's rule, viz.

f'(x)
tint
xÐ

fim
xÐ

f(x)
g(x) (x)o6Xo *o

(se)

(61)

as

m eif e , - = integer

sinn xa.utn

* + |tr 'innft -m otherwise
(60)

Incorporating in Equation (55) the results obtained in Equation (60), the

total airgap m.m.f. can finally be expressed as

IF(æt) total =

C

^t; #(Ë.')"]mNI
IE

þ=1

Utilising Equation (46), changing the summation range to -oo(V(oo and

accounting also for parallel connections within coil groups, Equation (61)
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can be rearranged, leading to a compressed expression for the total airgap

m.m.f. as

(62)

Because of the symmetry of the total airgap m.m.f. distribution, in

Equations (61) and (62) only odd harmonics exist, the orders of which are

given by

v=2gIn+1 (63)

where

g - . .. .. .-3, -2, -1, 0, 1.,2,3, (64)

The symbol IF(a;t) will be used in the remainder of this thesis to replace

the symbol IF(a;t) total for the total m.m.f. as obtained in Equations (61)

and (62).

F(a;t) total =

oo

E
It

C 1 kcv ,i,,['t-,t*.#f, t),,]m NIa v
("Ðslll

v=-oo
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2.2.4 Aireap Flux

-Once the total airgap m.m.f. is known, the airgap flux density can be

obtained as

B(r,t)=t.o+Ð (6s)

where ô' is the airgap distance, modified by Carter's factor to take into

consideration the effect of slotting (87, 88). The airgap flux per pole, @(t),

can thus be found as

xP

o(r) F(r-,t) lx

Substituting Equation (62) into Equation (66) gives

(Þ(t) =

L k"v
,,,f'. -'t*.#Ë t)"]

(66)

0

oo

lx

0

V=-oo

(67)
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Carrying out the integration and rearranging yields

oo

v=-oo

Lk* ,,,['t.#fr t)"]
v2

t'Ðstn

(68)

Thus, the airgap flux is represented in terms of space harmonics.

Although individual harmonic fields link with all machine windings, the

penetration depth, hence the extent of linkage, varies depending on the

corresponding perceived frequency due to the relative motion between the

stator and rotor circuits.

2.2.5 Induced e.m.f.s

The airgap flux per pole, as quantified in Equation (68) is responsible for

inducing e.m.f.s in the coils it traverses. The e.m.f. induced in each of the

phases of a polyphase winding can be derived on the basis of the following

considerations.

The e.m.f. induced in the first coil side of the bth coil due to the airgap flux

is found from

ebr(t)=-lt# (6e)
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as

eo. (t) =
oo

#u'Íþ-Í*'
V=-oo

Lk* ,,"1''.#fr t),,]
2v '"?i)

(70)

The e.m.f. induced in the second coil side of the bth coil will be obtained

with a phase delay of

e=(t-eo)æ Vl)

eorr(t) =

as

oo

n[ï:u'Aþr'ÇN,
Tco ò' (r

V=-oo

(72)

In Equation (71), Eo is the relative coil pitch. The e.m.f. induced in the bth

coil is found by the difference of the e.m.f.s for each coil side as

eo (t) = êbr (t) - eo,, (t) (73)
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which gives

eo (t) =

e, (t) =
4{l

rt? #*,+rvrol
Lk* ,¿n[ort+4lv _rl,,'lL mw ))

(7s)

oo

_u[lpot{p'ß2 ô'
1. kcv ,,"1',*f,fr t )"],,"[" % i)

V=-oo

(74)

Similarly, the e.m.f. in a coil group of C coils is procured by taking the

complex sum of the coil e.m.f.s within the group, which gives

oo

2

v2

("ÐsLn

v=-oo

Correspondingly, the e.m.f. of the phase winding becomes

oo

2

e(t)=##^p+rv.,I Lk* ,-['.*f;fr t),,]

V=-oo

(76)
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2.2.6 Modellinq Ramifications

Equation (76) has important ramifications from a modelling viewpoint;

the harmonic e.m.f.s contained therein can be associated with

corresponding harmonic reactances which can be used in a harmonic

circuit model to represent the flux linkage between the stator and rotor.

The corollary is that the effects which originate from the non-sinusoidal

space distribution of the airgap flux due to the placement of conductors in

discrete slots can be represented with greater fidelity in such a model. Such

harmonic magnetising reøctnnces can be obtained on the basis of the

following considerations.

Using complex notation, Equation (76) can also be written as

oo

o

E . 4 lLo["Íp
lfi? õ' mP 1

v2

o

IlVoe
0.

2
kcv

("Ð
(77)

stn
V=-oo

or as

a

E
o

IXI (78)

In Equation (78), jX represents an aggregate magnetising reactance, which

comprises harmonic magnetising reactances as

X
oo

X-
V=-oo

v (7e)
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where

lx"l =##^p**'F)'' (80)

In circuit modelling terms, Equation (79) is identical to a series connected

set of magnetising reactances. The corollary is that the airgap flux

components linking the stator and the rotor can now be modelled by

means of these harmonic reactances. With careful modelling of the

corresponding rotor circuit parameters, this allows, among other things, to

evaluate the effect of rotor currents on the airgap field, hence the order of

magnitude of secondary armature reaction.

2.2.7 Harmonic Truncation

The foregoing deliberations in this chapter concerning the harmonic

modelling concepts may give the impression that the ensuing models are,

of necessity, complex and therefore unsuitable for practical

implementation due to the large number of harmonic circuits to be

included in the model. This need not be so, since the order of the model,

hence model complexity can be controlled by truncation of the harmonics.

In practical terms, this means that only harmonics which can have an

appreciable effect on the overall machine performance need to be included

in the formation of a harmonic circuit model. Space harmonics which

affect overall machine performance are those which mutually link with

stator and rotor circuits. However, the magnetic coupling efficacy of space

harmonics is inversely proportional to their harmonic order, as explained

elsewhere in this thesis.
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The winding factor spectrum can be used as an effective truncatíon

criterion, in that it gives a direct indication of the orders of magnitude of

the space harmonics present in the airgap flux. Thus harmonic orders and

their respective magnitudes can be used as the basis for a judicious

selection of the magnetising reactances for inclusion in the high fidelity

harmonic circuit model. Figure 3 shows a typical winding factor spectrum.
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According to Figure 3, the Sth and 7th harmonics must be shown

segregated in the model in addition to the fundamental, since they are the

most significant; this would give a third order model. The inclusion of

11th and L3th harmonics would improve model fidelity since their

contribution to the airgap fietd is considerable with 6.4Vo and 4.77o

respectively. If the latter are included, this would result in a fifth order

model, slightly increasing the computational effort. The remaining

harmonics are to be collectively represented by means of a differential

leakage reactance, since they virtually constitute leakage.

2.3 CunentDisplacement

When the conductors in the slots of an induction machine are traversed by

time-variant magnetic fields, as is the case during operation, eddy currents

result [89]. Although their sum within the conductor region is zero, their

effect is paramount in that they modify both the distribution of conduction

currents within the conductor and the distribution of the magnetic field,

the time variation of which is responsible for their presence [90]. The

resulting non-uniform current density distribution, generally known as

current displøcement, Leads to an effective increase in the resistance of the

conductor, with an associated increase in the ohmic losses [97,92]. In
addition, the accompanying magnetic field displacement reduces the

magnetic field leakage, which is reflected in a reduction of the

corresponding leakage inductance values in circuit modelling terms [93].
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Current displacement effects are put to good use in induction machine

design in improving the starting performance of a motor, especially under

direct-on-line starting conditions. This is done by the choice of conductor

topology: in the rotor, the so-called deep-bar conductors are employed in

slots where the stot height is much larger than the slot width. Such deep-

bar configurations, as the one illustrated in Figure 4, favour the

displacement of the rotor currents at high slip values, thus effectively

increasing the rotor winding resistance when high torques are required.

The effective resistance is progressively reduced as the motor runs up. At

the operating speed the rotor resistance is at its lowest value, which is

desirable from the viewpoint of rotor ohmic losses.

1Í*

Figure 4

A typical rotor deep-bar configuration
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Generally, eddy-current effects are not accounted for in induction machine

circuit models on the premise that the winding resistances are insensitive

to frequency. Flowever, in cases where the phenomenon of current

displacement is purposely utilised to improve the run-up performance of

an induction motor, it becomes imperative that the eddy-current effects be

modelled in the interest of improved prediction accuracy. Even in cases

where eddy-currents are not consciously exploited to create the adaptive

adjustment of the rotor impedance during the run-up, their inclusion in

the model pays dividends in the form of a better correlation between the

actual and predicted results, because current displacement effects

discernibly affect performance, especially in squirrel-cage induction

machines.

Current displacement in the conductors of an induction machine can be

modelled by considering the Maxwell's equations in the form

VxH=oE (81)

drl'
VxE= -aL----=-a- dt

(82)

Equations (81) and (82) can be combined to give the Laplacian of E as

v2E=ot, Æ (83)
û

In applying Equations (81) to (83) to the analysis of the current density

distribution in a deep bar rotor, it is to be observed that the orientation of

the magnetic field strength is almost perpendicular to the slot walls due to
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the large disparity of the permeabilities between the slot space and the core.

Relationships are illustrated in Figure 5 for a rectangular rotor conductor.

Assuming that the rotor bars do not completely occuPy the slot space as

illustrated in Figure 4, the application of Equations (81) to (83) to the path

enclosing the element (ur, dy) gives

(84)

(8s)

(86)

= *aL

aE aEr
lroðy àt

a'E u6

,t = 4 ouo

IE
ly jcopoÉ

AE

àt

Evidently, in the case of a die-cast rotor ca9e, the bar width is the same as

the slot widtþ in which case

u5
__1

-I4
(87)

Assuming the time variation of H and E to be sinusoidal, Equations (84)

to (86) can be conveniently expressed in time-harmonic form as

(88)

(8e)

(e0)
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Equation (90) is the Helmholtz equation in one dimension, the solution of

which gives the electric field strength within the slot as a function of the

radial distance y as

+ Cre-" t (e1)

where

õ- (1+j) (e2)

The inverse of the radical term in Equation (92) represents the depth into

the conductor at which the electric field strength E has been attenuated to

(e-t)tttot its surface value. Thus, it can be termed the characteristíc

penetration depth, ô0, defined as

ønsL (e3)f=p Øt@ o Po

With this, Equation (92) can be rearranged to give

(e4)

õ is the so-called tþøae number of the conducting medium. At power

frequencies, the actual penetration depth is in the order of four to eight

times that given by Equation (93). Obviously, the higher the frequency, the

less the penetration depth becomes. This is why high order harmonic

airgap fields can be deemed not to link with the rotor conductors,

justifying their being counted as leakage elsewhere in this thesis.

É= C, "õ'

løt
,;toPot

c
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The magnetic field strength H within the slot can be obtained by

substituting Equation (91) in Equation (89), which gives

Íi= j co lro t c2
c Cu

1e (e5)

The constants C, and C, are obtainable from the boundary conditions,

constituted as

H
lolro (c 2

ï
u)

!=0 r

õ
C ) (e6)

(e7)

(e8)

I

and

-0
Jolro (.

c
, "-u'-ar"ulÉ

Y=-ft

which yield

C
i jcotto ãn

e

4 õ 2 sinfi. (õ. fr.)

T ico po ftc
e

c2 -4 õ 2sinfi.(éfr.)
(ee)
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Substitution of these constants into Equation (95) gives the magnetic field

strength as

'b,í'k 
(n+y¡fTFI= a

u)t
(100)

(101)

sinfr{ð. fr.)

The current density within the conductor can now be found with the aid of

Equation (84) as

õ
Øú

*rnle @+s¡fT=i
sinfrlé. D

Figure 6 illustrates the variation of current density distribution along the

slot height for a typical deep-bar configuration.

The corresponding ohmic losses for the conductor region can be

ascertained generally from the use of the instøntaneous Poynting aector

for the region defined as

P- o I xHL
(102)
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Current density variation in a deep-bar : an example
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Flowever, in line with the preceding deliberations, the losses will be

obtained here by the use of a corresponding complex Poynting aector,

which can be defined in time-harmonic form as

1 (103)Í Tfr*o

The real component of IP is the time average of the instantaneous

Poynting vector. The active power loss and hence the ohmic losses within

the conductor region can be determined by integrating the complex

Poynting vector over the surface enclosing the conductor region in

question as

Js= Þtt (104)

In the case of a prismatic deep bar as in Figures 3 and 4, the region is

defined by the surface area of the bar embedded in the core. If follows that

the complex power for this region is

s =t# [tl,_, o.l,=, il,=,É.1 ,_.,f

Substituting Equations (100) and (101) and rearranging yields

(105)
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g = *rT T* ð, cotfrG, a (106)

Equation (106) represents the complex power for the conductor region in

question and, as such, can also be written in terms of active and reactive

power components as

5 = P+jQ (1,07)

Equation (107) enables effective values for the resistance and inductance of

the portion of the conductor embedded in a slot to be obtained. This can be

done by comparing the values of resistance and inductance, obtained

under the assumption of uniform current density distribution, with their

effective values derived from the real and imaginary comPonents of the

complex power given by Equation (107).

Considering that the bar resistance for uniform current density

distribution is

Ic
(108)R

60 6 a)6fi

Equation (106) can be formulated as

(10e)S=R
60
Î T* i ft cotñ.G ô
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which can be developed to give

Y

where

and

sinfi

fa
p

2h

S=RøiÏ*

fitpfL-=
òp

fL

ôp

fitp

(110)

(111)

frtp
fL

òp

22 * sin

?

fL

òp

fL

5p

sinft

cosft

fLt
P

3ô(fL

[r,-

?
- stn 2

(772)

cosft

? ?
- cos

In modelling terms the above is tantamount to an increase in the bar

resistance with an associated decrease in the bar inductance, leading,

respectively, to new effective parameter values given by:

(113)

(114)Lúeff
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2.4 Core Losses

The cyclic excitation of the laminated core of an induction machine results

in heating of the core due the losses arising from the process. These losses

arise due to combined effect of hysteresis and eddy currents. These

phenomena affect the behaviour of the machine both electromagnetically

and thermally. Therefore, it is important that core losses be modelled as

accurately as practicable for the reliability of performance predictions.

2.4.1, Hvsteresis Losses

-

Hysteresis losses are conceptually easy to quantify; every time the

hysteresis loop is traversed, an amount of energy corresponding to the area

bounded by the hysteresis loop is irreversibly lost in the core in the form of

heat energy. The difficulty in modelling terms lies therein that the shape

of the hysteresis characteristic is uniquely dependent on the core material,

and, basically, the mathematical modelling of the curve has to be done on

the basis of measured material properties using curve fitting techniques.

Assuming that such a mathematical description exists, hysteresis losses for

cyclic excitation between two limits of magnetic flux density as shown in

Figure 7 can be obtained on the basis of Equation (115) below. It should be

noted that Figure 7 represents the statíc hysteresis loop, which in this case

was obtained for an actual core using the so-called "six step" method.

y=JHÎ an -JHuan (1ls)
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where HÎ and HU designate the values of the magnetic field strength H

along the integration path for the ascending and descending branches

respectively. T is the hysteresis loss per unit volume of the core region,

within which the depicted magnetisation conditions apply, every time the

loop is traversed.
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Figure 7

Typical hysteresis loop for ferromagnetic core material
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The hysteresis loss per second per unit volume within the nth core region

can be obtained from

phn = fnT (116,)

(717)

(118)

(11e)

where f : frequency of cyclic magnetisation within the nth region
n

Y: hysteresis loss per loop traverse per unit volume

Hysteresis loss for the core region can then be found from

as

Evidently, the total hysteresis loss for the core is obtained as

nn,' = Jon" 
do

o

t lrdanJa
unr, =

Pn= p
hn

n

where n denotes the relevant region.
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In circuit modelling terms, Equation (119) can also be expressed as

P
v

Pn= hy (120)

(127)

Unu ir the hysteresis loss to be associated with the vth space harmonic in the

harmonic circuit model. Considering that hysteresis losses can be

conceptually represented as ohmic losses, one can write

E2
h = m\= *P

where m is the number of phases and v is the relevant space harmonic

order. Eu is the so-called airgap e.m.f. for the vth harmonic as defined

previously. Rnu represents the resistive parameters to model the

corresponding hysteresis losses and can be quantified as

E
on.,, = o\r Ë (122)
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2.4.2 Eddv Current Losseg

Core losses, which have their origin in the eddy currents, are referred to as

eddy current losses or alternately as Foucøult losses. Their modelling can

be done on the basis of Maxwell's equations.

Figure 8 illustrates a partial lamination region within the core of an

induction machine. Since the thickness of laminations is much smaller

than their other dimensions, the end effects are to be deemed negligible.

Placing the origin of coordinates at half way the thickness of lamination,

the magnetic field strength anywhere along the thickness of lamination

can be expressed, with the aid of Equation (95), as

and

c

^a
2

H jrott (. c2
z-czc

eeI
(123)

(124)

The factors C, and C, can be obtained from the boundary conditions. Since

the value of the magnetic field strength is the same for both surfaces of the

region under consideration, the boundary conditions are given by

Ho= jrotr (. I
2 - CzeH c -c

^ 
= Ho= c

-^
e

_^
,"'''H

z
2

I(Dp
(. c2 (12s)
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which yield

cr= (726)

Substituting Equation (126) in Equation (123) gives the magnetic field

strength as

H cosft(ð, z) (127)HA

The magnetic flux density within the lamination can now be obtained, as a

function of the axial distance z, as

B=[rHo cosñ.(e. z) (128)

cosñ.

Figure 9 exemplifies the magnetic flux density distribution across the

thickness of lamination. As can be seen, the magnetic flux density

distribution is no longer uniform, increasing toward the outer surfaces,

thus constituting à \ux displncement.

HÂl(t)pC I
2é cosnF â)

(.Ð
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The current density within the lamination can be obtained with Equations

(88) and (727) as

aÉ
=- dz

s¡nfi (e z)
T (12e)

(130)

cosft

the absolute value of which is given, as a function of axial distance within

the lamination boundaries, by

2z
cosfi - cos

(.Ð

z

hl=ø
õ/,Ft

Òp¿
cos

õe^

(q1)+

where õoois the characteristic penetration depth for the lamination region.

% ir obtained in a way similar to that of Equation (93) as

2 (131)õ* oop

Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of the current density across the

thickness of a lamination.
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The total flux traversing the region of lamination can be obtained by

integration as

!^
2

õ J

^

Éo d,z = 
2w\ 

tanfi
õ (.Ð

ft

cosfr + cos

cos

(132)
1

,

the magnitude of which is

ô = 2pu õro\ rL,
l.ã

rA r
tÐJ

(133)

Flence, the mean magnetic flux density within the region can be found as

[#,)

AA
cos

%
^

- cos

B 4rI4
+ cos

þî)

(134)
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The eddy current losses Per unit volume within the region under

consideration can be found from

2dz (135)

which yields

T

p.=ho <o2 
^2-r.2 

fü (136,)

(137)

where

3
A

Òp¿

Figure 11 gauges the sensitivity to the change in frequency of the eddy

current losses.
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As can be seen in Figure 11, lèU r= 1 at low frequencies, which allows
-ø

Equation (136) to be simplified as

P"= +" c,l t2-sz (138)

(140)

or as

(13e)

Equation (139) is significant, because it shows that the determination of

eddy-current losses can be considerably simplified in the case of slowly

varying magnetic fietds within the region. ki is the eddy-current loss

factor per unit volume and is given by

p" =k' f2 -g2
e

l@ o)'k'e

A stightly modified version of Equation (139) is commonly used in routine

design computations in calculating the eddy current losses in the

ferromagnetic core of electromagnetic devices.
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A similar simplification can be achieved in Equation (136) if the frequency

is high. As seen in Figure 9, lor + >4, Equation (1,37) can be
oø

approximated to a hyperbola, given as

(141)

(1.42)

(143)

(144)

which allows Equation (136) to be simplified to

or

where

okí

p"

p"=lo o,2 õoolÉz

3

=l(, fT -¡z

tl4
ß3

^

k'j denotes the eddy-current loss factor Per unit volume when the

frequency is high.
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The total eddy-current loss for the core can be ascertained from the

regional eddy current losses obtained, using one of the Equations ('l'36),

(139) or (143), as

(14s)
el,n

where n denotes the number of the core regions. Equation (145) can be

interpreted as

PP
e p

n

E2
P (146)

(1,47)

e R
vv ev

Eu is the airgap e.m.f. for the vth harmonic as before. \u it the resistive

harmonic circuit model parameter per phase to represent the eddy-current

losses attributable to the /¿th time harmonic associated with the vth space

harmonic. With

PP
epnev I.

representing the portion for the vth harmonic of the total eddy current

loss, R"u can be determined as

(148)
E2v
P

ev

R
ev

m
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2.5 Saturation

The neglect of saturation has been a widespread practice in the formation

of user-orientated induction machine models. However, both designers [6,

94, 951 and serious users Í1'3, 961 have long been acutely aware of the

importance of accounting for the finite and variable permeability of the

core materials realistically, if performance predictions are to be accurate.

It is reasonable to expect that models derived on the basis of Maxwell's

field equations would implicitly account for saturation effects. Principally,

the inclusion in the Ampère's circuital law of. a bound current density ,

defined as

YxA = Iu (1,49)

would model correctly the effect of the flux-variant permeability of the

core. The problem is then reduced to the solution of Poisson's equation in

relevant field regions. The source of difficulty is the multi-valued
relationship between the magnetisation îv{ and magnetic field strength H,

which is peculiarly characteristic of the core material used. The

mathematical description of this magnetising relationship is, of necessity,

Iinked to experimental techniques. The modelling complexities escalate

if the anisotropic nature of most core materials is sought to be modelled

rigorously, which necessitates the use of a tensor permeabiliÇ.
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Various approximation techniques have been developed in dealing with

the problem of core non-linearity to avoid the virtually unaffordable

complexities of such rigorous aPproaches. These include the use of:

numerical methods which seek to solve two-dimensional field

equations by means of finite element analysis in which step-wise

linearisation in an iterative mode is employed [8a] or finite difference

methods along with relaxation procedures [83],

analogue network analysers, in which saturation effects are simulated

by means of carefully selected diodes Í971, and

circuit models, in which saturatíon føctors, obtained on the basis of the

magnetisation characteristic for the core material, are introduced to

modify saturation affected model parameters [20,98].

Of these, the first two require extensive computational effort and hardware

development respectively, whereas the third approach represents an

attractively simple alternative. Provided that close attention is paid to the

procurement of the relevant model parameters to reflect the nature of

saturation effects within the various core regions, it promises sufficient

accuracy in circuit modelling terms [99, 100].

It is known that saturation effects are most pronounced in the tooth-tiP

region at large slip values [98, "1,01., 1.02]. This region hosts both the

fundamental of the airgap field and its higher harmonics; the latter

penetrate barely beyond the tooth-tip region. As a result, this region is

1

2

3
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usually the first to be driven into saturation as the magnetic field strength

increases as a result of larger currents associated with increasing slip.

Figure L2 illustrates a typical tooth-tip region for a stator with semi-closed

slots.

Closer attention needs to be paid to the shaded region over a slot pitch,

representative of the situation elsewhere around the airgap periphery'

The saturation of this region manifests itself in the form of a flattening of

the airgap flux distribution, which designers have traditionally accounted

for by the use of saturation factors obtained from the comparison of

unsaturated and saturated peripheral flux distributions [6].

Figure 12

A typical tooth-tip region

K
a)o
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It will be assumed that in this region the flux Õl* tr"rr"rses serialty the

tooth-tip and slot-opening subregions over the span of a slot pitch with the

same uniform flux density. Thus, it is possible to obtain a single composite

magnetisation characteristic to represent the magnetic behaviour of the

entire tooth-tip region by the application of the shearing method, as

illustrated in Figure 13.

The slope of the corresponds to the composite incremental

permeanc.lylr; for the tooth-tip region comprising the tooth-tip and the

slot opening subregions. Ll*, can also be obtained from flux
o

relationships within the tooth-tip region as outlined below. Obviously,

these considerations apply to tooth-tip regions of both the stator and the

rotor.

The m.m.f. for each of the slot-opening and tooth-tip subregions,

respectively, is given by

IF (150)

and

u
o

(151)IF
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where Àlrrand Al, aetote the permeance for the slot opening subregion

and tooth-tip subregion respectively and are given by

fro Al at
o (1s2)

^
7¿¡ =' 

-

ouo

and

^
(153)ú K- Øo

Total m.m.f. for the region spanning a slot pitch can thus be obtained as

IF
K (154)

Iwhere Ll,, is the composite Permeance for the tooth-tip region.
o

Substituting Equations (150) and (151) into Equation (L52) and rearranging

gives:

^
(1ss)

which accounts for the flux-variant permeance for the tooth-tip region by

means of the term uj given as

o

^
,*F

o
FK

Ílt
o

tl'
o

K- Øo

orí = ur"+ 
lL:

(1s6)
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Equation (156) can be interpreted as representing an apparent widening of

the slot opening as the core is driven into saturation, if the equivalent

composite tooth-tip region is represented in its entirety by means of a

fictitious composite material occupying the space across the slot opening.

The effect of permeability variation can thus be emulated by a flux-variant
slot opening, by substituting the apparent slot opening rao'for the actual

slotting opening zaoin all instances where zr¿ is used in determining model

parameters [20].

2.6 The High Fidelity Harmonic Circuit Model

The above considerations lead to the formation of a high fidelity harmonic

circuit model as depicted in Figure'I..6. The model is based on the concept

of harmonic magnetising reactances developed in Section 2.2.6. Each of

these reactances represents a magnetic coupling with the rotor circuits at a

unique harmonic frequency. In this context, it is noteworthy that to a

stationary observer the time variation of the space harmonics occurs with

the supply frequency, whereas a rotor-bound observer perceives their effect

to be in the nature of time harmonics. The harmonic e.m.f.s which are

induced in the rotor circuits in response to these harmonics give rise to

harmonic currents and fluxes, the effects of which can be modelled

uniquely by means of harmonic sub-circuits.
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Since the penetration depth rapidly decreases with increasing frequency,

not all of the airgap harmonics link effectively with the rotor circuits.

Such harmonic components of the airgap field can be justifiably considered

to constitute leakøge and are modelled by means of a differential leakage

reactance in the stator circuit, obtained by subtracting these from the total

magnetising reactance. Similar considerations lead to the definition of a

differential leakage reactance for the rotor.

The partial model of Figure 14 shows the details of the stator parameters,

accounting for saturation. Figure 15 shows the various harmonic model

parameters in close-up. Figure L6 represents a complete high fidelity

harmonic circuit model, which assumes that all airgap space harmonics

are gainfully linked with the rotor. As can be seen, the model accounts for

saturation, stator and rotor core losses and current displacement in the

rotor conductors in addition to the space harmonics. The effect of skewing,

if applicable, is considered by the inclusion of skew leakage reactances.

Coil-end leakage is also taken into account by means of coil-end leakage

reactances [20]. . Table 1 gives a summary of the various model parameters

shown in Figures 14 and 15.

RS Xs

Figure 14

Details of the stator parameters
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High fidelity harmonic circuit model of an induction machine
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Table 1

Summary of model parameters for a high-fidelity harmonic circuit model

¡¡s stator winding resistance

X: stator slot leakage reactance

X: stator coil-end leakage reactance

XS

dv
differential leakage reactance, defined as the residue of airgap
harmonic fields not linking effectively with the rotor circuits

Xmv
magnetising reactance, representing the relevant space harmonic,
the linkage of which with the rotor circuits is significant

Rmv
stator core losses (considered to be invariant for a given supply
voltage and frequency)

'Ril hysteresis losses in the rotor core

Ri eddy current losses in the rotor core

'xl, differential leakage reactance, defined as the residue of rotor
harmonic fields not linking effectively with the stator circuits

'xl rotor coil-end leakage reactance

'xl rotor slot leakage reactance

'xR
bv

reactance to model the effect the decremental effect of current
displacement on the rotor slot leakage reactance

'xR
kv skew leakage reactance

'Rl rotor winding resistance

Ril incremental resistance to account for the effect of current
displacement on the rotor winding resistance

sv slip for the vth space harmonic
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2.7 Time Harmonics

In general, induction machine analysis is carried out with the assumption

that the supply is a sinusoidal voltage source. Flowever, this assumption

is not realistic in drive applications when variable frequency solid state

devices are deployed in operating an induction machine [103, 104]. Even

when the supply vottage is sinusoidal, the assumption of a sinusoidal

current may not hold because of non-linearities. In such cases, a more

rigorous modelling approach becomes obligatory, if the prediction is to be

acceptably accurate.

Basically two approaches are possible in modelling non-sinusoidal time

variant quantities: one deals with the non-sinusoidal supply per se 1431,

the other proceeds from the known characteristics of the non-sinusoidal

current [105]. Both approaches are based on the Fourier transform,

representing the time variant quantities in terms of harmonics. The

resulting harmonic terms are commonly referred to as time harmonics. In

the following a distinction will be made between time harmonics

depending whether they are deemed to arise solely from the supply

conditions or from the waveshape of the phase current, The former will

be termed supply hørmonics , whereas the latter will be referred to as

current harmonics and their harmonic orders will be shown with q and p

respectively.
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2.7 .1, Supplv Harmonics

-

In the case of a non-sinusoidal voltage source, the supply voltage can be

represented by a Fourier series as

un,,, rr(r1olt) + | un,"sín(rl rrrÐ (157)

oo

oo

î=1 î=1

where tlrepresents the average value of the supply voltage if it has a d.c.

component. U, U- - and U.,-.' can be obtained from
\cos ,|sln

T1.
fJ = i lu(t) tt

0

T)
= i J u(t) cos(n ralt) û

0

T

=l !u(Ð sr¿(n olt) tt
0

U
\cos

(158)

(15e)

(160)Uflrifl
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Alternatively, the use of the complex form of the Fourier transform may

be attractive due to the compactness of the resulting expressions, in which

case the voltage may be given as

oo

u(t) = (161)

where Ún, ttre rlth harmonic voltage in phasor form, can be found as the

complex Fourier coefficient from

(162)

In terms of circuit modelling, Equations (157) and (161) can be interpreted

as representing a set of sinusoidal supplies, connected in series, the

frequencies of which cover the range from zero to infinity. This

interpretation leads to the general model representation illustrated in

Figure 17, in which each time harmonic translates into a harmonic voltage

source with a harmonic related frequency and zero internal impedance.

t{.r

T

= i J"t, ) e-iTtat tt
0
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Harmonic supply model for a non-sinusoidal voltage source
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Clearly, a harmonic circuit model as developed previously can be

substituted in Figure 1,7 if the effects of both the time harmonics

originating from a non-sinusoidal supply and the space harmonics

originating in the discrete winding distribution are to be evaluated. It is
obvious that, in view of applicability, similar truncation considerations

apply as in the case of space harmonics. Thus, only those supply

harmonics, the effects of which are likely to be significant will be included

in the supply model; this can be assessed in advance by a spectral analysis.

The approach is demonstrated in Figure 18, in which a third order supply

model is used together with a third order high fidelity model to exemplify

the method.

2.7.2 Current Harmonics

A somewhat limited alternative in modelling for time harmonics can be

devised on the basis of a harmonic analysis of the non-sinusoidal phase

current. Obviously, this presupposes that the current waveshape is known

under all operating conditions. With this supposition the non-linear

phase current can be expressed by means of a Fourier series. Assuming the

current waveshape is periodic, but not symmetrical, this leads to a general

expression as

oo oo

i(t) - I * I rt,o, ror(ltcrl Ð + Zrr,,,sin(pa t)

It=l lL=l

(163)
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A composite supply-induction machine model
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with /¿ denoting the order of current harmonic.

obtained from

t, and IIpcos llsin
can be

0e)

I [ {ù cos{,lta t) lt (165)

(766)

The above equations can also be expressed using the complex form of the

Fourier transform as

T

i =+ JiG)rt
0

2=i

T)
= i J i(t) sin(pa t) lt

0
I
Psttt

| = + [{t) e-iu'' tt
0

T

pcos
0

oo

i(t) = (167)

where ç, ttr" /¿th harmonic phasor current, is obtained as the complex

Fourier coefficient from

(168)
T

the main advantage being the compactness of the resulting equations.
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Evidently, Equation (163), representing the most general form of a non-

sinusoidal current, can be substituted in Equation (47) to reflect the effect

on the airgap m.m.f. of non-sinusoidal currents. This forms the basis of a

modified harmonic circuit model, in which the effects of time harmonics,

originating in the non-sinusoidal currents, are included in addition to

space harmonics.

The approach is to be illustrated below for a symmetrical non-sinusoidal

current waveshape, for which Equation (163) reduces to

oo

(16e)

It=l

or, in complex notation, to

(170)
¡rl

The corresponding e.m.f. for the non-sinusoidally distributed airgap field

is

o

I
o

I

dt) -Lr*rsin(pa t)

lßitt

oo

oo
a

E vp Fsin
X I

V=-oo

o

t (171)

¡rl

where Xu, represents the reactance for the vth space harmonic at the

frequency of the pth time harmonic.
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Equation (771) suggests that an aggregate harmonic model can be devised,

in which the current harmonics form a parallel-connected set of harmonic

current sources, supplying a string of space harmonic reactances. Figure 19

illustrates the generalisation of the concept: a harmonic current source

model is interconnected to an induction machine model to account for

non-linearity of the current. It is to be noted that no flux-variant

parameters need be included in the harmonic circuit model of Figure 19,

since it is reasonable to suggest that these effects are implicit in the

harmonic current source postulated.

I3

3q

Figure 19

A composite harmonic current source - induction machine

model

11 1 1
Induction
Machine

Model

I I

(D1

r2

2r4 þ (ùt

rì
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2.8 Performance Prediction Using the Model

The use of high fidelity harmonic circuit models enables far more accurate

performance predictions to be made for an induction machine under

quasi-dynamic operating conditions than is possible when conventional

low-order circuit models are employed. A reduced parømeter high fidelity

harmonic circuit model will be used below to illustrate the method of

obtaining performance characteristics from the model by a slip-stepping

procedure.

Figure 20 shows the complete modified model with reduced parameters,

which is identical to the high-fidelity harmonic circuit model of Figure 16

in terms of terminal behaviour. Evidently, the stator impedance is

2'=R'+j(x:+x:+xå) (172)

as before, where Xl denotes the differential leakage reactance as postulated

in Section 2.2.7. Parameter reduction is effected as illustrated in Figure 21;

the partial high fidelity model of Figure 15 is reduced to an equivalent

harmonic circuit model with the same harmonic mesh current as before.
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Reduced parameter high-fidelity harmonic circuit model
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2.8.1, Sinusoidal Supply

In the case of a sinusoidal supply, space harmonic currents can be obtained

from

åti 2i ti o
Ia 4

oz

0

ài'

1

i,s

az

¿r*

oR
zL

ìË

2i

Éi'

4

0

U S

where

2,,

'i;

'i;

'I'1,

'Í;

(173)

(174)

5

'fl

0

às2""

and

(77s)

with the impedances on the right-hand-side of Equations (173) to (175) as

depicted in Figure 21. In short-hand notation, Equation (173) can also be

written as

a a^ o 
^

Z,=zi+Z:,

(176)
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with

The elements of the impedance matrix can be generalised as

à" *>1 ) !,fi.:r

(177)

(178)

(17e)

v

*Z\4

4

) g=ñ. g,fr-1,3,... N

; g*fl and g=1 fL:2,3,... ,v
Of g=2,3,"' ,V fi:l

; otherwise g+fi.

Correspondingly, currents can be obtained from

['l =tCt']

which yields, for each slip-step, currents in phasor form as

s=s+Âs= li'le-iq'

0

and

I' s=s+^s
(180)



ri S=S*ÂS | 'il I e-je^u (181)

(184)

S=S*ÂS

for stator and rotor respectively.

The knowledge of currents facilitates the prediction of performance

characteristics, including the all-important torque-slip characteristic. The

latter can be obtained by interpreting the harmonic rotor circuits as a series

connected set of rotors on the same shaft sharing the same stator. With

this interpretation, the torque produced by each harmonic rotor for each

slip-step can be found as

Itll'ni
m (182)T sv s=s+^s

giving the total torque as

T s=s+^s
(183)

v S=S*ÂS

Evidently, the phase lag between the stator current and the terminal

voltage is

S=SIÂSv

T

9tu'lc -l(p" = tan'
5U'l
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from which the power factor versus slip behaviour for the machine can be

determined. On the other hand, input power at any slip-step is found

from

Pl,=,*¡, = * r [ Û'''.1,=,.o, 
J

(18s)

(186,)

(187)

allowing the efficiency to be calculated as

x
(l)T

=P
s=s+^s

2.8.2 Non-Sinusoidal Conditions

The performance of an induction machine under non-sinusoidal

conditions may be carried out on the basis of the deliberations in Sections

2.7.'1. or 2.7.2 for a non-sinusoidal supply or a non-sinusoidal current

respectively. In the case of the former, this can be done by the

conglomeration of a harmonic voltage source model with a reduced

pørømeter high fidelity harmonic circuit model, as illustrated in Figure 22.

Evidently, for each supply harmonic the relationships are the same as in

Section 2.8.1,. Thus, a set of terminal voltage equations will be obtained for

each harmonic frequency. This can be expressed in matrix notation as
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The first term on the right hand side of Equation (187) represents a unique

impedance matrix for each harmonic frequency. The corresPonding

currents are given by

(188)

The resultant current for the operation of the induction machine from a

non-sinusoidal supply can thus be obtained by the superposition of the

time harmonic currents found in Equation (188) as

oo oo

oo

Utt.l [q]

oo

(18e)

î=-oo 1=-oo

The left hand side of Equation (189) designates the spectra of supply-

harmonic currents for each space harmonic, yielding both amplitude and

phase information ín each case.
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Performance characteristics can be obtained as before once the currents are

known. For instance, the electromagnetically produced torque can be

found by slip-stepping through the operating range as

T (1e0)
s=s+^s

Analogously, the effect on the machine performance of non-sinusoidal

currents can be analysed by means of a conglomerate model comprising a

harmonic current source model and a linear pørameter harmonic circuit

model. This is illustrated in Figure 23.

Again, individual branch currents need to be obtained for each current

harmonic before embarking on an analysis of the machine performance.

In matrix notation the currents are

'ii, 'il, 'ii,

'ii, 'il, 'ii,

['r]
'ii, 'ii, 'ii,

s=s+^9 Tun

n

{,

4,

{, (1e1)

where the elements of the current matrix are obtained from

iiuiiuii,

iuu
.R
Iu¡, (1e2)
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The resultant torque can be determined on the basis of similar

considerations as before. In this instance, it is more appropriate to

represent the harmonic torque components in matrix form as

[r] =

T,,
T,,
T,,

T't
Tnz
T'rr¡ (1e3)

T
T
T

l1

t2

13

Til
T,,
T,,

Ti p T-)p 7¡tT
tt

where the subscripts v and p serve to identify the order of space harmonic

and current harmonic respectively. The total torque for any slip can now

be obtained, by superposition, from Equation (193) as

T (le4)
s=S+^S

where I Tup] denotes the elements of the torque matrix of Equation (193)

and can be found for any slip as

It;l'Ri

s=s+^s=>l F"rI
p

s=s+^s[Tu, ] m sut, s=s+^s
(1es)
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A conglomerate induction-machine/drive model comprising

harmonic current sources and a linear-parameter harmonic

circuit model
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DYNAMIC MODELS

3.L The Object

The object of this chapter is to identify the physical bases for the dynamic

modelling of induction machines and to provide a brief overview of the

various approaches suitable for analysis. The overview is provided for

two reasons:

tr to elucidate the possible options

to lay the foundation for the methods of analysis used in

dealing with the general models to be developed in Chapter 4.

It is not the purpose of this chapter to elaborate on the relative merits or

shortcomings of one method in comparison with another. The emphasis

is on possible approaches to model formation and on methods of solution.

2
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3.2 Induction Machine DYnamics

Every induction machine is subject to dynamic operating conditions of

different and varying proportions. The dynamic regime for a mains

driven induction motor, started direct-on-line, may differ in scope from

that of step changes in the load of a machine fed from a solid-state variable

speed drive 11,06,1,071. However, transient phenomena are present in both

cases. On the other hand, it is not possible to draw conclusions as to how

an induction machine will behave under transient conditions from the

study of steady state or quasi-dynamic performance of the machine.

Because even if the steady-state performance of an induction machine may

be entirely satisfactory, its transient behaviour during a dynamic regime

may not be. Thus, it is of utmost importance, both from an operational

viewpoint and in terms of machine design, to devise models capable of

dealing with induction machine dynamics.

Far too long it has been taken for granted that neglecting the effects of non-

sinusoidal supply conditions and non-sinusoidal airgap m.m.f.

distribution along with the assumption of a linear core and uniform

current distribution can lead to performance predictions which can be

taken seriously 142,1,091. Flowever, it is now becoming well recognised that

the validity of transients predicted depend on the validity of the

mathematical models used 117,'l-,"1.0, 1.1.1.1. This recognition is reflected in

the wide range of dynamic models being developed, all of which strive to

improve prediction accuracy 147, '1.1.2, 1131. Such developments are

accompanied by efforts to keep the ensuing models simple [114, 115].

Since dynamic regime implies time variation of the quantities of concern,

this invariably involves the solution of differential equations in one form
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or the other. Evidently, the knowledge of initial conditions is critical to

the reliable evaluation of such equations.

Energy storage parameters play a dominant role in shaping the transient

behaviour of an induction machine during such a dynamic regime. Thus

the resulting variations in magnetic fields and speed of rotation will have

ramifications in terms of the total energy balance for the induction

machine, which will tend toward a new equilibrium state.

Evidently, the transient Processes taking place during the dynamic regime

can be described in general by the use Lagrange's equation of motion for

rotating bodies which can be given as

(le6)

Equation (196) represents the general dynamic equation for a rotating

electromagnetic system with n degrees of freedom in an holonomic

reference frame, and includes both the terminal voltage equations and the

torque equation. It states that 'Í, the Lagrøngiøn rnoment, for a given

rotating system can be obtained from its instantaneous energy balance

conditions. Herein, 2¿ denotes collectively atl system coordinates in an n-

dimensional coordinate system whereas i gives the time variation with

reference to the system coordinates. L, t}ire l-agrangiøn, is defined as

Itf=lt]-Íel (7e7)

where (, is the generalised dynamic energy term, comprising both kinetic

energy and magnetic energy components. lP represents the generalised

r,t=ilHl t#l.[#]
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potential energy term. These two energy terms can be defined in their

most general form as

and

trc I = tltx')

Iel=t

lnl = [ot']

(1e8)

(Lee)

(200)

['., I

fr- in the third term on the right hand side of Equation (tgø) is the so-called

Røleigh dissipøtion functíon, representing the total system losses. Its

generalised form is

As is the case with the other terms in Equation (196), ( represents both the

mechanical and electromagnetic loss components.

Lagrange's equation of motion is fundamental to the study of induction

machine dynamics; in its different guises it forms the basis of the many

and varied forms of dynamic models for induction machines. It offers a

versatile general tool in analysing transient behaviour by the application

of a variety of modelling approaches and solution methods.
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3.3 Dynamic Modellitg Approaches

Dynamic models for induction machines are formed on the basis of the

principles embedded in the Lagrangian equation of motion. The

differences amongst various models arise mainly from the

E adoption of a particular modelling approach

choice of a method of solution and

selection of the reference frame within which models are

formulated.

As pointed out previously, modelling approaches range from those based

on field modelling to those utilising lumped parameter circuit models.

The most common implementation of the former is by the use of finite

element anatysis [35J. The latter approach includes Park's notion of "two-

reaction theory" on the one end of the spectrum [41] and the use of

instantaneous complex quantities represented in terms of "space phasors"

on the other end of the spectrum [79].

In the case of finite element modellíng, Maxwell's equations are solved

iteratively for a given region of the machine after having generated a finite

element mesh of suitable resolution. The region is usually selected to

cover an axial plane of the entire machine. Flux distribution within the

region is then determined by evaluating the vector magnetic potential at

every node. Phase currents are deduced by further post-processing [tt+1.

Transient solutions to flux distribution and current are sought by the

implementation of time-stepping procedures 129, 31'1. Although it is

principally feasible to determine the transient performance characteristics

2
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for a given machine accurately, the computational effort is prohibitive for

even very short durations of transients. Additional computational

difficulties exist in dealing with relative motion between the rotor and the

stator, making it difficult to obtain, for example, the torque-speed

characteristic by direct computation. Thus, the application of finite

element techniques is, as yet, practically viable mainly for the investigation

of transients in a stationary induction machine, such as direct-on-line

starting before the rotor starts to rotate Í35,1171.

On the other hand, lumped parameter circuit models have been employed,

since early on in analysing induction machine behaviour under dynamic

conditions [3, 4, 78]. Most of the early work was performed using

orthogonal models obtained by axis transformations [118, ']'1.9, 1'201,

although direct models were occasionally employed. It was observed,

however, that most circuit models used for transient analysis suffered, to a

greater or lesser degree, from the assumptions made in their formation

and that the prediction accuracy depended on the validity of the model

used. Attempts were made to improve model fidelity Í'1,21, 1221. The

difficulties in finding analytical solutions to the resulting non-linear

simultaneous differential equations were overcome by the use of

differential analysers and analog computers [109, 1'23,1241.

The popularity of the orthogonal models obtained by means of axes

transformations appears to continue unabated. Nevertheless, it is now

known that the usefulness of transformation techniques is restricted to

somewhat idealised cases; although axis transformations allow solutions

to the equations of motion to be obtained, their application for dynamic

analysis is timited to cases where the idealisations in their formation can

be justified [125]. Furthermore, the results found by the use of models
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obtained by transformation techniques need to be transformed back if the

findings are to be meaningful from a practical viewpoint. Direct phase

models overcome this last objection, provided measures are taken to

improve their fidelity [45, 581.

If idealisations are not justifiable, then model formation has to account for

physical phenomena of import; such phenomena may include core non-

linearities f43,96,1261 and the actual positioning of the windings [19]. This

would enhance model fidelity. In this context, it should be noted that the

high fidelity harmonic circuit models developed in Chapter 2 of. this thesis

conceivably offer scope in also enabling the transient behaviour to be

predicted accurately, although their forte is the prediction of parasitic

effects under quasi dynamic conditions. Discrete circuit models, on the

other hand, allow flux linkages between the rotor and the stator and their

time variation to be modelled much more realistically than is possible

with low order lumped parameter circuit models. Their ability to assess

the impact on the machine behaviour of localised effects at individual

circuit level is an added bonus.

All above models can be formulated either in the time domain or as støte

models 11,25, 1.271. If done in conjunction with direct simulation models,

this yields directly useable results eliminating the necessity of domain

transformations [128]. Closed form analytical solutions are virtually

impossible when the system equations are non-linear, but results can be

obtained by the use of numerical integration techniques [129].

An alternative modelling approach can be devised based on the notion of

space phasor. The ensuing models can be effectively utilised for transient

analysis f79,81.).
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3.4 Time Domain Formulation

Assuming a general case with m stator phases and n rotor phases, the basic

system equations can be constituted in the time domain in terms of circuit

model parameters and system mechanics as:

[r"] = [n"] [i'] + [L"'] r[i']+ p [t"*] [i-] (201)

[t*] = p [L'*]t [i'] * [n-] [i-] + [L**] p [i^]

Te -TL +J{ù+Dal (203)

re = [i.]t # [t'-] ti-l

Equations (201) to (204) assume a uniform airgap, identical stator windings

and identical rotor windings. The windings are assumed to be

symmetrically distributed. Mechanical losses are represented by the

damping coefficient D in Equation (203). Equations (201>, (202) and (203)

constitute a general dynamic model for an induction machine,

corresponding to Equation (196). Terminal voltages and phase currents are

to be expressed as

I ["î ut ui ,f]

(202)

(204)

0l

T

T

T

(20s)

(206)

(207)

(208)

[o-]=[o o o

[i'] = [iî

T

Itln

{

ii

iä

rt

iå[i-] = [il l
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Stator and rotor resistances can be represented by an m-row€d and an n-

rowed diagonal matrix respectively as

0

[n'] = (20e)

0

and

0

ln{ r{
3

(210)

0

0

0

ËI

0

0

0

0

R
2

0

I{I

0

0

Ë
2

0

Ë

0

R"
3

0

0

000

S

q

Stator and rotor inductances can be modelled by an mxm and an nxn square

matrix respectively as

L
1

s L
1 ,2

L.
1,3

[r"] =

L
2

S

,l

L
3

S

I L
3 ,3

S L
3

S

L" L'2,2 2,3

L'
1,m

L.
2,m

L
3

S

,m

(211)
2

L' L' L òL'
m, I m12 mr3 frrñ
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and

L*
1,

[r*] =

L*
nrl

=L"hrg

L* = L* =i,i J,l

LI ,2
L

I
R

3

R L
1

R

,n

L R

lrl

(212)

L*
2,n

L*
3,n

L
2

L*
3,

R

,1
L* L*2,2 2,3

L:, L,I,

L*
n12

L*
nr3

The matrices of Equations (211) and (212) are cyclic and symmetrical. The

principal diagonal contains the self inductances. Atl other matrix

elements correspond to the mutual inductances between the phases and

can be generally expressed, for the statof and the rotor respectively, as

2n.r

^)
(213)(g

S

9rh
L L* cos g-h

IL*i cos r-- l
2nt
")

(214)
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Mutual inductances between the stator and the rotor can be represented by

an mxn matrix

L:,* il;, R T], R

l',l L,2 1,3

L;t'* tr'R t;'R2,L 2,2 2,3

t;,R t;,R T;,R-3,1 3,2 3,3

t;,Rnrl
Lit'*

n12

u,Rq,I cos

L,t'*
n13

t;,R
trril

{*"-(s-r) +.t'-'lf }

L:,*
1,m

t;,R
2,m

tr,R
3,m

(215)

where individual matrix elements can be found from

[r*l =

t;,R
9ri

(276)
ùR=o

With the model parameters thus defined, the system behaviour under

dynamic conditions can be simulated digitally using numerical integration

techniques.
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3.5 State-VariableFormulation

In the general case of an induction machine with m stator phases and n

rotor phases, leading to non-linear differential system equations with a

large number of variables, state-variable formulation of system equations

may prove to be more advantageous. Firstly, state-variable equations are

inherently suitable for the implementation of computer methods in their

solution. Secondly, non-linearities can be readily accommodated in a state-

variable model which is valid for any input function and any set of initial

conditions. These features render state-space models especially pertinent

to the dynamic modelling of induction machines.

Principally, the state-variable formulation of system equations is based on

lil=f{txl,Iul,tl (277)

where I x ] denotes the súøúe uector and I D ] the ínput aector. System

response is given by

lyl=S{t*1,[u],t] (218)

where t y I is the output aector. Clearly, the initial state t x(0) I has a

profound impact on the system's behaviour and must be duly accounted

for.

For a rotational electromagnetic system, it is more illustrative to express

Equation (217) as

lil=tAItxl + tBltul (21e)
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where IA] : BashkowAmatrix

[B] : constantmatrix.

In the case of an induction machine with m stator phases and n rotor

phases as stipulated previously, the state vector can be defined as

lxI (220)

with [i], ol and 0 constituting the state-variables. Similarly, the input

vector can be given as

Iu] Q21)

where [u] teptesents stator and rotor terminal voltages collectively. TL

the load torque.

is

t 1 I

(D

e

t"I

TL

0
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For a three-phase winding, the current space phasor for each phase can be

expressed in complex notation in terms of the instantaneous value of the

current and angular position of the phase axis as

ia=iara

lb=rbfb Q30)

L=iclc (237)

where rS, rþ and r. denote unit vectors associated with phases a,b and c

respectively. Generally, a unit vector as postulated can be defined for a

phase n, in operational form, as

rn - d0n (232)

where 0n is the angular displacement of the nth phase axis with reference

to a datum. Thus, taking the magnetic axis of phase a as datum, the unit

vectors for a symmetrical three-phase winding become

I¿ - ei0 (233)

þ= e
jt20. (2u)

(22e)

3= e
j240" (23s)
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The unit vector associated with the nth phase of an m-phase winding can

be expressed as

.2n

5 = el; ln-rr (236)

Consequently, the resultant space phasor for an m-phase winding can be

obtained as

m

i=!ieiLtn
n= I

2n

- (n-1)
m (237)

Equation (237) is representative of the total airgap m.m.f., a point

mentioned previously. It is often convenient to express this as a per phase

quantity. This can be done by considering that the total m.m.f. for an m-

phase winding can be shown to be

(238)

from which the current space phasor as a per phase quantity can be

deduced as

F(nt) =|fr *'{0 - coÐ

.c 2.1"=-1 (23e)
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It stands to reason that the above arguments can be extended to other

electromagnetic quantities. Thus, voltages and flux linkages, respectively,

can be expressed in space phasor terms as

Q40)

and

(241)

In Equations (240) and (241), the voltage and flux linkage terms are given

w

ut=2um-

-z utIm-
c

Y

tt

and

u=Tu.Lt -n
tæl

Y

(242)

(243)

tæl

\Ir-f-

whereas the individual phase quantities are defined with the aid of the

unit vectors as in Equations (229) to (231). With these considerations, the

stator terminal voltage equation in a stator bound reference frame can be

written as

dys
+isRSus It (244)
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The rotor terminal voltage equations are adducible from the above

deliberations and can be given, in a rotor bound reference frame, as

¿yR
uR=RRiR + 4t

(24s)

It is clearly desirable to write the terminal voltage equations for both the

stator and the rotor in a common reference frame, in which case either the

stator reference frame or the rotor reference frame or both have to undergo

a coordinate transformation. Figure 26 shows ^ set of orthogonal

coordinates; one for the stator, the other for the rotor. All quantities in

these coordinates are to be referred to a third orthogonal coordinate system

as is to be illustrated below.

R gt

gr is

I(D
Ri

9t
I

(D R

Sq

Figure 26

Reference frames for an induction machine

Rs

91" (r¡'=0)
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The current space phasors f and iR are given in their respective coordinate

systems as

r= t. I eio'

iR= lf-l eio*

tf = lf l si(os-es)

(246)

(247)

(248)

(24e)

(2s0)

and

and

where 0s and 0R represent the instantaneous angular position of the

current space phasor in that reference frame. It is to be noted that the

stator bound reference frame is stationary, whereas the rotor bound

reference frame rotates at an angular velocity of 0¡R. The same current

space phasors can be referred to an arbitrarily chosen orthogonal reference

frame rotating at an angular velocity of (ùr as

riR- I f I "i(oR-eR)

Equations (248) and (249) can be arranged as

J-is - is e-iqt

and

ti: = i: e-ie" (251)
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as

The corollary is that any electromagnetic quantity in the stationary stator

reference frame or in the rotating reference frame attached to the rotor can

be expressed in any other orthogonal reference frame rotating at any speed

by taking into account its angular displacement with this new coordinate

system. Thus, the voltage space phasor of Equation (240) and the flux space

phasor of Equation (241) can also be expressed in this third reference frame

!r = g' e-iq" (252)

and

J-ys - ys e-ie" (253)

Considering that

s_

(25s)

fi" eieti

g'

Y ry

tg

(254)

(256)

(2s8)

l-rrs eiet

S r gigt

and

in - rin ej9* (257)

g-

\I/R -

* gig*

aY* ei9* (25e)
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the terminal voltage equations for the stator and the rotor can be re-

written in the new reference frame as

ILY"
!" = B' t!-' * l, + jot ty" (260)

IIY^!* = B* ti: + -fi- + j(cor - ro* ) ryo Q61\

The above manipulations constitute a coordínate transf ormation.

Performance analysis can now be effected using the transformed

coordinates. For instance, the substitution of the representative inductive

parameters to describe the flux linkages and the description of the space

phasor quantities by means of their real and imaginary components in the

new coordinate system culminates in d-q-0 models, which can be

beneficialty employed in evaluating the machine performance under both

the transient and the steady state conditions.

The instantaneous torque developed by the machine can be obtained from

energy balance considerations, viz.

Ær,r= lE*no+ dEnech* Æto* (262)

In Equation(262), Ært"rrepresents the differential electric energy exchange

with the supply, whereas Æ*oro corresponds to the differential magnetic

energy storage. Æ *rrf, is the differential mechanical energy component

and lE5rrgives the differential system losses. The electric energy term on

the left hand side of Equation (262) can be expressed as

Ær^- P lt (263)
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n =1* (264)

representing the power exchanged with the supply.

The magnetic energy term on the right hand side of Equation (262) can be

conveniently obtained from the rest conditions a

Æ** (265)

The differential mechanical energy term is given by

ÆrrrÍr--T úPr (266)

where

lgL = oJL lt (267)

with coa ,"pt"senting the angular velocity at which the new reference

frame moves relative to the stationary reference frame attached to the

with

stator.

Substituting Equations (265) 1s (267) into Equation (262) and rearranging

finally gives the instantaneous torque as

(268\

It should be noted that the above equations relating to energy and torque

are reference-frame-invariant.

[o'i'.]

=|N

r=1 gl-v" i'*l¿J

t<is + !**



12'1,

I
{t RI+ ' $rrt t 1 1) 0 0

rl¡,¡\
D
T

0

0 1 0

Bashkow A matrix is obtained as

IAI=

and the constant matrix translates into

IBI=

(222)

(223)

The system response, including the torque-speed behaviour, can be

obtained by substituting Equations (220) to (223) into Equation (219). It

should be noted that the matrix element denoted "ìi.¿" in Equation (222) is

a dependent variable and is thus to be obtained in the course of iterative

computations.

-1
tL1 0 0

0 _1,
T

0

0 0 0
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3.6 Space Phasor Modelling

The space phasor modelling approach is based on the notion that the

electromagnetic fields within the machine space can be represented by

means of the currents causing them f79,80,'l'08}

The m.m.f. of a single coil of N turns with an instantaneous current of i is

F=Ni

which gives rise to a flux

Õ=FÂ (225)

where.¿\ is the corresponding permeance for the flux path. Since the flux is

a vector quantity, Equation (225) can be written as

9=EÀ (226)

thus assigning vector attributes to the m.m.f. This last equation states that
the alignments of the vectors Q and E coincide. Since the m.m.f. is set up

by the instantaneous current i, Equation (226) can be rewritten as

(224)

(Þ= iN^ (227)
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implying that the current is also a vector, the alignment of which coincides

with that of the flux. With this interpretation, it becomes possible to use

current as a scaled aector to model flux.

The above considerations can be extended to spatially distributed

polyphase windings. For instance, if the instantaneous phase currents in a

three-phase stator winding are iu, io and i", the resultant airgap flux can be

represented by the sum of the corresPonding current aectors as

(228)

In this interpretation, the "current vector" of each phase is radially directed

along the magnetic axis of the phase winding. Since the vector attributes

ate conferred on the currents, the term current spøce phasor, rather than

"current vector", would aPPear to more accurately describe the

transformations based on the foregoing considerations.

It should be noted that assumptions of phase symmetry and sinusoidal

flux density distribution are implicit in the above deliberations. It is also

assumed that the end effects are negligible so that the modelling of the

airgap field by means of space phasors can be effected in any plane

perpendicular to the shaft axis along the length of the machine. Flowever,

the considerations apply regardless of the waveshape of the current.

Therefore, non-sinusoidal supply conditions, supply unbalance and

saturation effects can be modelled with relative ease.

The instantaneous relationships are illustrated in Figure 25 to correspond

to the currents at time t1 as depicted in Figure 24.

L-b+ þ + k
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A GENERAL MODEL

4.1 Preliminaries

4.1,.'j-, Rationale for a General Model

The various different øggregate circuit models discussecl so far in this

thesis are entirely adequate in analysing the performance of balanced

polyphase induction machines, as long as a cumulative representation of

the electromagnetic effects by means of lumped phase Parameters is

justifiable; if the model fidelity is high, the prediction accuracy can be

expected to be excellent. However, by their very nature, aggregate circuit

models are insensitive to the effect on machine performance of important

design d.etails, such as skewing and winding connection. This applies

regardless whether aggregate circuit models be direct phase models or

their derivatives obtained by axis transformations. Furthermore, aggregate

circuit models are totally unsuitable for analysing the performance of
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machines with unusual design features or with faults; such may be

present either as a consequence of topology or operating conditions.

Clearly, this constitutes a serious shortcoming.

The foregoing observations apply equally to harmonic models which

enable the effects on the machine performance of the discrete peripheral

distribution to be assessed with greater accuracy; harmonic models are

aggregate circuit models, and hence are unable to reflect the effect of such

features as the presence of parallel paths in the winding, skewed slots and

discontinuities in conductors, to name a few. Yet, these features are

arguably of great significance to the performance of an induction machine.

These observations more than justify the interest in modelling discrete

effects with greater rigour. Discrete circuit models are capable of

accounting for the distributed nature of the machine windings, allowing

the effects of features such as skewing and asymmetries to be assessed with

far greater credibility than is possible with the use of cumulative circuit

models. Since discrete circuit models constitute direct models, they are not

bound by the constraints imposed on some aggregate models by domain

transformations; performance analysis can be carried out in the time-

domain which renders discrete circuit models admirably suitable for

dynamic analysis. Furthermore, aggregate circuit models are implicit in

discrete circuit models, as they can be derived from discrete circuit models

with relative ease. An additional benefit is that the discrete circuit models

enable parasitic behaviour in conventional balanced polyphase machines

to be evaluated far more realistically than is possible with clustered phase

models. All these features justify the designation of a discrete circuit

model as ø genernl model.
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The undertying notion in the formation of a discrete circuit model is to

account for the distributed nature of machine windings on a conductor-by-

conductor basis. Evidently, a conductor bundle in a slot, forming a coil

side, may be treated as a composite conductor, unless such phenomena as

turn-to-turn short circuits are also to be modelled.

Discrete circuit modelling allows time domain analysis without having to

resort to transformation techniques. This is an extremely useful feature in

the dynamic modelling of induction machines. Yet, transition to the more

conventional lumped parameter circuit models is relatively easy, since

discrete coil considerations form the basis of such aggregate models as has

been demonstrated earlier in this thesis. Too, there is no impediment to

the conducting of any type of harmonic analysis with the use of discrete

circuit models, should harmonic aspects be of interest'

The main difference between the harmonic circuit models developed in

Chapter 2 and the discrete circuit models to be developed in this chapter is

one of øspect; the former are founded on harmonic analysis whereas the

latter have the intrinsic abitity to allow the use of harmonic analysis if and

when it is needed.

4.1..2 The Discrete Circuit Model

A discrete circuit model of an induction machine constitutes a distributed

circuit model, taking the notion of a general m,n phase model further to

the individual circuit level. Figure 27 illustrates the concept for a cage

induction machine where currents for all stator coil sides and rotor bars

are accounted for separately. Figures 28 and 29 further illustrate the
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concept, identifying the principal circuit parameters, further details of

which are presented in the following sections. Provided that model

parameters for each discrete circuit are determined with adequate accuracy,

this model provides an effective means of induction machine analysis in a

general sense.

Figure 27

Conceptual graph of a discrete circuit model for a cage induction

machine
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Principal discrete circuit model for a stator coil
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The use of this model wilt lead to a set of terminal equations for the

machine in the form

Iu(t)]= [z(r,t) ] [i(Ð] (26e)

yielding time-variant solutions for the currents, thus facilitating the

determination of the other characteristics of significance. f ,f X' t) I
denotes the complex machine impedance, which is both position-

dependent and time-dependent due to relative motion between the stator

and the rotor. It is to be emphasised that Equation (269) represents the

most general form of terminal equations for the machine without any

constraints on the voltage and current waveshapes and without the

assumption of linearity.

Conceivably, the general model conceptualised in Figures 27 to 29 can be

reduced to a-b-c models and, with the aid of phase transformations, to

corresponding orthogonal models. Flowever this would eliminate the

major advantage of such a general discrete circuit model, namely the

ability to assess, in time-domain, the impact on the global machine

performance of effects in local circuits.

4.1,.3 Parameter Determination Aspeetg

It is consequential that the model parameters of a discrete circuit model for

an induction machine be obtained with as great an accuracy as practicable,

if the ensuing model has to be reliable in the prediction of performance

under general operating conditions. Although this applies to both the
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resistive and inductive model parameters, accurate determination of

leakage ind.uctances assumes particular importance since any inaccuracy in

their estimation leads to targely inaccurate prediction of parasitic

behaviour.

In the following development of discrete circuit models it will be initially

assumed that both stator and rotor slots are unskewed.

In the case of resistances, the parameter determination is reasonably

straightforward, especially if the effects of temperature variation can be

deemed negligible and the current density distribution in the conductors is

reasonably uniform. In most cases, heating effects can be safely assumed to

be constant, allowing single valued resistive parameters to be used in the

model. However, in the case of rapid transients, such as the run-uP from

stand-still of a large induction motor, this may lead to grossly erroneous

performance predictions, when it becomes important to pay closer

attention to modelling the temperature-dependency of conductor

resistances. If current displacement in conductors is significant, then the

incremental effect on the resistance of this must also be taken into account

in the interest of increased accuracy.

Inductances too are affected by current displacement, if significant, and

must be obtained on the basis of the non-uniform current density

distribution within the conductor. Interestingly, the extent of current

displacement may be variable along a given discrete circuit depending on

the magnetic medium enclosing the various regions of the circuit. For

instance, sections of rotor bars embedded in the core may be subject to

severe distortion of the current density distribution whereas current

displacement effect elsewhere in a cage winding may be negligible. This

underscores the relevance of regionalising the circuit in obtaining its
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overall inductance. In general, these regional inductances can be

calculated using various approaches based on the

flux linkage,

ø magnetic energy, or

permeance

of the region under consideration. In the case of and , the use of

Maxwell's equations allows the inductances to be obtained most generally.

reduces the task to one of geometry

Using flux linkage as the basis, inductance is obtained from the definition

where y is the flux linkage, obtained as either

(271)

or

(270)f :VU- .I

I

ry= lVx4.{t'J
s

1,

3

1 2

3

\r= A.lc (272)
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Equations (270) to (272) are generally applicable and can be used in

determining both the self inductance and the mutual inductance of the

conductor region under consideration.

Alternatively, inductances can be obtained on the basis of magnetic energy

considerations. Starting with the energy density for a given region,

obtained from

B

\/=
JLI

0

(B) dB (273)

the magnetic energy of the region can be expressed as

(274)

On the other hand , with the aid of Equations (2), (4) and (8), Equation (273)

can also be expressed in terms of current density and vector magnetic

potential as

(27s)

The integration over the conductor region concerned shows that the

energy term is obtained as being proportional to the square of the total

current passing through the conductor, allowing the self inductance of the

conductor to be defined as

W= J w ta
U

w= | | A taJ--
1)

_2W
u-.^

l¿
(276)
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With Equation (276>, the self inductance can thus be determined as

2 B

(B).lB toL- .,
L. JLI

r)

Qn)

The mutual inductance between any two conductors can be obtained from

similar considerations.

Using the notion of permeance, various inductances can also be obtained

from

I = Ñn (278)

ln møgnetic circuit terms, Permeance is defined by

^:9IF
(27e)

where Õ:magneticflux

IF : magnetomotive force

All the above approaches can be employed in determining the inductive

model parameters of a discrete circuit model for an induction machine, as

will be demonstrated in this chapter. Since all methods lead virtually to

the same results under similar conditions, the choice is influenced by the

relative convenience one method offers over the others.
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4.2 ResistiveParameters

Assuming that the temperature remains constant during operation, and

further assuming that the current density distribution is uniform

throughout the cross-section, the resistance can be obtained from

R t (280)OA

where f and A are the length and the cross-sectional

conductor respectively. In the case of a coil, either

rotor, / corresponds to the total conductor length of

turns which form a coil. Using the meøn turn

conductor length for the coil, I is found as

core length

mean coil-end length

area of the regional

in the stator or the

all series connected

length, l-, the total

f=N f (281)

The mean turn length can be related to the machine topology by expressing

it as

i =2(t,* r,) (282)

where [,

r c¿

With these considerations, the resistance of the jth stator coil is given as

2N"S

J ( r:)R oA" Ç+ (283)
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and the resistance of the kth rotor coil of a wound rotor as

2N*
Ir* Ðt

It is difficult to obtain the mean coil-end length deterministically from the

machine topology, since it is subject to widely varying manufacturing

practices. It is much more realistic to obtain /." stochastically on the basis

of data obtained from manufactured machines. Figure 30 illustrates how

i." can be obtained from such data, giving values for both the stator

windings and the rotor windings if the rotor is "wound"l.

In the case of a cage winding, a distinction needs to be made between the

bar and end-ring segments in determining the resistances for the

corresponding rotor circuits. For convenience, it will be assumed here that

the current density distribution is uniform. With this assumption, the

resistances for the bar and the end-ring segments can be expressed,

respectively, as

RI oA" (284)

R,
[6

(28s)oAr

and

R,
ßD,

o A,SR

I Data in Figure 30 stem from the author's own work in industry and are based on actually
manufactured machines.

(286)
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where tg bar length, m

cross-sectional area of the bar, m2

mean end-ring diameter, m

cross-sectional area of the end-ring, m2

R number of rotor slots

Consequently, the resistance of the kth rotor mesh becomes

Rl = 2(Rr+R,) (287)

If current density distribution can not be assumed to be uniform, the

effective resistance values will have to be obtained on the basis of a more

rigorous analysis based on field considerations as has been demonstrated

previously in Section 2.3. If so, a further distinction will have to be made

between rotor bar regions embedded in the core and those outside the core

as alluded to in Figure29.

4.3 Inductive Model Parameters

The inductive model parameters represent the effects of regional magnetic

fields on the discrete circuits with which they are coupled. For modelling

purposes they can be categorised as

tr self inductønces, representing the effect on a discrete circuit of the

magnetic fields arising from its own current, and

mutuøl inductøncss, rePresenting the effect on a discrete circuit of

the magnetic fields set uP by currents in any other discrete circuit.

A6

4
t\

S

2
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For the jth stator coil, the self inductance will be defined, as

L1,, = L'u, + L's +L),7 s, ), )
c (288)
c¿, ), )

where

Similarty the self inductance of the kth rotor circuit can be given by

fu,,,, ,

t'",t,¡ :

tu, ,,, :

air gap inductance for the jth stator coil

slot leakage inductance for the ¡th stator coil

coil end leakage ind.uctance for the jth stator coil

+= L*urnk
L.s,k,kk

+LR
c¿,

(28e)
k,k

where

Equation (289) applies regardless whether a discrete coil of a wound rotor

or a rotor mesh of a cage rotor constitutes a rotor circuit.

4.3.1, Airgap Inductance of a Coil

The airgap inductance of a single coil can be obtained conveniently from

permeance considerations. The circumferential distribution of the airgap

magnetomotive force due to the instantaneous value of a current flowing

in a single short-pitched coil is illustrated in Figure 31.

fu,n,* 
'

f",n,*'
L1,,*,n'

air gap inductance for the kth rotor circuit

slot leakage inductance for the kth rotor circuit

coil end leakage inductance for the kth rotor circuit
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T. Îp

Figure 31

Circumferential distribution of magnetomotive force of a single

short-pitched stator coil

tO : pole pitch

rc : coil pitch
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For convenience, the m.m.f. distribution shown assumes negligible slot

openings and concentrated windings at slot centres. Although the

representation of Figure 31 has a stator bias, the considerations apPly

equally to the discrete coils of a wound rotor.

Figure 32 shows the circumferential airgap m.m.f. distribution due a single

short-pitched coil in deaeloped format. The circumferential axis is

positioned to reflect the conservation of flux set up by the coil. Evidently,

the total airgap m.m.f. due to the coil is

F=NI (2e0)

where N : number of turns of coil

I : instantaneous value of coil current

Figure 33 illustrates the corresponding electromagnetic relationships with

the aid of a magnetic circuit model. As can be seen, the model assumes

infinite core permeability. The resultant flux, which traverses the two

airgap segments serially, can now be expressed as

(Þ=FA= FrAr= Fiz1Y¿ (2e1)

The indices L and 2 refer to the airgap segments under the coil and the

remainder respectively. Thus, IF is the portion of the total coil m.m.f.

responsible for setting up the airgap flux (Þ under the coil, whereas F2 is

the portion of the total coil m.m.f. to set up the same airgap flux in the

remainder of the airgap. Â1 and Â2 represent the corresPonding airgap

permeances.
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Developed representation of airgap m.m.f. distribution due to a
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Figure 33

Magnetic circuit model with airgap permeances

L2
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With the m.m.f. partitioning ratio cr, defined as

Flo=F

the magnetomotive force expression for the two airgap segments can be

expressed as

Fr=crF (2e3)

and

F2=(1-a)F (2e4)

In obtaining the permeances Ä1 and r\2 for the airgap segments 1 and 2, the

effect of doubty slotted boundaries need to be taken into account, if
permeance variations are to be modelled correctly. This can be achieved in

a variety of ways [130, 131, "1.32]. However, if the effect is moderate,

accounting for the effect of slottingby the use of the modified airgap

distance as in Carter's analysis yields an acceptable degree of accuracy in

most cases. On this premise, the permeances Â1 and À2 can be quantified

as

(2e2)

Qe5)
ltoAr/\r = ô'

and

ttoAzLz= õ'
(2e6)
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Al and A2 are the cross-sectional areas for the airgap flux for the two

segments under consideration and are given by

(2e7)A, r[, c

and

where íc

rc

ft

ü- r,(r'-x,)

core length

coil pitch

stator bore circumference

(2e8)

(zee)

(300)

Substituting Equations (293), (294), (297) and (298) in Equation (291) and

rearranging yields the m.m.f. partitioning ratio cl with

This last expression can also be given in terms of a slot ratio as

yt-1
cr=1.-

ss

by considering that

x,= (ys-l) rs (301)
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and

ft=Ssrs

where Ks : [near stator slot Pitch

yt : number of slots per stator coil pitch

Ss : number of stator slots

Consequently the airgap flux can be obtained with Equation (291) as

(302)

(303)

(304)

(30s)

(306,)

(Þ=N " 
þF t

The flux linkage with the coil is

vT,i,j = N o
which can also be expressed in terms of machine topology as

üu,,,,
llo frx , Iñ c[, ô'

or in terms of an airgap Permeance for the coil, Äsu,r,, as

\fu,j,j =ñ 
^I,,,, 

I

where

^""..orltl
(307)
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With these considerations, the airgap inductance for the ;th stator coil is

obtained as

Lut, r, J = N' Âut, r, t
(308)

The airgap inductance for the kth rotor coil of a wound rotor can be found

similarly as

L R

ô,k,k

Evidently, Àf n,* is to be obtained with Equation (307) using the

corresponding rotor parameters

4.3.2 Mesh

In the case of squirrel cage rotor, each rotor mesh, comprising a pair of

contiguous rotor bars connected by means of end-ring segments can be

viewed to constitute a discrete coil of a single turn. This is illustrated in

Figure 34 for a rotor with n meshes; the current in the kÛr mesh is il ,

with k = f .........n. The airgap inductance of the mesh can be obtained on

the basis of similar considerations as for a discrete stator coil.

Figure 35 illustrates the circumferential distribution of the magnetomotive

force in the airgap due to the presence of current in a single rotor mesh.

Figure 36 shows the same m.m.f. distribution in developed form.

R-
ô, k, k - Nt ,r (30e)
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Figure 34

Rotor cage with mesh currents
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Figure 35

Circumferential m.m.f. distribution in airgap due to a rotor

mesh current
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Figure 36

Developed representation of airgap m.m.f. distribution due to a

single rotor mesh

KR : rotor slot pitch

f* : rotor circumference

P : m.m.f. partitioning ratio for rotor
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With reference to Figures 34 to 36, the magnetomotive force of the kth

rotor mesh due to an instantaneous mesh current If; is

(310)

F[ is responsible for setting up an airgap flux of <Þ [, which can be

expressed as

ËFI

,ÞË=rå^=B Iå Aå=(t-ÞlIå 
^,å

(311)

(313)

where Â|1 and Â|2 represent the permeances of the airgap segments

under the kth rotor mesh and the remainder respectively. p is the m.m.f.

partitioning ratio and can be obtained from the conservation of flux

requirement. r\f,1 and ^,{2 are given by

^i'
Po4r ß12)õ'

and

^i,
Fo4z

ô'

where A|1 and A|2 are the cross-sectional areas for the airgap flux of the

airgap segments in question. Evidently

,^[* (314)
1 KRL

and

Æ*z = r, (r* - K-) (31s)
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where [, core length

Iinear rotor slot pitch

rotor circumference

With Equations (311) to (315), the m.m.f. partitioning ratio for the rotor is

obtained as

K*

f*

In terms of slots numbers, B can also be expressed as

The linear rotor slot pitch KR is obtained from

KR
fiDR

=-
SR

where DR rotor outer diameter, m

number of rotor slotsgn

With the foregoing considerations, the airgap flux due to a rotor mesh

current can be given by

(316)

(317)

oä=#prl (318)
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The flux linkage with the mesh is

\rä = Lx@å = 12xÀ*u,*,*rIl (31e)

which allows the airgap inductance of the kth rotor mesh to be defined as

4,n,n = 4 (320)
k, k

where

À*u,n,* = (321)

4.3.3 Slot Leakage Inductances

The slot leakage inductance of a discrete circuit, whether it be in the stator

or in the rotor, can be determined from the analysis of the magnetic field

set up by the conductors in the slot. This can be done either by means of

Maxwell's equations or using magnetic energy considerations. If
Maxwell's equations are used, the task can be reduced to determining the

flux linkages on the basis of Poisson's equation for the slot space occupied

by the conductors and Laplace's equation elsewhere within the slot.
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A substantial simplification can be achieved in the determination of the

slot leakage inductance if the magnetic field alignment can be assumed to

be perpendicular to the slot walls. The assumption is justifiable in most

instances, except when the distance between the conductors and the slot

walls is considerable, which may be the case in some high voltage

windings due to the more stringent insulation requirements.

Assuming a sufficiently well behaved slot field distribution and

considering a coil side occupying the whole or a part of the slot space, the

slot leakage inductance can be obtained from magnetic enef gy

considerations. The method will be illustrated for a typical stator slot as

shown in Figure 37.

Placing in Figure 37 the coordinate origin at the bottom of the slot, the

magnetic energy density at a height g', w(y') can be found as

(322)

where B(y') and H(i) are the magnetic flux density and the magnetic field

strength at y' respectively. Thus the energy stored within an infinitesimal

layer of the slot volume at y'is given by

w(y) do -- B(y) H(y) [, w,(y') dg' (323)

In Equation (323), l, is the core length. Integration over the slot volume

gives the magnetic energy for the whole slot space as

w(s) =T urr, H(y)

1

2

= L r, ! s(ù H(y) ø,U) d,yw (324)
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Figure 37

A typical stator slot

q(y') : slot width at y'.

wr(y') : coil width at y'.
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On the other hand, the magnetic field strength at y' can be found from

H(y') -- (325)

where IF(y') is the magnetomotive force at the slot height y' due to the

current flowing in the conductors between the boundaries y = 0 and t= i.

Generally

I
v

F(y) = !i{y') Ç(y') w,(y') dy' (326)
0

where

F(y')

"t(y)

i(y')

Ç(y')

ut(y')

coil current at y'

conductor density at y'

coil width at y'

Conductor density alludes to the number of conductors per unit area of the

slot cross-sectional area for a coil side. It is reasonable to assume the

current to be the same in all conductors belonging to the coil in the slot

and that the conductor density remains the same throughout the coil

cross-sectional area. Then, Equation (326) reduces to

I
v

F(Ð=i( J a(i)dy'
0

(327)
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Substituting Equation (327) into Equation(325), the magnetic field strength

becomes

II
iç I ø,(y')dy'

0 (328)H(u') -- u4g')

Correspondingly, the magnetic flux density at y' can now be obtained from

B(y') = Fo H(y) (32e)

as

I
v

J wU) d¡
0 (330)B(i) = poiÇ a+(y')

Substituting Equations (325) and (330) into Equation (324) and rearranging

yields

It
IwQ) dv' dy

0

!{ = L2 voi, Ç,
0

(331)
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from which the slot leakage inductance for the first coil side of the coil

under consideration can be obtained with the aid of Equation (331) as

Ll, r, i,t= þo Ç2

S_
s, J, i,I -

[ ",,U) dy' dy
0

I
s

(332)

0

The slot leakage inductance of the second coil side, L 
"] t, t, ll is found from

similar considerations, The coil leakage inductance for the jth stator coil is

then given by

Ij L s +L S (333)
s, Jr l ", J, J,I s, i, i,II

Equation (333) allows the total slot leakage inductance for the coil to be

determined when the slot leakage inductance varies from coil side to coil

side, as is the case for a double layer winding. Evidently, Íor a single layer

winding, with coil sides occupying identical slots

L L (334)

In induction machine design, it has been customary to express permeances

in terms of. a permeønce coefficient as

¡=p ll. (335)

which allows the effect of a particular topology to be assessed more readily

by means of a dimensionless quantity. In the case of a stator slot of

5
s, i, j,II
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arbitrary topology, the sloú leøkøge permennce coefficient for the jth stator

coil can be given by the general expression

v

IwU) du' ds
0

À S (336)

(338)

s, ), ) fi

[@,eÐ ai)
0

with which the slot leakage inductance for a stator coil can be expressed in

an alternative form as

= N:' þo t, ( l'", j, j,r + À'",,,,,r, ) (337)

The slot leakage inductance for a rotor coil of a wound rotor is obtainable

from similar considerations as

L'
)s

I} *,* = rsl'r'o r, ( r- +1.s, x,x,I s, k, k, II
R

s,

In Equations (337) and (338), NrR and Nrs denote the number of conductors

per slot for stator and rotor respectively. Applying the above, the slot

leakage permeance coefficient of a coil side, for the slot configuration

shown in Figure 38, can be obtained as

n fr, 2fiw flo/\s=^ + +-óØs a)s + uo u)o
(33e)
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For a squirrel cage induction machine with a single cage, the slot leakage

inductance of a rotor mesh, consisting of two contiguous rotor bars and the

corresponding end-ring segments, can be given by

,tf (340)û =12 xs, k, k s, k,k

where

Â*",n, n= 2lto Ç f",n,n (341)

In the case of a double cage rotor, a rotor mesh can be defined as consisting

of an upper bar and a lower bar lying in two contiguous rotor slots and the

corresponding end-ring segments. Then, the slot leakage permeance can

be obtained as

À*=,n,n = Fo t, ( I: +ÀR ) (u2)
,k,k, u s, x,v, t

where t-=,*,n,n "^d LR",x,x,f denote the permeance coefficient for the

upper bar and the lower bar respectively.
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4.3.4 Coil-End Leakaee Inductances

It is possible to accurately calculate the value of the coil-end leakage

inductance from field considerations as

lo (343)

where Þ-ìr,r,, and H:,,,. denote the density and the field strength

respectively of the magnetic flux linking with the coil-end of the jth stator

coil. Using the vector magnetic potential within the coil end region,

Equation (343) can also be given as

j,)
e

ct,L 1,

I",, l[D",,,,.H',,, ,]
o

(u4)

In contemplating the use of the above equations to calculate the inductive

parameters describing the end-effects, it needs to be appreciated that the

task is a complex one. Firstly, a three dimensional field is involved and

secondly, the coil-end topology is subject to widely varying manufacturing

practices, making a deterministic calculation of the associated inductances

virtually impossible. Evidently, two-dimensional approximation

techniques may be employed, assuming that the two-dimensional analysis

neglecting the azimuthal field component in selected planes will yield

useable results. However, the results are not commensurate with the

computational effort.

The above should amply explain why induction machine designers have

commonly used methods of calculation for coil-end leakage inductances

L7,,,,,= ,+ IIL=,,,).L",,,:f 
tu
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which are based on data gained from physical model investigations as well

as from measurements on actually manufactured machines Í5, 6,201. Such

stochastic methods represent a realistic and viable alternative to field

computations and have been proven to provide acceptably accurate results.

The coil-end leakage inductance of the jth stator coil can be expressed in

the form:

tu,ti=N
^ c¿, ), )

(345)

where L=rr, ,, ) represents the total coil-end leakage for the jth stator coil.

In terms of a permeance coefficient the coil-end leakage Permeance can

also be expressed as

^t*, r, t= 2llo Tì, f*, r,, (u6)

Analogously, the coil-end leakage inductance for a rotor coil of a wound

rotor is given by

2 s

L*
^krk

R

ce,k, k
(u7)

ce,

with

ÀT, *, *= 2 p, T), X1,, *, * (348)

In Equations (346) and (348), [, is the mean coil-end length for the coil, as

explained in Section 4.2. Its value can be ascertained from Figure 30.
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If the rotor has a cage winding, tlne end-rings constitute the coil-ends.

Therefore, an equivalent coil-end length, obtained as in Section 4.2, has to

be substituted in the governing equations. With this consideration, the

end-ring leakage inductance of a rotor mesh comprising two contiguous

bars and the corresponding end-ring segments can be quantified as

(34e)

where

Ä1r,n, *= 2ILo T"ef
nR
lu

ce, k, K
(3s0)

with

(351)

Table 2 gives values of 7t * which have been used with good results in

calculating coil-end leakage inductances for induction machines [6, 10].

It needs to be emphasised that the values of permeance coefficient given in

Table 2 take into account the mutual coupling of other conductors with the

coil or the mesh under consideration. The ramification is that mutual

inductances in the coil-end regions need not be modelled separately.
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Table 2

Coil-end leakage permeance coefficients

4.3.5 Mutual Inductances

Mutual inductances between the coils of a winding, with fixed relative

spatial orientation with reference to one another, can be conveniently

obtained from permeance considerations. The method is to be illustrated

below for two identical stator coils occupying contiguous slots.

The circumferential airgap m.m.f. distribution due to the instantaneous

current Is existing in the jth stator coil, depicted in Figure 32, is represented

in magnified form in Figure 39 to emphasise that the resultant flux links

with atl other stator coils along the periphery.

Stator
Double Layer WindingSingle Layer Winding

0.200.35Cage

0.350.50Single Layer Winding

0.300.40

R
o
t
o
r Double Layer Winding
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Evidently, the related mutual inductances can be determined, coil by coil,

from the knowledge of the flux linking both coils. Thus, for two arbitrary

coils, a and b, this implies that the mutual inductances can be found from

L -L _b (3s2)
ô,a,b ô,u,a - I"

The index ô in Equation (352) signifies that the flux linkages occur via the

airgap.

Figure 40 itlustrates the m.m.f. linkage between two coils in contiguous

stator slots. The m.m.f. due to the current in the jth coil, designated A-A',

links with the (j+l)th coil, designated B-B'. Coil B-B' experiences the

mutual m.m.f. as comprising a positive comPonent and a negative

component, spanning over the peripheral regions B->A' and A'-rB'

respectively. These m.m.f. comPonents are

F = crF (3s3)
+

and

j

F,'= -(1 -cr)F (3s4)

In Equations (353) and (354), F is the total m.m.f. of the jth stator coil, given

as

n=Nì Iì (35s)
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On the other hand, the permeances of the peripheral regions B-+A' and

A'-)B' can be expressed as

and

À"u, ,, ,*,'

^tu, 
r, r*,,

B-+A'

A'+B'

Fo [, (rr- K")
=ô'

Flo f, r'
=ô'

(3s6)

(357)

The flux linking with the (j+f¡tt' coil can be obtained from

Yt =Y" +Ys- J+l j+1 . j+l
T

(3s8)

Y'j+ and Yf., denote the part linkages for regions B->A' and A'->B'
+

respectively and are given by

N]., F,
^t

ô, i,1+r B_>A'
(35e)

+ +

1

S

s

J

and

Nì-' F
^t

ô,1,1+r A'-)B'
(360)
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With Equations (352) to (355), (359) and (360), Equation (359) yields

(361)

Equation (361) has the general form

Y=Li (362)

and hence can be rewritten as

Yrt-, = L"u, r, r*,. I; (363)

Thus, the mutual inductance between the jth stator coil and the (j+l)th

stator coil is obtained as

L"u, r, j*l = Nì Nì-, À"u, r, r*,. ße)

For identical stator coils, as is commonly the case

Nì =N]-r=N= (36s)

with which Equation (36a) becomes

y,'., = Nì Nì., t;[ " ^i,,, ¡*rl¡+n, (1-cr) 
^i,,,,.r1o,-u,]

Ltu, r, i*t = N"'^tu' r, r*,-
(366)
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Equation (366\ can also be expressed in terms of a mutuøl permeance

coefficient, Àtu, r, J+r ¡ âs

L'u, r, j*r = Nt'Iro l, Itu, r, r*,
(367)

where Àtu, ,, r*, is obtainable, after substituting Equations (357) and (358)

into Equation (362) and rearranging, as

r'u, r, r-r = # fo',- K'I (36,8)

Similar considerations allow the mutual inductance between two rotor

coils of a wound rotor, occupying contiguous rotor slots, to be expressed as

(36e)

if the number of turns differs from coil to coil. For identical coils, the

expression becomes

fu, n, **1 = N*' À*u, *, n*,
(370)

Alternatively, Equation (370) can be given by means of a permeance

coefficient as

,k,k+1 = Nl Nl*r Nu,n,**tû,

{,*,k*r. = N*'po r, f,
, k, k+1

(371)
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The above considerations are valid for pairs of contiguous coils. Mutual

inductances between coils, which are further apart, can be determined

using the same method by taking the separation between the coil sides into

account. Thus, the mutual inductance between two identical coils which

lie two slots apart can be determined from

L"u, r' J*z = Ns2 
^"u, 

r, r*, ß72)

where mutual permeance is defined as

Âtu, r, )r2= llo tr Itu, r, r*,
(373)

with

r"u,,, )*z= ,i t" t, - 2 r'] (374)

The generalisation of the above considerations leads to the definition of

the mutual permeance coefficient [i, r, 1+^ bêtwgen any two stator coils

lying m slots apart in the form

# ("t,-mKs) if 0<m<y"-2

if m=)y'tandm=S -v +25ò
ãç

t'u, r, r** =

-# tt-cr)r, if yt<*<St-y"+1

if St-y" +2<m(St# þ ", - [s=-(m-rl] "']
(37s)
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where yt denotes the number of stator coils per coil pitch. The

corresponding mutual inductances are to be obtained by

L'u, r, j** = N"'lro l, À"u, ,, r*,n
(376)

;lç alludes to the special case of two coil sides, belonging to separate coils,

sharing a common slot, as is the case in double layer windings. This

special case will be discussed next.

Figures 41 and 42 illustrate a double layer winding, Figure 4L shows a

typical arrangement of coil sides in slots whereas the evolvent schematic

of Figure 42 represents the relationships between stator coils. Each coil side

shares the slot space with a coil side belonging to coils which lie one coil

pitch apart on either side, as alluded to by m in Equation (375) in

conjunction with $. Thus the mutual inductance between the jth coil

and the (j+m¡tt coíI, assuming that the number of turns is different for the

coils, can be generally obtained from

For identical coils, the expression becomes

lj = -Nl NJ,j,l+m J
Ât,i,i*^

s
j+m @n)

Ij
s, j,j+m- -N:' Àt,j,j*^ (378)
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coil i2(y-1) coil j coil j+y-1

Figure 41

Double-layer configuration
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Figure 42

Evolvent schematic for a double-layer winding
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The negative sign in Equations (377) and (378) arises from the observation

that the flow of current in the coil sides of a double-layer winding within

the slot is in opposite directions. The index s signifies that the mutual

coupting occurs within the slot. In terms of a mutual Permeance

coefficient, Equation (378) becomes

Ij J,j+m- -Nì' þo t, Lt,j,j*^ (37e)
s,

For m = y"-1

î, ,, ,* * = # (o'r- 
'n 

*') * r",, r, r+ m

andform=St-yt+l

T

rî,r,r- ^=# { KS +TS
J, j,j+m

(380)

(381)u Íc- (s' )-m

The mutual permeance coefficient Àt , j, j** of Equations (380) and (381)

can be conveniently ascertained from magnetic energy considerations as

before.
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For a symmetrical polyphase winding with identical coils in identical

stator slots, the mutual inductance between the uPPer coil side and the

lower coil side is the same for all coils. Thus

I"r, r, j* * =
aSh (382)

s, lL, t

indices ¿ and I altuding to the upper coil side and the lower coil side

respectively. With these stipulations, the mutual Permeance coefficient

for stator coils, placed as shown in Figure 43, can be obtained as

À
fLc fri

s' u[ = 2rr4 * ,r+ *
2fr*

(383)
fLo

u)o
+

rus + u)o

The mutual permeance coefficients according to Equation (375) can be used

for the systematic determination of the parametric inductances of the

stator winding which can be represented in matrix form as

[t"] = [ t'",^] (384)

with g and h designating the column and the row of the matrix element.

The inductance matrix thus obtained is both cyclic and symmetric.

Evidently, self inductances of the stator coils occupy the diagonal of the

matrix. All other matrix elements denote the mutual inductances between

the coils and are to be obtained using Equations (375) to (381). The

conceptual inductance matrix of Figure 44 illustrates the inductive

relationships between the coils of a stator winding with eighteen coils.

Table 3 explains the significance of the notations used in Figure 44 to

designate the various inductances.
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Coil sides of a double layer winding sharing a common slot
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 t2 13 t4 15 t6 t7 l8

Figure 44

Conceptual inductance matrix for a stator winding with 18 coils

1

2

3

6

7

4

9
10

1

72

1,4

15

1,6

,i< * * t
^

:i< + + + + + + +a  T * *
+ + + + + )t * * tt. * * >F + +

^.
a

^. *+ + + + + + + )i< * a A t * * )i<t
:i< *:i< + + + + + + +t  a A t3 * **

+ + + + + )i<A I * * )i< + +* * t  a
)i< + + + + + + +13 A a A T * *,i< * *

+ +
^
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a+
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+ + +,3 A a A t * * :i<+ + + + )i< * *

a
^

¡3 * * )i< + ++ + :i< * * t
^.

+ + +
:i< +* t A a

^
,3 * *+ + + + + + )i< *
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*
'. ^.

a
^.
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* t
^

a+ + + + + + + )i< *A t * * *
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Table 3
Legend for inductance matrix of Figure 44

Designation Symbol

a Self inductance of ith coil Ltu,r, ,

^A
Mutual inductance between jth ¿. (j+f¡ttt
coil and ith e. (i-t¡ttt .o't

L s
ô,1,1+r r L c

ô,i, i-r

t Mutual inductance between jth e. (j+Z)tt'

coil and ith e. (i-2)th coil
L S L c

ô,i, i+2 E,), i-2

* Mutual inductance between jth C. (j+g)ttt

coil and ith & (i-3)th coil
L S L S

E,i, i+: r ô,i, i- 3

* Mutual inductance between jth e. (j+a¡tt'

coil and ith Co (i-+¡tn .o't
L S L S

ô,i, i+a ô,i, i- q

* Mutual inductance between jth e. (j+S¡ttt

coil and ith e. (i-S)th coil
L S L e

ô,i, J+5 ô,i, i- s

+ Mutual inductance between jth ¿. (j-A)tt'

coil occupying common slot
L S

ô,i, i-6

+
Mutual inductance between jth coil and all
other coils

L uìr. )+ 6 ,Luì,, ,* .,

rSLô,i, i*r,

to
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A similar inductance matrix can be devised for the coils of a wound rotor

as

(38s)

Obviously, rotor inductances will have to be found using the rotor related

parameters as

[r-] = [ t:,*,**,]

* ("- t| - ,, r*) if o<n <y^-2

if ,,=y^-1

if y*..,<S*-y*+l

if S*- y* +2 <.r < S*

*<

4,n,n*,,
-# (t-o.),i

{o. "} 
- [s--(t*n-rl] ".]

1

ô'

(386)

where y* reptesents the number of rotor slots per coil pitch. Again, /,<

refers to the mutual linkage between the coil sides of a double layer

winding occupying the same rotor slot, which can be determined as

explained for the stator windings.

In the case of a cage winding, the mutual inductances between individual

rotor meshes can be quantified simply from the consideration of the airgap

m.m.f. distribution due to a given mesh current, which is illustrated in

Figure 45.
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IFPIF

(1- B )F1-

t f* ----a

Figure 45

Circumferential distribution of airgap m.m.f. due to a rotor mesh
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The instantaneous current II in tne kth rotor mesh is responsible for the

magnetomotive force distribution illustrated in Figure 45. The mutual

inductance between the kth mesh and the (k+t¡ttt mesh can thus be

determined from

L (387)
õ, x+r, x IR

k
Lô, x, t+t

F* Æ"k+1 o , k, k+1

On the other hand, the flux linkage Yn, n*, can be found as

Y*=
k+1

where

F*i,=-(r-p)Il
and

4,*,**r= lto t, fu,*,**t

The permeance coefficient in Equation (390) is obtained as

r*u, n, n*t =

(388)

(38e)

(3e0)

(3e1)

which facilitates the mutual inductance between the kth rotor mesh and

the (k+t)th rotor mesh to be obtained as

KR
2

4,n,k*r.= - Ito Ç ô'f* (3e2)
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Since the flux linkage between the kth rotor mesh and all the other rotor

meshes is identical, as is evident from Figure 45, the corresPonding

mutual inductances are all the sÍune. Thus

Ilu, -, n*t= 4, *, **r=L*u, k, k+3 " "'
_¡R

'-- ô, k. k*n
(3e3)

where

n = 1, 2þ,....... . .rk-l

With these considerations, rotor inductances can be represented by the

symmetric matrix

[r"] = [ ti",,] ße4)

where L*n,n designates the elements of the inductance matrix. Matrix

elements depicted by g = h represent the self inductances of the

corresponding rotor meshes. All other matrix elements represent the

mutual inductances between rotor meshes, which are identical. A

conceptual rotor inductance matrix is illustrated in Figure 46 f.or a 22-slot

rotor with a single cage.
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I 2 3 4 5 6 I 9 1 t2 13 t4 18 r9 2r7 I I l7
1

2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
l1
L2
13
I
15
16
t7
18
t9

2t
22

Figure 46

Conceptual inductance matrix for a cage rotor with 22 bars

* t( ** * ì( * l( * à( * * *O * * t( * t( * * *
* * x * * * * x ** * * x- x * * ** o * * *
* x * * * * * * *o * * * * * * * * * *x *

* * * * * ** * t( * * ì( ì( * * ** à( * o t( *
* * * * * * * *o * * * * * * * * ** * * *

* * * * ** * * * * * * * * ** x * * * a *
* * x x * * * * * ** * * * o * * * * ** *

* * x x * *à( o x * * t( * x * t(* * x à( * à(
* * * * * * * * ** * * * * O * * * ** * *

* x à( * * * *x * l( * o * ;l( * x ** x * ì( *
* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * a **

x * x ** x * o * * * )( ì( x* t( * * * t( * *
* O * * * * * * * * ** ,( * * * * * * ** *

t(* * t( * o * * * * * * *,( * t( * t( * * ì(*
o * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * xx * *

ì( * * * o * à( * * * *t( * t( * * ì( x * * *x
* * a * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * * * *

* * * * * * o * x x ** t( * * ì( * * ì( x * *
* * x * * I * * ** x * * * * * * ** * * x

* ** * ì( * * * * * ì( * ox t( à( * * * * * *
* * o ** * * * * * * * * x * ** x * * * *

* ì( * * * * * * * ot( * )( t( * * * * * * **
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In the case of a double cage rotor, the mutual coupling between the lower

bar and the upper bar also needs to be accounted for. The mutual

inductance between the upper bar of the kth mesh and the lower bar of the

(k-1)th mesh can be found as

il .= -L2xÆ
J, K, J<-I

(3e5)

or, using a mutual permeance coefficient, as

4, n, r_l = - 12 x ¡lo t, Àt 
, *, *-,.

(3e6)

Of course, the mutual permeance coefficient representing the magnetic

coupling between the upper rotor bar and the lower rotor bar is identical

for all slots of a symmetrical cage winding housed in identical double slots.

Then, the mutual permeance coefficient can be given as

aRh ,,x,*-]. = ?,,-s, UrI ße7)

The mutual permeance coefficient [i, u,[ cãf be found., with sufficient

accuracy, from the difference of the slot leakage permeance coefficient of

the upper bar and that of the lower bar. For a slot configuration as shown

in Figure 47, this yields

À* ?t- - X-

J,k,k-l-

J
'L

Urt J tI (3e8)
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with

and

+l, s

++1, tt

n2
t6

fLo

u)o
(3ee)

u

+ (400)

Next, the mutual inductances between stator and rotor circuits need to be

determined. Unlike all other mutual inductances considered so far, these

are dependent on the peripheral position of the rotor relative to the stator

and fluctuate between two limits as a result of the variation of the mutual

flux coupling. The subsequent variation of the mutual inductance

between stator and rotor circuits can be conveniently described on the basis

of permeance considerations. The method is to be illustrated below,

beginning with a wound rotor induction machine.

The developed schematic diagram of Figure 48 delineates the relationship

across the airgap between a stator coil and a rotor coil. The datum for

angular positions is set to coincide with the left hand coil side of the stator

coil 1., In the case of the rotor, this means that the peripheral position of a

rotor coil is to be measured in terms of the distance of its left hand coil side

with reference to this datum.

fLt

Sott
fi6

Ø6
fiz
r6

ILo

7ao
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Ç øz)

Figure 47

A typical double cage slot configuration
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Trt

Stator Coil L

Rotor Coil 1

Figure 48

Developed schematic diagram showing relationship between a

stator coil and a rotor coil

t! : stator coil pitch

t| : rotor coil pitch

ô'

T
t*
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Obviously, the total airgap m.m.f. of stator coil f- is

Fl=NìIÌ (401)

Initially it will be assumed that rotor coíl f. is positioned as shown in

Figure 49. In this position, a current existing in stntor coil 1 will set uP a

magnetomotive force which will link with the rotor coil 1. In the position

shown, the mutual inductance between the two coils is maximum since all

of the flux due the stator coil is linked with the rotor coil shown.

It is evident that the maximum flux linkage is maintained constant

between this position and the next, when the right hand coil sides of the

same two coils are aligned. The positive maximum flux linkage attained

between these two positions is given by

S,R
Y (d Nî oFì po 4 *': (402)

11 1 max*

When the left hand coil side oÍ rotor coíl L coincides with the right hand

coil side oÍ støtor coíl 1., the flux linkage reaches its negative maximum

value. This value is maintained until the right hand coil side of. rotor coil

1 is aligned with the left hand coit side of stator coil 1. The ensuing

negative maximum flux linkage is obtained as

S,R

1,1 = - Nl (l-cr) Fì po 4 # ':Y (d
nurx

(403)
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"Frt
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stator coil 1

S

I I 1t-

(1-a¡P'
{/

rotor coil 1.

n

Figure 49

m.m.f. of a single stator coil and its relation to a rotor coil
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Between these two regimes, the flux linkage undergoes a transitional

variation. The situation is pictured in Figure 50, where rotor coil f- is

shown as having travelled a circumferential distance ¿'along ryaxis from

the datum. Rotor coil 1. is shaded for identification. The flux linkage at ¿'

between støtor coíl l and the rotor coil l can be found from

S,R
(404)s*Y (r) s R

l+1c 1 7c+ ¿+lc

The terms on the right hand side of Equation (404) represent the partial

vì,î (d = vl'i rol 1

flux linkages which correspond to the partial m.m.f. linkages shown by

and in Figure 50 and are to be obtained using

Y=NFr\

+

(405)

as

Y (r)S,R

1, l-

S,R
Y (r

1, 1_

S

c
= Nî crFì po ¿ # trl-Ð

and

t+1

sÍc-)) t+r
R
c

- - Nî (1-cr )Fì þo t,# t': - tl + d (406)

Alternatively, the mutual flux linkage between the two coils can be

expressed in terms of a constant permeance and a variable m.m.f. linkage

in the form

Yt'*
1r 1

(r) = Ni rul'i,, (d 
^i,i,,

(407)
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{

Figure 50

m.m.f. linkage between a stator coil and a rotor coil

lrt 'l

IìI 1
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(1- cr )lFr'v
rl
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The variation of m.m.f. linkage for a complete revolution of the rotor for

various regions of overlap between the two coils is illustrated in Figure 51'.

In the case of the m.m.f. being set up by a stator coil linking with a rotor

coíI, as discussed here, the mutual permeance can be given with reference

to the rotor coil as

RL (408)
õ'

By definition, the corresponding values of mutual inductance between

støtor coil L and rotor coil 7 are then obtainable from

F
S,R

1r 1
(d 

^ô

S,R

S,R
Lur,.,, (d Ni (40e)

ni:i,, = tto t,

1,1

Iì

The variation of the m.m.f. linkage between stator coil 1. and rotor coíI 1

according to the above deliberations is depicted in Figure 52.
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Figure 51

Variation of m.m.f. Iinkage between stator coil L and rotor coil 'L

as a function of rotor position
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Variation of m.m.f. linkage between støtor coil L and rotor coil L
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Analytically, the variation of the m.m.f. linkage between støtor coil'L art'd

rotor coí|l for various peripheral regions alluded to in Figure 51. can be

given as follows.

Resion 1.æ

IF = aF.'
0-+ (Tl - Ti) t (410)

Resion 2

-

S,R

, r(t)

Resion 3

-

Resion 4

-

S,R
IF (r)

1_, 1

S,R
IFr,, (r)

ti - t|-+ ti
F-" r
ä ht - (l-a)t| - al (411)

(412)

(413)

f-+ rs - t| - (1-cr)Fi

S,R

1r 1
]F (r) ls - T|+rs = It".t-r'+(]

The mutual inductance between stator coil L and rotor coil 'L for each

region can now be obtained by substituting the relevant m.m.f. equation

from above into Equation (409). Adopting the form of expression in terms
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of a permeance coefficient and considering the total m.m.f. of støtor coil L

as given in Equation (401), this yields

r.l;i,, ta = NïNi lto [, l,'u'],,{r) (41,4)

Table 4 lists the values of mutual permeance coefficient for various

regions of overlap as a result of the relative motion between stator coil L

and rotor coíl L.

Table 4

Variation of permeance coefficient between støtor coil 1. and rotor coil L

due to relative motion

Region Mutual Permeance Coefficient

from to

1 0

S
trc

R
xc 1

ô'
R

ffi,

2
SR

Ic - "C,c

s
Lc å t't - (r-a)ti - a]

3
q

Íc r'- rl I (1-a)tI
ô'

4 r'- rä ¡s å ["': -." * ol
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The preceding considerations form the basis of mutual inductance

calculations between any stator coil and rotor coil as the rotor moves

relative to the stator. Figure 53 alludes to this by illustrating the

simultaneous variation of m.m.f. linkage between rotor coil L and all

stator coils. For instance, the m.m.f. linkage between støtor coil 2 and totor

coil 1. is seen to be lagging behind the m.m.f. linkage between stator coíI L

and rotor coil L by the circumferential distance between stator coil 1' and

stator coíl 2, which in this case is equal to the stator coil pitch. It follows

that the m.m.f. linkage between the ith stator coil and rotor coil L can be

given, region by region, as below.

Region 1 (j-1) r'l ( < (j-t) r'+ Ât,

s,R
IF (d

Region 2),I

Region 3 (j-i)rs+t!l 4 < (j-1)rs+fs-t|

IF

Region 2 (j-1) rs + ÂrrS r < (j-1) r' + tf

S,R

,, r (
I

dlo"*,or,1 = crFt-

I t r-t) r'+ r: - (l-cr)t| - a]

(dlo"r"^3 = -(l-cr)Fi

(41s)

(416)

(417)
S,R

]F ),I

Region 4 (j-1)Ks+ fs-t|< (<(j-1)rs+fs

IF
S,R

),t
(d

Region 4 =T [or:-(j-1)r'-r'+(] (418)
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S,R
31 1

4 ,1.
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./

IF
S,R

),r

F S,R
),L

Figure 53

Variation of m.m.f. Iinkage between stator coils and rotor coil 1-
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The corresponding permeance coefficients are listed in Table 5. The

mutual inductance between rotor coil L and the ¡th stator coil can

consequently be calculated using

rl;,,. ta = NlNl þo t, ri,,,, (41e)

At, in Equations (415) and (416) as well as in Table 5 below represents the

difference between the stator coil pitch and the rotor coil pitch.

Table 5

Variation of permeance coefficient between rotor coil l and the jth stator

coil due to relative motion

Region
Mutual Permeance

Coefficient

from to

1 (j-r) r" (j-1) rs + Ar, 1
c[T:ô I

2 (j-1) rs + Ar, (j-1) tc + t! # [,t - t) r' +t!-(r-a¡ri- d
3 (j-1) rs + t! ( j -1) rs +fs-r| -$ tr-"1':

4 (j-1) r'+f"-t| (j-1) Ks + fs 1

õ' [ar]-r'- ( j -r)r'+rI
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The above can be generalised to obtain the mutual inductance between the

jth stator coil and the kth rotor coil during motion by considering the

relative position of the two coils as shown in Figure 54. The kth rotor coil

is depicted as having travelled a distance ¿' from the datum. Evidently,

the m.m.f. linkage variation between this rotor coil and the ¡th stator coil

wilt be identical to that of rotor coil 1, with the jth stator coil, except that

there wilt be a shift between the two variations as depicted in Figure 54.

Once again, the regions of overlap determining the m.m.f. linkage between

the two coils are identified below for clarity.

Region1 X, I t.X,

S,R
F (d

Region 1i,k

Region 2 Xr3 r-.4

= 6'Fì

= - (l-a)F ]

n;:: (dlo"r"^, = äi [r, -tl rs + t! - (l-cr)t] - ¿]

(420)

(421)

(422)

Region3 X, I t<X4

S,R
F' (d

Region 3J,K

Reeion 4 Xo< tcX,

R
(d

kF
5

l 4Region

F:.
=ä ["ti-(j-1)r'-r'+d] (423)
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m.m.f. linkage between jth stator coil and kth rotor coil
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The above equations show that the m.m.f. linkage between the jth stator

coil and the kth rotor coil varies exactly in the same way as the m.m.f.

linkage between the ¡th stator coil and rotor coil l except that there is a lag

corresponding to the physical position of the kth rotor coil as measured

with reference to rotor coí|L. The equations can be generalised as

ctF if Xl < r-<Xz

] if x2< r< X¡

S
j

F:--Ë [t- (X, - 
^x)S,R

IF (di,k

where

(t-a)rf ifX3<r<X¿

and

$ t"- (X¿ + ^x)] ir x4 < r< Xr

S,R S,R
F,,n (Ð = Fr,* ( t'+ f')

X, = (j-r)r'

Xr= (j-r)rc' + Lr,

X, = (j-r)r'+ 4
Xo = (j-r)r'+ fs - t|

ÂX = (f-cr) ti

(424)

(425)

(426)

(427)

(428)

(42e)

(430)

L:,r= tl - tå (431)
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Once the m.m.f. variation for various regions of overlap is known, the

corresponding mutual inductances can be found as

Lurr, n = r$ rvl vo t, l,'u'],-trl
SrR (r) (432)

where the mutual permeance coefficient for each region is as shown in

Table 6.

Table 6

Variation of permeance coefficient between jth stator coil and kth rotor coil

due to relative motion

Region Mutual Permeance Coefficient

from to

1 x
1

x2 å "")
2 x2 X

3 # [t, - t)rcs+r:]tr-olr:- d
3 x

3
x4 - å tr-olr:

4 x4 X I
I [ori-r'-ii-1) r'+ a]õ'
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For a cage rotor, the situation is similar. Figure 55 illustrates the

relationship between stntor coil 1, and rotor mesh'L for the datum position.

The m.m.f. linkage remains constant from this position until the leading

bar of rotor mesh I is aligned with the right hand coil side of støtor coil 1.

As the rotor continues to move in the same sense of rotation, a

transitional period follows as alluded to in Figure 56. During transition,

the m.m.f. linkage varies to reach a negative maximum when the lagging

bar of rotor mesh 1 is aligned with the right hand coil side of stator coil 1.

This maximum negative m.m.f. linkage is maintained until the leading

bar of the mesh coincides with left hand coil side of stator coil'1. Between

this position and the next, when the lagging bar of the mesh is aligned

with the left hand coil side of stator coil L, m.m.f. linkage experiences

another transition, this time from a negative maximum to the initially

held positive maximum.

Figure 57 illustrates the variation of the m.m.f. linkage between any stator

coil and any rotor mesh. Analytical expressions for the m.m.f. linkage

variation between the ¡th stator coil and the kth rotor mesh can again be

derived by considering the regions of overlap.

Resionl X.< rcL

- F'

Region 2 Xrí r-. X,

S,R

),k

I

(o)lo"r,or,1 = GF; (433)

o;:l(n)lo"r,o", = äi ltr-rl K, - (1-cr) r* + tï - r] (434)
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Figure 55

Developed schematic diagram showing relationship between a

stator coil and a rotor mesh
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Figure 57

m.m.f. linkage between jth stator coil and kth rotor mesh
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Region3 X, I t.Xo

S,R
F (r)

J,k Region 3

Region4 Xol t<Xl

S,R
IF (x) =i,k

= - (l-a)Fl

=l [- t¡-r) r' + s KR-rs + d]

if X3 < r< X¿

F (436)
Region 4

The regional m.m.f. expressions of Equations (a33) to (436) can be

generalised with the use of the regional boundaries and the interval ÂX

identified in Figure 57. The resulting expressions, shown below, are

compact and reflect the symmetry implicit in the underlying machine

topology. As can be expected, these equations closely resemble those

describing the m.m.f. linkages in the case of an induction machine with a

wound rotor. In fact, if a rotor mesh is viewed to represent a single-turn

coil with its coil pitch being equal to the rotor slot pitch, then the

expressions are identical.

if X1 < r< Xz

lf.Xz< r< X:

S,R

',. n (t)

(435)

cr,lF
s
j

S [r- (x, - ^x)]
(r-cr)rf

S t"- (X¿ + 
^Ðl

ifX4<r<Xr
(437)
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and

(438)

where

X, = (j-r)r' (43e)

X,=(j-t)rt-rR+tf (440)

X¡=(j-r)rs+tf (441)

Xo=(j-r)r"-KR+Fs (442)

AX = (L-c) rR (443)

As before, the corresponding inductances are to be obtained from

permeance considerations. Thus, the mutual inductance between the ;th

stator coil and the kth rotor mesh can be found using

S,R S,R
Fr,* (Ð = Fr,n ( t,+ f=)

S,R

j,k
S,R(¿ Âu, ,, n(¿ l.x

F'S,R

ôrj, xL (444)

which reduces to

I;

1 x N] þo Ç l"r, ,, -ta
s,R (44s)L (d)Er),k

Table 7 gives the regional variation of the mutual permeance coefficient
S,R

Àu,1,*(r)'
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Table 7

Regional variation of permeance coefficient between jth stator coil and kth

rotor mesh due to relative motion

Region Mutual Permeance Coefficient

from to

1
X I x )

1

ô'
C[KR

2 x) x
3 å [".ü,-^x)]

3 x3 x4 - $ tt-ol*-

4 x4
X

1 å t"- (Xo * 
^x)]
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So far in the analysis it has been assumed that the slots are not skewed.

However, skewin g of either stator slots or rotor slots or both is a

commonly adopted measure in induction machine design practice in order

to overcome certain aspects of parasitic behaviour. If skewing is present,

the permeance expressions developed above require modification'

Figure 58 depicts the practically important case of rotor skewing. In Figure

59 a skewed rotor mesh is superimposed on the projected m.m.f.

distribution due to current flowing in the jth stator coil to illustrate the

interaction. As can be seen, the transitional regions are no longer solely

defined by the alignment with stator coil sides of the leading and lagging

bars of rotor meshes; three subregions come into existence as alluded to in

Figure 60. The m.m.f variation is linear in the middle subregion whereas

the outer subregions are now characterised by ^ non-linear variation

resulting in a smooth and continuous transition into the adjoining

constant m.m.f. regions. Evidently, the amount of skewing affects both the

width of the subregions and the shape of the transitional m.m.f. within the

subregions.

The general expressions for m.m.f. linkage between the ;th stator coil and

the skewed kth rotor mesh can be developed with the aid of Figure 60. In

doing so, attention needs to be given to the amount of skewing; the

transitional m.m.f. distribution for a rotor slot skew, (, Iess than that

corresponding to one rotor slot pitch is different from that exceeding one

rotor stot pitch. The following deliberations will differentiate between

these two cases.

The analytical expressions for the m.m.f. linkage variation will be once

again obtained region by region.
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Figure 58

Developed schematic diagram depicting the relationship

between a stator coil and a skewed rotor mesh
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jú stator coil

Figure 59

Projected view of a skewed rotor mesh linking with a stator coil

m.m.f.

L

rotor meshkth
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Casel (-l x*

If the rotor slot skew is equal to or less than a rotor slot pitch, the following
regional m.m.f. expressions apply.

Regionl X, lt.<Xz¡
S,R

J,K
F (r) = CtF

S

JRegion 1

(446)

(447)

(448)

(44e)

(450)

Region 2

Resion 2A+

Xrol t <Xr
Xro s K- 1Xz"

Region 2A = oF; 1- 2arR L

Region28 Xr"l x<Xz"
2 (.Xr") * t

S,R
F,,* (t)

S,R

S,R
F,, * (t)

(n-Xr, * k-)'

j,k Region 28 = oF; 1- 2 cx, r*F (r)

Region2C Xr"I t<Xr

Reeion 3

-
F

S,R

J,k

Region 4

Region 4A

S,R

X, lt<X¡,
Ðlo"r"^3 = -(l - cr) F;

Xool 4<X."+ft
Xool d.(X¿"

l*"r,o" 4A= a"; [+

(

cL-1 (x, - o)'
Region 2C = oF;

CT, 2arR(

(oXr" * k-)'
F'

J,K
(r) + 2ar*( (451)
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Region48 Xo"< ((X¿"
2 (rXor) * e

Region 48 = ctF; 2 cr, rR
S,R

i,k

Region 4C \" < ( <X¿" + fs

F (r)

S,R
F (r)i,k

(452)

(453)
Region4C = crF 1-

(xo" - x* k)'
2crrR(l

Evidently, FS again constitutes the interval of periodicity, resulting in

S,R S,R
Fr,n (d = F,,* ( t'+ ft) (454)

whereas the regional boundaries of Equations (M6) to (453) are defined as

X, = (j-r)r' (4s5)

Xro=(j-r)rct-KR+r"r-L (456)

Xru = (j-r)r'+ t! - r* (Asz¡

Xr" = (j-r)r'+:u2- L (458)

Xr=(j-r)rs+r! (45e)

Xoo = (j-r)r'- KR + f'- ,( (460)

Xo"=(j-r)rt-K* +f" (461)

(462)Xo" = (j-r)r' + f'- (,
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Case2 (. > r*

If the rotor slot skew is larger than a rotor slot pitch, m.m.f. expressions for

various regions differ from those developed above as shown below.

Region 1 X, I tr- <Xz¡,

SrR
F (dj,k

Region 2

Resion 2Aæ

S,R

Region3 X, lt<X¿¡.

Xrnl t <Xs

Xro I x <Xzu

=ClF
s
)

(463)

(464)

(46s)

(466)

Regíon 1

F 1- 2ar*(
Region 28 Xr" S t 1Xz"

(n)lo"r,o" 
2B= d"; I

2(o-Xr.*()-*-

l*"r"" 2A = cr "; I
(n- Xr, * ** )tR

k

S

J
(Ð

S,R
F J,K 1- 2a L

Region2C Xr"I t<X¡

F' (r)
(x, - n)'

J,K Region 2C = ctF; c[ 2srR(+
1cL-

S,R

l,* (F d Region 3
= -(1 - c[) F; (467)
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Region 4
Reeion 4A..-

Xool 4<Xo"+ft
Xool (.(X¿"

S,R

i,k

S,R

J,KF (Ð

Ita"--{"-Xor**-}]'
2arR(F (r)

Region4A = ctF; 1J,k

Region 48 Xou I (, < X¿"

S,R
F

2 (x-Xo") - *-
(r)

Region 48 = oF; 2crrR1+

(468)

(46e)

(470)

(471)

(473)

(474)

Region 4C Xo" S { <Xo" + f"

(Xo" - 4* ** )'
= 6rFi 2arR(1

Region 4C

Due to the periodicity of the m.m.f. distribution

S,R S,R
Fr,n (d = F,,* ( d,+ ft)

The regional boundaries are given by

xl -- (j-r)r'

Xro = (j-r)r'- K* + rZ- k-

Xru= (j-r)r' + rZ - k-

Xr" = (j-r)r'+ rf - rR

(472)

(475)
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Xr=(j-r)r'+4 (476)

Xoo = (j-r)r'- KR + f" - (_ (477)

Xo" = (j-r)r'+ f'- (. (478)

Xo" = (j-r)r'+ fs- rR (47e)

The mutual inductance variation within each of the above regions can

once again found using the m.m.f. expression for the specific region as

S,R
F,,* (t' (-)

S,
Au,

R

S,R kL k, L) Lx (480)ôri, x

which can also be expressed in terms of a regional permeance coefficient in

the form

S,R
coefficient, f,ô, ),k(K-,L), Íor each of the regions identified above for the two

ü

tr;,,- k-, k) = l xNl þo t, [:,,, *(x, k) (481)

Tables 8 and 9 show the expressions for the skew-dependent permeance

cases discussed.
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Table I
Regional variation of permeance coefficient between jth stator coil and

skewed kth rotor mesh due to relative motion ( (.1 r* )

Region Mutual Permeance Coefficient

from to

1 x
1

x2A
1,

ô'
CIKR

2

2A xro x2B (o- Xr, * k-)'
1- 2c[KR(

2B X,, xr" , (o- Xrr) *
2crrR

2c xr" x3
1

ô'
ct-1 (x, - o)'

c[KR c[ 2crr*(
3 x

3
x4A -l ,t-a)r*

4

4e X4A x4B (n- Xo, * k-)'ct-l_ + zarR(c[

4e X4B X4c 1

õ'
0-1_

z(r-x4B)*
0KR

2ctrrRc[

4c Xo" x
3 (Xo" - x* k)'

1- 2arR(
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Table 9

Regional variation of permeance coefficient between jth stator coil and

skewed kth rotor mesh due to relative motion ( ( > r* )

Region Mutual Permeance Coefficient

from to

1 x
1

X2A
1,_
ü o**

2

2A x2A X,, 1

ô'

(t* r* -Xr")'
CIKR 1 2crrR(

2B X,, X,, z (x+ (- Xr.) - **
2c[KR

2c xr" x3 (x, - n)'
2crrR(

3 X
3

x4A -å,t-c¡)rco

4

4e. x4^ X,, 2ß" - (o- Xo, * ** )'1- 2crrR(

4e x4B x4c
, (o- Xo") - *"

L+ za k_

4c x4c x
3 (Xo" - 4*** )'1- zarR(
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4.4 Terminal Voltage Equations

The circuit model parameters obtained thus far can now be used to obtain

the machine terminal voltage equations based on

Iu(t)]= [z(r,t)] [i(Ð] (482)

Figure 61 conceptualises the corresponding discrete circuit model for an

induction machine with a double layer winding in the stator and a single

cage in the rotor. The circuit parameters are representative of the entire

discrete circuit, but are shown distributed over the sides of their respective

circuit for simplicity. It must be emphasised that the inductive parameters

account, not only for self inductances, but also for mutual inductances

with all other circuits within the machine. For generality, each stator coil

constituting a circuit is shown as having its own supply. The terminal

voltage equation for the jth stator coil can thus be written as

(483)
úF1

RuS

j * ol rl,, i; . oi {,ä iåS.S,l.))
f,= 1

Similarly, the terminal voltage equation for the kth rotor mesh becomes

,r,l = nlil . oI Li,*,- tå . oI ,ä,ì,, i; (484)

(48s)

úF1 t=1

Evidently

te{m}

r. e {n} (486)
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Conceptual discrete circuit model for an induction machine with a double

layer stator winding and a single cage rotor
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Equations (a83) and (484) can be extended to all other stator and rotor

circuits. The resutting terminal voltage equations can generally be

represented in matrix notation as

[o.] = tn"][r ]*[r'] p[r]+r[r'][i']+[r''* ] fi*l* p[t''. ][r] Ø87)

[u-] =[r*,'] p[i']* p[t*,=] [i"]+[n-] [i.]* [r.] r [i-]* o[r-][r] (488)

where

[r*,.1 = [L", *]t (48e)

or

[o"] = [R'+L" p+ pL' ] [i']* [L',* p+ pL''- ] [r] (4e0)

[r*] = [L*,' p+ pv,," ] [i.] + [n- +L*ø-pL- ] [i- ] (4e1)

Equations (aBD to (491) allow for the variation of self inductance as a

function of the relative position between the stator and the rotor, as would

be the case with slotted airgap boundaries. If the assumption of smooth

airgap boundaries is justifiable, as indicated by the adoption of a modified

airgap distance a la Carter, Equations (490) and (491) simplify to

[r'] = [n" +t'p] [i']+ [L''* p+ pL",* ] trl (4e2)

[r^] =[L*," p+pL",'] [i"] *[n-+r.p] [i.] (4e3)
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In terms of Laplace transforms with zero initial conditions, Equations (492)

and (493) become

[u" (s)] = [R" +sLS] [rrs)l+ [sL''-* r#] [i-(s)l Øs4)

[u- (s)] = [sL*,' * rH ] ti'(s) ]+ [n- * sr"] [i. (s)] (4e5)

This latter form is convenient in analysing the constant speed behaviour

of the machine.

Alternatively, Equations (487) and (488) can be written in state variable

form as

P
[r'] þ''*1

[t"'.]' [t-{

lrl

li-I

[n']

["{

[n'] 0

0 [n-]

(4e6)

The state variable formulation has computational advantages when

numerical integration techniques are employed in obtaining time variant

solutions for the currents.

lrl

lrl
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In above equations, voltages and currents for the stator and the rotor are

given by column matrices as

[i*] =

s
111

S
ll2

Stl3

..:
ù

t:
Su*

R
111

R
172

Rll3

..;
1l¡

..;
tln

']=

c

11

l2
.S
13

[u [i"] = (4e7)
Si

:;'
lm

.R
11
.R.
L2
.R
13

:;
1¡

:;
1n

[t*] = (4e8)

The above equations constitute the most general form of voltages and

currents for the machine. If, however, several coils are connected in series

to form a coil group, as is normally the case, the same current flows in all

coils within the group. In this case, the use of. a connection møtrix

becomes necessary as demonstrated later in Section 5.2.

For a singly excited induction machine, the rotor voltage matrix becomes a

null møtrix.
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The stator resistance matrix [n"] is a diagonal matrix, as illustrated

conceptually in Figure 62 for a winding with 18 identical coils. The same

applies for a wound rotor. In the case of a cage rotor, however, the

principal diagonal contains the total mesh resistances, wheteas the matrix

elements on both sides of the principal diagonal and at both corners of the

secondary diagonal represent the shared branch resistances between

contiguous meshes. With the current flow convention adopted in Figure

61., these resistances appear with a negative sign. All other matrix

elements aÍe zero. Figure 63 illustrates this for a single cage with 22 rotor

bars.

The inductance matrices [L'] ana [L*] u." to be obtained according to

Section 4.3.5 as

s L't,2
L"

2,2

L'
1,3

L.
2,3

LS
L,m-1

LS
2,m-].

L'I,
L"

2,m

L
1 ,7 m

m
L

3

LQL

L'
2,1

L"
3,1

L"
3,

LS
3, m-1

SL'
3,3

eLj
S Lj ..L S

J, m-1

e

L"

2

[r'] (499)

)' 32t

3
L"

m, I L'
frr2

L" LS
m, m-L R,ln
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and

Ir'*]

L
1̂,1

L*2rI

L*
T,2

L*
2r2

L*
1,3

LR
L, n-1

R

LR
2, n-1-

R

LR
1, n-1

L
3

L
k

R

LR
L, n-1

R

R

n

n

L
1

L
2

Ir.]

L
2 ,3

L*
3r 1

L*
3,2

L*
3,3

L*
k,1

RL
k 2

L,t'*
1,1

Ij.
L

,R T],R
,2 1,3

t;,R1,k

t;,R2'I

t;,R
3,1

t;,R
2,2

LS,R
3,2

L*kr2

Lt'*
2,3

t;,R
3r 3

tr,R
2,k

t;,R
3rk

..L t'*
3, n-1

t;,R
3r t

(s00)

(s01)

n

n

L*
n,1

L
n

R L* LR
1, n-1-

L*

Mutual inductances between the stator and the rotor are given by an mxn

matrix as explained previously, viz.

nn3n2

S,R

, n-1
L

1
tr,R

1, n

..L t'* L:'^
2,n-L 2,n

t;,R
J,1

;.:.;,:-),2 i, 3
tr,Ri,k Lj

S,R

, n-1

..L R

m, n-1
L

t;,Rj,n

L*
m,1

L*
m,2

L*
m,3

t;,R
m,k

R

ñr D

where the matrix elements are defined by Equations (432) or (445) for a

wound rotor induction machine or a cage induction machine respectively.
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Figure 62

Conceptual resistance matrix for a stator winding with 18

identical coils

0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0a 0 0 0 0 0

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 a
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0t 0 0 0 0 00 0

0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 a 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0a 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0

0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 a 0 00
0 0 0 0 0a 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 a 00 0 0

0 0 0 00 a 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 a 0 00 0 0 0 0

00 a 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 a 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 a 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0

00 0 0 0 . 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0

a 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 a 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 a 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0
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Figure 63

Conceptual resistance matrix for a cage rotor with 22 bars

+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ + 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ +

0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 + t + 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 + *

0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 + + + 0 0 0 00 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0* + 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 +

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 + * + 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ * + 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 + + +0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 + + + 0 0 00 0 0 0 0

0 0+ + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 + + + 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

+ + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 + + + 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

¡ + + 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 IJ0 0 0 0 0 + + +0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 ¡ + + 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 + ¡tË +0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 + + + 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0
+ + + 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 + * +0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
+ +0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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4.5 Torque Equation

A generally applicable torque equation for an induction machine with m

stator coils and n rotor circuits can be developed from the consideration of

energy balance and the principle of virtual work [133]. In differential form,

the energy balance equation can be expressed as

Ærrrn = dEehc' Ær* - dE ro* (502)

where

Æ*rrfr-T lq (s03)

The electric energy term on the right hand side of Equation (502) can be

found from

Æ,r,,= lEl,,,+ Æ1,,,

where the sub-terms Ælr* and, íElrr, ; for the stator and the rotor

respectively, are obtained as

IE )"

(s04)

m

s
¿l¿c It:i: (s05)

l=r

n

k:1
(s06)
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ul and u I are as given by Equations (483) and (484) previously.

Substituting these into Equations (505) and (506) and rearranging yields the

electric energy differential sub-terms as

m

(rr

n

S.S
r1¡ It+ ril .S

1J dL". . +-l-='l iÌ ¿i,l
),) ),R J Á

iliir';,|)

(s07)

2 2

and

S

etec-

R

¿[ec-

k=1

j=1

[,t']

[r-]

IE +
ScL .i.), ) .)

+
]:I

k=1

n

IE (ni ii'ør.lî, - il tii+iiz ø-î, - *lî',", ii øil+ il iì4',i)
m

(s08)

Equation (504) can also be expressed in matrix form, as

Æ,t", = [i]' [u] û (sOe)

in which case the voltage and current matricet [u] ana [i] are given by

It
I i']
li-l

u [i ] = (s10)



2M

The sub-matrices in Equation (510) are defined by Equations (497) and (498)

respectively.

The differential magnetic energy term, on the other hand, can be obtained

generally as

IE -i *P (511)
,noflt

If the assumption of a linear core is justifiable, the expression becomes

tE^w=TG tP +Y ti) (ó12)

Regionalising the differential magnetic energy term as

lL.os,= dE;** Æ:* (s13)

the sub-terms for a stator with m coils and for a rotor with n circuits can be

given as

tEilF

þtl, , il nl+il' *',,, *Lî,î il øii+r";,| ii øii+ ilii ør';,|)
k :1

(514)
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and

tEil;=

-L
2 à (rtl - ii øii+ii' 

^î,,. 
*rî',', ii ai+r|'", ii øii+ ii il ør|,])

k=1

(515)

The magnetic energy term can alternatively be expressed in matrix form as

"*o
(516')

Substituting Equations (503), (504) and (513) into Equation (502) under

consideration of the sub-terms as defined above yields

= j [t]' [r] til

m

n

Tdg= StL.l lL"* n*iìii Ãî,î)
k=1

(' .*2
j *1*

n
S

j (517)

J:1

from which the electromagnetically produced torque can be extracted
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Evidently, if the assumption of a constant airgap distance is justifiable,

Equation (517) reduces to

m

I iiiin';,|

ür
tq

(s18)

(s1e)

(520)

(s21)

n

k-1

srnce

J=1

m

=Q

Thus, the torque produced is given by

n

r=t i
k =l-

J=1

This electromagnetically produced torque can also be expressed in matrix

form as

The complete torque equation can now be written as

r--rri t' #tll:l I ri l

T=T" *I#+Do+Kq (s22)
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Equation (522) represents a torque balance equation, where the torque

produced, T, is shown to counteract the load torque T" along with the

inertial torque and damping torque. The last term on the right hand side

of Equation (522) is included to describe the effect of torsional shaft

deflection in long shafts with low stiffness. K is the torsional deflection

constant; g represents the angular shaft displacement. In most cases, this

term can be safely neglected since short shaft ends with high stiffness are

prevalent in induction machine practice.

Equation (522) is generally applicable regardless of the mode of operation of

an induction machine, provided the sense of each torque element is

accounted for correctly.

4.6 Model Utility

The discrete circuit modelling approach yields a potent tool in the ¿ priori

analysis of induction machine behaviour. The model utility is high in

evaluating the performance of an induction machine generally, including

both transient and steady state regimes. The model is sensitive to

parameter variations; an indispensable feature for realistic modelling.

Applications extend from the analysis of perfectly healthy conventional

machines to that of machines with unusual topologies or with faults.

These arguably constitute major strengths for the discrete circuit modelling

approach since conventional models are void of such capabilities.

Evidently computational effort is more extensive than that expected for

lumped parameter circuit models. Flowever, if aspects mentioned here are

significant and important, the advantages offered by discrete circuit models

far outweigh the consequential computational effort. The strengths of

discrete circuit models are to be demonstrated in the following chapter.
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MODEL VERIFICATION

5.1 Introduction

The main object of this thesis is dynamic modelling of induction

machines; yet, substantial effort has been expended in Chapter 2 on

steady-state models. The attention is justified because the basis for the

determination of model parameters is common to both the dynamic

models and steady-state models. This chapter will demonstrate this

commonality by bringing together the two classes of model, namely

lumped parameter circuít models based on Chapter 2 and discrete circuit

moilels based on Chapter 4. The former are particularly popular in the

design offices of electrical machine manufacturers; this provides the

additional incentive for seizing the opportunity to demonstrate the

effectiveness of high fídelity models in ø priori performance prediction.

The main part that follows will systematically validate the discrete circuit

modelling approach by exemplifying the various possible uses of such

models. Experimental results are presented to verify both modelling

approaches.
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5.2 Test Results

5.2.1, Test ts-Ma ine I

A series of tests was conducted on a commercial machine, here designated

Machine I, for the purpose of validating the high fidelity modelling

approach solicited in Chapter 2 of. this thesis. The tests included no-load

and load tests as well as the measurement of the complete quasi-dynamic

torque-speed characteristic in the first quadrant. The name plate details of

the machine are supptied in Appendix 4.2, Section A.2.1'. The following is

an overview of the salient test results.

Table 10 gives the test results for three different operating conditions:

rated load, no-load and blocked rotor. It should be noted that the blocked

rotor test was conducted at reduced voltage and wye-connection. Figure 64

shows the magnetisation characteristic. Figure 65 illustrates the

segregation of mechanical losses from core losses; curve fitting was effected

using a fifth order polynomial. Both Figure 64 and Figure 65 were obtained

with the machine operating as a motor, which should explain the relative

increase in the no-load current, accompanying the decrease in the terminal

voltage. In Figure 65, the voltage axis is quadratic in an attempt to increase

the accuracy in determining the mechanical losses by extrapolation.

Figures 66 to 68 show the variation of line current, efficiency and Power

factor as a function of shaft load. A spline is fitted in each case to the early

part of the characteristic to indicate the trend of the characteristic.

Figure 69 delineates the torque-speed characteristic in the first quadrant. A

spline is fitted to the region between 1600-3000 rpm to emphasise the trend'
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The characteristic was obtained by extrapolation from measurements made

at the reduced lineto-line voltage of 220Y and with wye-connection. This

was necessitated due to the limitations of the test facilities. All other tests

were done at rated voltage.

Of considerable interest is the low speed region, characterised by the

presence of substantial parasitic torques. As will be shown, it is impossible

to predict the nature and the magnitude of such parasitic behaviour if

conventional low order circuit models, such as the "exact"-equivalent

circuit, are employed for design .

Figure 69 also depicts additional measurements within the parasitic torque

region. These measurements were made with delta-connected windings at

a reduced line-to-line voltage of 128V which gives the same airgap flux as

for the wye-connection; the object was to assess the effect of winding

connections on the production of parasitic torques. These additional

measurements reveal that the parasitic torque formation is by no means

insensitive to the winding connection, as is well known from the

literature 1133, "1.34, 135, 1361.

Table 10

Test results for Machine I

U
(v)

f
(Hz )

I
(A)

Pir,

(w)
cos9 T

(Nm)
n

(rpm)

Pout

(w)
x

(7o)

Rated Load 380 50 251 1,52220 0.922 451 2970 140300 92.2

No-Load 380 50 47.8 5120 0.103 0 -3000 0 0

Blocked Rotor 220 50 342 40150 0.309 451 0 0 0
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Line current as a function of shaft Power for Machine I

(measured)
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Efficiency as a function of shaft load for Machine I
(measured)
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5.2.2 Test Results - Machine II

A laboratory test machine, here designated Machine II, was used to provide

experimental back-up for the discrete circuit modelling approach' Tests

conducted included the conventional parameter identification tests along

with retardation tests and transient performance tests. The test machine is

a swinging frame machine coupled to a d.c. machine; the d.c. machine was

used to load or drive the test machine. Both machines are mounted on

trunnion bearings so that the reaction torque can be measured' There is

also a flywheel on the shaft of the test machine. The shaft speed was

measured using a tachometer mounted on the shaft of the d.c. machine'

The torque was measured using the torque transducer attached to the

swinging frame of the test machine; the transducer consists of a tapered

cantilever torque arm with a strain-gauge bridge'

Table 11 lists the measured parameters obtained from the blocked rotor test

with rated current and from the no-load test with rated voltage for 2-pole

configuration, Appendix 4.3.4 gives the measured values of the polar

moment of inertia,J, and. the damping coefficient, D, which were obtained

from retardation tests ancl loss measurements'

Table 11

Measured conventional model for Machine II (2
1,.417QR

1Resistance

2.300oXtIReactanceLeakage

Stator

1,.457o¿'R2Resistance

2.300c¿tz'XLeakage Reactance

Rotor

Ó-t2çtR
cCore loss resistance

9soxflLMagnetising Reactance

Magnetisation
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Figures 70 to 73 give the results of transient tests conducted on the test

machine; these rePresent the direct-on-line starting in 2-pole

configuration. Figure 70 depicts the current in Phase A during the start-up'

Figures 71. and, 72 give the torque and speed as a function of time

respectively, whereas Figure 73 shows the resultant dynamic torque-speed

characteristic.

The above set of tests was repeated with the machine connected in 4-pole

configuration. This was done to validate the expectation that the presence

of parallel paths in the winding when it is connected in the four-pole

mode would have a discernible effect on the nature of the transient torque'

speed characteristic, a point mentioned previously. Figure 74 is the

measured stator current. Figures 75 and 76 show the torque and speed as a

function of time, on the basis of which the transient torque-speed

characteristic of Figure 77 was obtained. Figure 77 conf.itms the above

expectation. It should be noted that the natural frequencies of the

swinging frame of the test machine augments the electromagnetically

produced torque, consid.erably magnifying it over the range 0 to 50 rad/s'
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Measured stator current during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)
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5.3 High Fidelity Harmonic Circuit Model

The validity of the high fidelity harmonic circuit modelling approach will

be demonstrated below for a three-phase, deep-bar cage induction motor

driven from a sinusoidal voltage source. The details of the machine,

designated Machine I in the following, are presented in Appendix A'2,

Sections A,2.'l' to 4.2.4.

To illustrate the gains to be made by the use of high fidelity circuit models,

performance predictions below wilt be based progressively on the

following set of models:

Conventional circuit model ("exact" equivalent circuit)

Conventional circuit model enhanced by the inclusion of
current displacement effects

Conventional circuit model enhanced by the inclusion of

saturation

Conventional circuit model enhanced by the inclusion of both

current displacement effects and saturation

e A high fidelity circuit model

As will be shown, accounting for either current displacement or saturation

reduces the error in the prediction of starting characteristics, without

necessarily improving the prediction accuracy elsewhere. If both current

displacement and saturation are included in the model, prediction of

starting characteristic becomes acceptably accurate. Flowever, if space

harmonics are significant as in this case, the prediction accuracy remains

unsatisfactory except for standstill and the normal operating region, unless

b

c

d
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space harmonics are also accounted for. When finally the effect of space

harmonics is also introduced into the model, the prediction accuracy is

dramatically improved.

Results of tests conducted on the test machine, a deep-bar squirrel-cage

motor, were presented in Section 5.2.1 earlier in the chapter. In the

discussion to follow, performance predictions based on the use of the

above various models will be progressively compared with the actually

measured results to demonstrate the effects of accounting for various

different phenomena in model formation.

5.3.1. Performance Prediction Using " 'Exact' Equivalent Circuit"

Figure 78 represents an 'exact' equiaølent circuít model, which will be

adopted here to initially predict the performance of Machine I. This

conventional low order model is typical of the lumped parameter circuit

models, commonly used to project the performance of induction

machines. In line with the common practice, all space harmonics are

included as leakage in both the stator and rotor leakage reactances. Model

parameters are tisted in Table 12. Figures 79 and 80 depict the torque-speed

characteristic and the stator current locus obtained using the model.

Figure 81 gives the current as a function of speed. The measured

characteristic is superimposed in each case to facilitate comparison.

Correlation is seen to be acceptable within the normal operating region up

to about twice the rated load. Thus, this simple model is seen to be quite

satisfactory for use in performance prediction if the interest is confined to

this region. Outside the operating region, the 'exact' equiaølent circuit

proves inadequate, yielding grossly erroneous results. These observations

appty equally to all other performance characteristics not shown here.
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In this context, it needs to be emphasised that parameters for this low-

order model were determined directly from aspects of core topology and

the knowledge of material properties, without accounting for other

physically relevant phenomena, such as current displacement and discrete

winding distribution. In conventional design practice, empirical factors

are often introduced to compensate for these omissions. In this case, the

parameters were obtained purposely without recourse to such corrective

action; firstly to show that a limited consideration of geometry and

material properties is not entirely adequate for reliable performance

prediction; second.ly to demonstrate that performance prediction can be

improved with proper incorporation in this base model of the relevant

phenomena. It is submitted that this constitutes a substantially more

systematic apProach to modelling, far superior to the somewhat arbitrary

use of empirical factors in an attempt to improve prediction accuracy.

R X
S

o X

SX

R

o

oê

I"
m

Figure 78

Typical low order circuit model for a three-phase deep-bar cage

induction machine

(for model parameters, see Table 12)
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Table 12

Model Parameters for the " 'Exact' Equivalent Circuit of Figure 105

Stator Resistance RS 0.055Q

Rotor Resistance Referred to Stator 'R* 0.034ç¡

Reactance x* 1,2.120fJ.

Core Loss Resistance Rc 92.024Q

Stator Reactance Xå 0.254Q

Rotor Leakage Reactance Referred to Stator 'xä 0.162Q
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s.3.2 rh

It will now be shown that the low-order base model of Figure 78 can be

enhanced by the inclusion of other physicatly relevant phenomena toward

yielding a more accurate performance prediction. Firstly, the effect of

saturation will be included. Secondly, current displacement will be

accounted for. Thirdly, the effect of incorporating in the base model of

both saturation and current displacement will be demonstrated'

Figure 82 depicts the saturation-enhanced low-order circuit model for

Machine I. The leakage reactances X] and 'X| of Figure 78 are broken

down into their constituent components to emphasise the components

affected by saturation. Saturation affected parameters are evidently the

magnetising reactance, the slot leakage reactances and the differential

Ieakage reactances. Effect of saturation is modelled with the aid of the

apparent slot opening width, uL , substituting the actual slot opening

width, a)o , as explained in Section 2.5. For instance, the stator slot leakage

reactance is now obtained as

Xï=rN"'[ro t,(#,.* +
fLo

a,t'"3
(s23)

w| is to replace a4 in every other instance. w'o is procured, using the

shearing method, from Equation (156).

Figures 83 to 85 give the torque-speed characteristic, the stator current locus

and the current versus speed characteristic respectively, predicted using the

saturation-enhanced low-order model of Figure 78. The predictions from

the low-order model of Figure 78 and measured values are suPerimposed
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for ease of comparison. As can be seen, the prediction of the starting

torque is somewhat improved by the inclusion of the effect of saturation.

Yet, the maximum torque is stitl too high and prediction accuracy

elsewhere leaves much to be desired with the exception of the operating

region. However, one must not hastily conclude that the incorporation of

saturation in the model is of no consequence; other phenomena need to be

taken into account to improve the accuracy of prediction further. On the

other hand, prediction accuracy suffers considerably if saturation effects are

not included even if 
, 
all other physically relevant phenomena may have

been represented in the model.

R
J'XR'XX:RS

fs

Xs 'X R

m

Figure 82

Enhanced low-order circuit model for Machine I

(accounting for saturation)

X
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Torque-speed characteristic for Machine I
Predicted using enhanced low order model of Figure 82
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Current locus for Machine I
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Current versus speed characteristic for Machine I
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Next, it will be shown what effect the consideration of current

displacement has on performance prediction. Figure 86 shows a low order

model which is enhanced by the incorporation in the " 'exact' equivalent

circuit", given in Figure 78, of model parameters which account for current

displacement in rotor bars; this time the model does not include saturation

effects. The consequential changes in the cage impedance are represented

by an incremental series resistance, 'ÂRo , and a decremental series

reactance, 'ÂXo. The reactive model component 'X|- represents the

portion of the rotor leakage reactance unaffected by current displacement

and is evidently given by

'Xl- = 'xå - 'xl $24)

where 'Xl is the rotor slot leakage reactance referred to the stator. Table 13

gives the values for the model parameters. The factors C| and C[ are to be

obtained using Equations (111) and (112) from

(52s)-1

(s26)

Figure 87 shows the torque speed characteristic predicted using this

enhanced low-order model. The measured characteristic is again

superimposed, along with that predicted using the " 'exact' equivalent

circuit" of Figure 78. Figure 88 gives the stator current locus predicted

using this model and compares it with both those obtained from the use of

the base model of Figure 78 and from measurement. Figure 89 gives the

stator current as a function of shaft speed and makes comparisons. It is

seen that the prediction of run-up performance is improved compared

with predictions when the base model is used.
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Figure 86

Enhanced low-order circuit model for Machine I
(accounting for current displacement)

(for model parameters, see Table 13)
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Table 13

Model parameters for the enhanced low-order model of Figure 113

4 referred to stator
5 referred to stator
6 referred to stator
7 referred to stator
8 referred to stator
9 referred to stator

Stator Resistance RS 0.0s5c)

Rotor Resistancea 'R* 0.034c)

Incremental Rotor Resistancd 'ÂRo 0.015x cl O

Residual Rotor Resistance6 'ßL 0.016c¿

Core Loss Resistance Rc 92.024ç)"

Magnetising Reactance x* 1.2.120cl¿

Stator Leakage Reactance Xå 0.254c¿

Rotor Slot Leakage ReactanceT 'XR
s 0J.624

Decremental Rotor SIot Leakage ReactanceS 'ÂXo 0.071x cl O

Residual Rotor Leakage Reactance9 'XR
o 0.091c¿
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Torque-speed characteristic for Machine I

Predicted using enhanced low order model of Figure 86

(includes current displacement)
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Current locus for Machine I
Predicted using enhanced low order model of Figure 86
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Intuitively, one would expect that the improvement in prediction accuracy

would be substantial if both the saturation and current displacement are

added to the base model, especially for the run-up region. This expectation

is seen to be confirmed below. Figure 90 depicts the corresponding

modified model. Saturation affected parameters are the magnetising

reactance X*, the slot leakage reactances X! and 'Xl and the differential

leakage reactances X! and 'X! . The parameters 'ÂXo and 'ÂRo represent

the effect of current displacement as before.

Figures 91 to 93 show the characteristics predicted on the basis of this

model. It is evident from these that incorporating the effects of both

saturation and current displacement substantially improves the accuracy

in predicting the starting characteristics. Again, the improvement does not

carry beyond the starting region; for the prediction to improve for the rest

of the characteristic, dominant space harmonics need to be included in the

model. This will be discussed next.
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Enhanced low-order circuit model for Machine I
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Torque-speed characteristic for Machine I

Predicted using enhanced low order model of Figure 90

(includes current displacement and saturation)
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Current locus for Machine I
Predicted using enhanced low order model of Figure 90
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Current versus speed characteristic for Machine I
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5.3.3 -Fide

It will now be shown that the inclusion in the model of space harmonic

effects along with other phenomena further improves performance

prediction.

It was stated earlier that only the dominant space harmonics need be

included in a high order model since these are the ones which significantly

affect the machine behaviour. The dominant harmonics can be selected

from the spectrum of the airgap flux distribution as represented by the

spectrum of the resultant winding factor. As explained previously in

Section 2.2.7, the winding factor spectrum constitutes a truncation

criterion; invaluable in the selection of harmonics for inclusion in a high

fidelity circuit model. Figure 94 shows the winding factor spectrum for the

test machine. The fifth and seventh harmonics are seen to be the most

dominant.

The third order model of Figure 95 was formed by accounting for the

effects on the machine behaviour of the fifth and seventh harmonics in

addition to the fundamental. The model also accounts for saturation,

stator and rotor core losses and current displacement in the rotor

conductors. The torque-speed characteristic of Figure 96 shows that the

prediction accuracy is significantly improved over a wider range of speed.

For instance, the maximum torque is now predicted accurately and the

prediction error for the rest of the characteristic is reduced. In addition, it

is now possible to predict the Presence of a cusp in the torque-speed

characteristic: this is a remarkable achievement which low-order models

are unable to produce. It should also be noted that the improvement in

the prediction of the maximum torque is solely brought about by the
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increase in the mod,el order from one to three without resorting to the use

of any correction føctors.

prediction accuracy within the starting region can be improved further by

increasing the order of the model from three to fiae with the inclusion of

the effects of the eleventh and thirteenth harmonics; the most significant

harmonics after the fifth and seventh harmonics. Flowever, the

anticipated improvement is not considered commensurate with the

associated computational effort, since the prediction using the third order

model is amply satisfactorY.

This case of a deep-bar cage induction motor shows that, in predicting the

machine performance in steady state or under quasi-dynamic conditions,

dramatic improvements can be achieved by the use of judiciously formed

high fidelity circuit models. such high fidelity per phase models for

machines with balanced and symmetrically distributed windings, driven

from a balanced supply, constitute an asset for induction machine design,

not to be dismissed lightlY.
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The spectrum of winding factor for Machine I
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Figure 95

Third-order high fidelity harmonic circuit model for deep-bar

cage induction motor

(for model parameters, see Appendix A.2.4)
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Torque-speed characteristic for Machine I

Predicted using third-order model of Figure 95

(includes current displacement and saturation)
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Current locus for Machine I
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5.4 Dynamic Modelling with Conventional Models

It was stated earlier that lumped parameter circuit models have been

popularly used for the dynamic modelling of induction machines. Of

these, d-q axis models have been the most prevalent although direct phase

circuit models have also found increasing use. The advantage of d-q axis

models is that they offer substantial economies in computation time

owing to their inherently lucid and compact formulation; however, they

are often constrained by the assumption of invariant inductance and fail to

give realistic results if inductance variation is significant. Direct phase

models overcome this difficulty since the inductance variation is a built-in

feature, with the additional advantage that the calculated values are

directly related to actually measurable quantities without the need for

transformations. However the computation time for direct phase models

is considerably longer than for d-q axis models. Compared with these two,

space phasor models offer further advantages by way of model

compactness and computation time; computation time is even less than

that for d-q axis models. Yet, space phasor models are not in general use

currently.

All three types of model are to be employed below in predicting the

dynamic performance of Machine II. The deliberations are to be confined

to the direct-on-line starting conditions since the object is to establish

benchmarks for comparison with discrete circuit models. The parameters

determined from terminal measurements, as given in Table 11, Section

2.2.2, were used in forming these models on the basis of conventional

considerations.
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5.4.7 Drmamic Performance Prediction Usine Direct Phase

- 

-

Models

Direct phase models for time domain analysis have been considered to be

more relevant to the modelling of polyphase induction machines than

other Wpes of aggregate circuit models based on transformation techniques.

The reasons are twofold. Firstly, directly measurable parameters appear in

the model. Secondly, restrictions are often imposed to enable

transformation techniques to be applied; this introduces additional error

factors into modelling 145,1251, An additional advantage of direct phase

models is that they enable such effects as supply unbalance and winding

asymmetry to be assessed with relative ease.

The simulation results presented in Figures 98 to 102 were obtained using

a direct phase model of Machine II for direct-on-line starting with no load.

A comparison with the experimental results given in Figures 70 to 73

reveals that both the stator current and transient torque are considerably

over-estimated, which results in a much shorter run-up time for the

motor. The predicted speed build-up of Figure 101 is reasonably realistic,

although the torque, shown in Figure 100 is excessive. The simulated

rotor current is seen to have the correct frequency relationship, which is

not the case for models obtained on the basis of transformations where the

rotating windings are referred to a stationary reference frame.

Expectably, the detail observed in the measured characteristics is absent,

especially in the simulated torque-speed characteristic. The resolution

suffers due to the omission of realistic features such as the discrete

winding distribution. Thus, direct phase models may not always be relied

upon for the prediction of dynamic performance with reasonable accuracy.
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Simulation: Direct phase model

Stator current during start-up for Machine II
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Simulation: Direct phase model

Rotor current during start-up for Machine II
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Simulation: Direct Phase model

Torque-speed characteristic during start-up for Machine II
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5.4.2

Circuit models formed on the basis of d-q axis transformations have been

widely used in simulating transient behaviour of induction machines.

They offer distinct computational advantages although their usefulness

may be limited due to the idealisations intrinsic in their formation.

The simulation results obtained from a d-q model for Machine II are given

in Figures 103 to 109. It is seen that the run-up time is predicted with

acceptable accuracy. However stator currents are again over-estimated as

was the case with the direct phase model. Owing to the transformation

technique employed, the rotor currents aPPear as if they have the same

frequency as that of the stator currents, which may lead to some confusion

for the unsusPecting observer.

The prediction of the transient torque-speed characteristic, given in Figure

1.09, is improved considerably; however, the characteristic is void of any

parasitic ripple which the actual measurement clearly shows. The same

observation applies to the stator and rotor currents shown in Figures 103 to

1,06; they do not reveal any modulation effects although modulation

effects are seen to be present in the measurements. The reason for this lack

is obvious: aspects responsible for irregularities such as torque ripple and

current modulation are not included in the model. This is a weakness

shared with other conventional models as previously observed. The

simulation results obtained from d-q models can thus be misleading to the

unwary.
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Simulation: d-q model

d-coil stator current during start-up for Machine II
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Simulation: d-q model

q-coil stator current during start-up for Machine II
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Simulation: d-q model

d-coil rotor current during start-up for Machine II
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5.4.3 Dlmamic Performance Prediction Using Space-Phasor

Models

Space phasor models constitute elegant representations of complex

electromagnetic interactions within the machine although they are not as

widely used as they deserve. The elegance stems from the representation

of spatial relationships with the aid of complex numbers along with time-

variant quantities, as explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.6. The need to use

complex numbers in numerical integration routines may be construed as a

disadvantage of space phasor models compared with other conventional

models, however their compactness and computational economies far

outweigh this disadvantage in simulating the dynamic behaviour of

machines with well behaved performance characteristics. On the other

hand, the model compactness may constitute a weakness, especially in

predicting the transient performance in cases where discrete effects may be

significant. In such cases, the model compactness equates to model

coarseness, concealing, for instance, ripple effects which may be present in

measured quantities.

Figures 110 to 114 depict the simulation results obtained using a f-type

space phasor model [134]. In common with other conventional models,

the stator current is predicted as being much larger than the measured

current. Since the model treats the mutual inductance as being invariant,

the rotor current appears to have the same frequency as that of the stator

current; a disadvantage shared with the d-q model. The torque-speed

characteristic, shown in Figure 1,1,4, is similar to that predicted using the

direct phase model and far exceeds the measured values. Qualitative detail

observed in the measured characteristic is also absent as was the case with

other conventional dynamic models.
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Simulation: space phasor model

Rotor current during start-up for Machine II
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Simulation: space phasor model

Angular speed during start-up for Machine II
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Simulation: space phasor model

Torque-speed characteristic during start-up for Machine II
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5.5 Dynamic Modelling with Discrete Circuit Model

5.5.1 Introduction

The notion of discrete circuit modelling for an induction machine is to be

illustrated below for a three-phase cage induction machine with a pole-

amplitude-modulated (P.A.M.) winding. The details of the machine, here

designated Machine ll, including core topology and the winding

connection diagrams are given in Appendix 4.3, Sections A.3.L to 4.3.4.

However, it should be noted that the data listed in Appendix 4.3 were

obtained from a spare machine identical to the test machine, since the test

machine belongs to a laboratory se! the only possible way of obtaining the

core details and winding information was deemed to be by cutting the

spare machine asunder. It was assumed that the test machine had the

same data as those obtained from this twin machine.

It was mentioned earlier that winding connections can have a considerable

effect on the performance of the machine. This applies especially when

parallel paths are present in the phase windings. Discrete circuit models

are capable of predicting the performance of an induction machine for any

winding configuration. This capability will be demonstrated in Sections

5.5.3 and 5.5.4 for the test machine by simulating its run-up transients by

means of connection-specific discrete circuit models: first for the two-pole

operation and then for the four-pole operation of the machine.

The machine used here has skewed rotor slots. However, to demonstrate

the suitability of discrete circuit models for sensitivity analysis, in this case

assessing the impact on machine performance of skewing, in Section 5.5.3

it witl be initially assumed that rotor slots are not skewed. Simulation

results obtained when no skewing is assumed will be contrasted with those

obtained when skewing is accounted for. It will also be shown that
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accounting for current displacement as detaited in Chapter 2 allows for a

more realistic prediction to be achieved.

To substantiate the superiority of discrete circuit models, the start-up

characteristics for the same conditions will be contrasted with those

obtained earlier with the aid of conventional dynamic models. It will be

seen that conventional models are unable to match the realism and

sensitivity provided by discrete circuit models for performance prediction.

The main forte of the discrete circuit modelling approach is its ability to

account for asymmetries in a machine, whether it be due to design

features or operating conditions. This feature of discrete circuit models

will be demonstrated for the assessment of the effect on machine

performance of fault conditions, again using the same machine as above,

but this time only in two-pole configuration.

5.5.2 Model Formation

A discrete circuit model for Machine II, connected in 2-pole configuration,

was formed on the basis of the modelling deliberations of Chapter 4.

Model parameters were determined to completely describe the machine

electromagnetically in terms of individual stator coils and rotor meshes. A

summary of the invariant model parameters is given in Appendix 4.3,

Section 4.3.4. The non-linear model parameters, namely the angulør-

posítíon-dependent mutual inductances between stator coils and rotor

meshes were obtained as explained in Section 4.3.5.

The machine was equipped with a P.A.M. winding, a point mentioned

earlier. Figure lL5 shows the coil group layout for the machine' Appendix

4.3, Section 4.3.4 gives the winding connections for the two-pole

operation of the machine.
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Coil group layout for Machine II
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The resistive and inductive parameters for the 18 stator coils are both

given by 18x18 matrices. The corresponding rotor parameters are described

by 66x66 matrices representing 22 rotor bars and a total of 44 end-ring

segments joining the rotor bars; this allows for the greatest generality in

modelling. The simulation will be initially carried out for identical stator

coils and a symmetrical, balanced rotor cage. The complete resistance and

the inductance matrices are given as

ft= (527)

L- (528)

If driven from a balanced and sinusoidal three-phase supply, the supply

voltages are

s

(1
R
8x 18) &uur(1

foP"rsl

R
R

(66x66)

s
L
8x1(1 8)

SR

(
L

18x66)

RSL
(66x18)

R
L

(66x66)
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uuu(t) = tI cos ot

uu*(t) = [J cos @r-+)

u*U(t) = tI cos <rr*!>

(sze)

(530)

(s31)

Figure 116 depicts the star-connected stator coil groups in the two-pole

configuration. Considering the direction of current flow, as alluded to by

the dot notation, the coil currents can be expressed, in terms of the mesh

currents, as

iì(Ð = iå(Ð = iå(Ð = iuu(r) - i"u(t) (s32)

tì(Ð = i!(Ð = tå(Ð = i*(r) - iuu(t) (533)

iì(Ð = i;(Ð = ti(Ð = i*u(r) -iuu(r) (s34)

iìo(¿) = iìr(r) = iìz(r) = - [iuu(Ð - i*u(Ð] (s3s)

iì¡(r) = ii¿(¿) = iìs(r) = - [iu"(t) - iuu(t)] (s36)

iio(r) = iiz(¿) = iìs(¿) = - [i"u(t) - iuu(¿)] (537)
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The current relationships of Equations (532) to (537) can be forced by the

use of a connection matrix as mentioned earlier. In this case, the 18x3

connection matrix for the star-connected stator winding in 2-pole

configuration is obtained as

I I

s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

1_0

1-1

L2

1-3

L4

1-5

r_6

1,7

18

(s38)C

where iuu io* and i*u represent the stator mesh currents affecting the

three series-connected coil groups depicted in Figure 1L6. The rotor

connection matrix is a 66x24 matrix. The dimensions arise from the 22

rotor bars, the 44 end-ring segments on both cage ends, joining the rotor

11

1 -1

11

1-1,

-1 1

-1, -1.

1 1

1 1

1 1

-1 1

1 1

-1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

-1, -1

-1, -1

1 -1
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bars on the one hand and two end-rings on the other hand. The end-ring

segments are included separately to allow the model to be used later when

fault conditions are to be assessed generally by the use of the model. The

complete connection matrix is obtained by combining the connection

matrix of the stator with that of the rotor as

C

( I
C"
8x3) cr&z+l

toP"¡l

R
C

(66x24)

(s3e)

The preceding cleliberations apply to the test machine in a two-pole

configuration. If the machine were to be connected in a four-pole

configuration, coil currents would have to be ascertained on the basis of a

series/parallel combination of the coils as necessitated by the pole-

amplitucle modulation. Figure 117 itlustrates this double-star-connection

of the stator coil groups of the same machine in a four-pole configuration.

Again, with the dot notations indicated, the coil currents can now be

expressed, in terms of the mesh currents, as

ii(Ð = ii(Ð = iì(Ð = i",lù - í,"(t) (540)

iì(Ð = i!(¿) = tå(Ð = írlt) - irlt)

iì(Ð = ii(Ð = t(Ð = i*ub) -íwnIt)

iìo(r) = iir(r) = iiz(r) - irr(t) - i*r(t)

iì¡(r) = ii¿(¿) = iìs(r) - i,yl,t) - írlt)

(541)

(542)

(543)

(s44)

(s4s)iìo(t) = iìr(r) = iTa(r) = (iwr4lt) -irlt)
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Again, the current relationships of Equations (540) to (5a5) can be forced by

the use of a connection matrix. This time, the connection matrix for the

stator winding assumes the form

I I I 1 I

s
C

1_

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

r_0

1_L

L2

r3
L4

r_5

1_6

1,7

18

(s46)

As explained before for the 2-pole case, the rotor connection matrix is a

66x24 matrix. The complete connection matrix now becomes

11

11

11

-11

11

1 -1

1'l

1 1

1 -1,

1 1

-1 1

-1 1

11

11

1-'1

'l1

1-1

1-L
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0
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Ç= (s47)

For both winding configurations, the simulation can now be carried out

using the state variable formulation of the machine model in the form

#= Ax + Bt) (s48)

where A and B represent the Bashkow A matrix and the constant matrix as

discussed previously.

The following sections are to illustrate the power of the discrete circuit

modelling approach by applying the above to various operating conditions

of an induction machine. In these, Equation (548) is solved numerically

using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with fixed step-size. In all

simulations, initial conditions are set to zero unless otherwise stated,

implying zero initial value for the currents, the rotor angular position and

the rotor angular velocity. This implies, among other things, that at rest

the rotor datum coincides with the stator-bound reference datum and

switching occurs at the instance when the terminal voltage for Phase A is

at its maximum. However, these conditions were not adhered to during
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the actual measurements on Machine II, since the objective was deemed to

be the authentication of the ability of a discrete circuit model to deliver

detait which coarse models are unable to match. The randomness of the

initial rotor position during measurement and the point-on-wave on the

voltage waveforms at the instance of switching should explain the phase

and magnitude differences between the simulated and measured results.

In the simulations to follow in Section 5.5.3, a discrete circuit model will be

used progressively in three stages to substantiate the model sensitivity to

parameter variations. Fírstly, it will be assumed that the rotor slots are

unskewed to show what effect unskewed rotor slots have on the machine

performance. Secondly, current displacement effects will be included in

the model, still assuming no skewing. Thírdly, skewing will be included

in addition to current displacement effects; as will be seen/ the

improvement in the prediction accuracy is remarkable when both these

physicalty relevant aspects are introduced into the model. In all other

cases presented in the sections to follow, both current displacement and

skewing will be accounted for in the models.

Section 5.5.4 will show that the presence of parallel connections within the

winding groups has a distinct effect on the performance of the machine;

this will be demonstrated for the start-up transient of Machine II in four-

pole mode. Section 5.5.5 will demonstrate the suitability of the discrete

circuit model in simulating the behaviour of a machine with rotor faults.

Section 5.5.6 will examine further uses of the discrete circuit model; this

will include the transient blocked rotor behaviour, the reswitching

transients and the quasi steady-state regime.
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5.5.3 Simulation of Start-UP Transients (2-Pole\

Direct-on-line starting of an induction motor constitutes a most severe

transient and is of utmost importance in practice due to its wide-spread

use. Discrete circuit models as postulated above constitute an effective

means of assessing the performance of a machine under such transient

conditions. This is to be demonstrated below by simulating the direct-on-

line start-up transients of Machine II for the 2'pole connection of the

P.A.M. winding.

Unskewed slots have long been recognised as the source of parasitic

behaviour in induction machines; that is why electrical machine

manufacturers resort to skewing as a preventive measure, although the

cause-effect relationship has not been established that well. The discrete

circuit models solicited in this thesis are sensitive to the amount of

skewing and hence are capable of assessing the impact skewing has on the

machine behaviour. In what follows, this outstanding feature of the

discrete circuit model is to be demonstrated in three successive steps: first

with a model which assumes no skew as well as uniform current density

distribution in the rotor throughout, then with a model which assumes no

skew but allows for current displacement effects in the rotor and finally

with a model which accounts for both skew and current displacement.

Simulation results, when no skew is assumed, are presented in the suite of

Figures 71,8 to 124. As can be seen, the test machine would be subject to

severe parasitic behaviour if the rotor slots were not to be skewed.

Furthermore, the machine suffers from marginal instability in the

operating region. Figure 118 shows the stator current for Phase A during

the start-up obtained from the simulation. Figure 119 gives all phase
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currents for the first 100ms of the simulation to illustrate the phase

relationships and the magnitudes of the starting currents. The simulated

rotor bar current is given in Figure 1.20. Figure 121 shows all bar currents

as a cascade plot for the first 100ms of the simulation. Figures "l'22 and 123

illustrate the torque and speed build-up during starting. Figure 1'24 gives

the dynamic torque-speed characteristic. These simulations amply Prove

that the absence of skewing would be grossly detrimental to the transient

performance of Machine II.

The next suite of simulation results, presented in Figures 125 to L31', shows

the impact of accounting for the current displacement effects in the rotor

bars; the envelopes of the characteristics are affected, but the parasitic

behaviour remains. Again, the conclusion is that skewing is the crucial

parameter in controlling the parasitic behaviour.

The above conclusion is supported by the next set of simulation results

given in Figures 1.32 to 138. This time, both skewing and the current

displacement are taken into account. The improvement in the

performance of the machine is remarkable; parasitic behaviour is almost

entirely eliminated and the machine is no longer subject to marginal

instability in the operating region as was the case before.
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Figure 120

Simulated rotor bar current during start-up for Machine II
(2-pole)

(no skew, uniform current density in rotor)
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Simulated rotor bar currents for the first 100ms for Machine II

(2-pole)

(no skew, uniform current density in rotor)
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Figure 123

Simulated speed during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)

(no skew, uniform current density in rotor)
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Simulated dynamic torque-speed characteristic for Machine II
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Figure 125

Simulated stator current during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)

(accounting for current displacement, but assuming no skew)
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Figure 126

Simulated stator currents for the first 100ms for Machine II

(2-pole)

(accounting for current displacement, but assuming no skew)
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Figure 127

Simulated rotor current during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)

(accounting for current displacement, but assuming no skew)
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Simulated rotor bar currents for the first 100ms for Machine II

(2-pole)

(accounting for current displacement, but assuming no skew)
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Simulated torque during start-up for Machine II (2-Pole)

(accountin g for current displacement, but assuming no skew)
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Simulated speed during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)

(accounting for current displacement, but assuming no skew)
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Simulated dynamic torque-speed characteristic for Machine II

(2-pote)

(accounting for current displacement, but assuming no skew)
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Figure 132

Simulated stator current during start-up for Machine II (2-Pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Figure 133

Simulated stator currents for the first 100ms for Machine II
(2-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Figure 134

Simulated rotor bar current during start-up for Machine II

(2-pole)

(accôunting for both skew and current displacement)
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Simulated rotor currents for the first 100ms for Machine II
(2-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Simulated torque during start-uP for Machine II (2-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Simulated speed during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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5.5.4 Effect of Parallel Connections on Start-UP Transients

Although not appreciated generally, it has long been established that the

type of winding connection can substantially affect the performance of a

machine Î1.35,'1,36,"1.37,1.381. This applies to all variations including wye or

delta connection and winding configurations which incorporate parallel

connected winding segments; the so-called parallel paths.

Discrete circuit models, by their very nature, are intrinsically capable of

accounting for the effects of winding connections. The modelling

approach is explained in Section 5.5.2 for the double-star-connection of the

stator coil groups of the test machine in 4-pole configuration' The

following simulations, Presented in Figures L39 to 1'45, ate based on the

ensuing discrete circuit model of Machine II. Current displacement and

skewing are included in the model. As can be seen, under the direct-on-

line starting conditions, the overall behaviour of the machine is distinctly

different from that of the wye-connected machine with series winding

paths. Of particular interest is the angular velocity range between 20 to 40

rad./s of Figure 145, which displays the same characteristic pattern as in the

measured torque-speed curve of Figure 77. The discrePancy in magnitude

between the simulated and measured torque largely stems from the

natural frequency of the swinging frame of the test machine which

coincides with the region in question.
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Simulated stator current during start-up for Machine II (4-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Figure 140

Simulated stator currents for the first L00ms for Machine II

(4-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Figure 141

Simulated rotor bar current during start-up for Machine II
(4-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Simulated rotor currents for the first 100ms for Machine II
(4-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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Simulated torque during start-up for Machine II (4-pole)

(accounting for both skew and current displacement)
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5.5.5 Simulation of Rotor Discontinuities

Conventional models of induction machines are incapable of assessing the

effects on the machine performance of asymmetries which may be present

in the machine either due to the design features or because of operating

conditions. Discrete circuit models are naturally capable of analysing the

behaviour of machines with asymmetries. This capability will be

demonstrated below for the case of rotor asymmetries. Such constitute a

common fault and may arise, for instance, from void formation during the

manufacture of die-cast rotors or from stress related fracturing of rotor bars

during operation.

In the following simulations it will be assumed that two contiguous rotor

bars, designated 3 and 4, are fractured. First, the transient start-up

performance of the machine with faulty bars will be presented; a constant

shaft torque of 2lrIm is assumed to be applied during this regime. Next, the

dynamic behaviour of the machine under steady state conditions with the

same shaft torque will be considered. The latter will establish the cause-

effect relationship between rotor faults and their effect on the line current,

which has been used to diagnose such faults by external measurement.

Figure 146 shows the stator current during start-up with load. As can be

seen, the machine behaves sluggishly, taking more than twice the time to

reach the operating speed. During this time, the current is heavily

modulated. The modulation continues into the operating region at twice

the slip frequency.

Figure '1.47 gîves all three currents for the stator during the first 100 ms of

the simulation. Figure 148 depicts the rotor bar current which is also

modulated heavity, similar to the stator current. Figure 149 gives all rotor

bar currents during the first 100 ms of the run-up. The effect on the rest of
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the bar currents is most pronounced, the current amplitudes in the bars

adjacent to the fault zorre rising considerably. These effects have been

previously observed and are known to exacerbate the fault progression in

the rotor cage [611. The transient start-up torque of Figure 150 gives

evidence to the detrimental effect of this type of rotor fault on the

performance; the machine labours to reach the operating regime.

Furthermore it is subject to marginal instability in the operating region.

The speed buitd-up of Figure 1SL underlines this. Figure 152 gives the

resultant torque-speed characteristic.

If the load on the machine is increased, the modulation effects are

amptified. This is demonstrated in Figure 153 which shows the

modulation in the steady-state stator current when the load is increased to

4Nm. Figure 154 typifies the corresponding rotor bar currents. In practice,

this modulation of the stator current under load is observable by a

characteristic swing in the deflection of the needle of switchboard

ammeters. Methods of diagnosis based on current modulation have been

proposed. In such methods the power spectrum of the line current reveals

sidebands the frequency of which is determined by the slip, s. Although

these methods recognise the link between rotor faults and the ensuing

sideband effects in the current spectrum, the cause-effect relationships are

not established. This is where the discrete circuit models Possess an

indisputable advantage in that such cause-effect relationships are

systematically embedded in the model. Figure 155 shows a window of the

power spectrum of the stator current; sidebands are clearly observable on

both sides of the fundamental according to the relationship (1 + Zs)f.

Figure L56 gives the power spectrum of the stator current for the same

machine without any rotor faults; sidebands are absent. This confirms the

aptness of sideband detection as a means of diagnosing rotor faults.
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Simulated stator current during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)

o rotor bars 3 and 4 faulty

. skew and current displacement included
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Simulated stator currents for the first L00ms during start-up for

Machine II (2-pole)

o rotor bars 3 and 4 faulty

. skew and current displacement included
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Simulated rotor bar current during start-up for Machine II
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Simulated rotor bar currents for the first 100ms during start-up

for Machine II (2-pole)

o rotor bars 3 and 4 faulty

. skew and current displacement included
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Simulated speed during start-up for Machine II (2-pole)
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Simulated transient torque-speed during start-up for Machine II
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Figure 153

Simulated steady state stator current at 4Nm for Machine II
(2-pole)

o rotor bars 3 and 4 faulty

. skew and current displacement included
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o rotor bars 3 and 4 faulty

. skew and current displacement included
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5.5.6 Other Uses of Discrete Circuit Models

In previous sections it has been demonstrated that discrete circuit models

can be used successfully in simulating the performance of an induction

machine under a variety of operating conditions, ranging from direct-on-

line starting of healthy machines to continuous operation of machines

with faults. It should be noted that the widely used low order models for

dynamic simulation fail completely in providing the level of detail in

performance predictions that discrete circuit models are capable of

providing. Evidently, the usefulness of discrete circuit models is not

limited to the cases discussed; other aspects of behaviour can be readily

simulated. These include winding faults, various types of supply fault,

reswitching transients and the effect on machine behaviour of non-

sinusoidal supply conditions, to name a few. In addition, discrete circuit

models are especially well suited to the ø priori assessment of machine

performance in the case of unusual designs. These various possible uses of

discrete circuit models will be exemplified here by the simulation of the

following three cases:

transient blocked rotor behaviour

þ tes*itching transients

quasi steady-state performance

All cases will be demonstrated using Machine II in the 2-pole connected

mode. Furthermore, it will be assumed that the rotor cage is "healthy",

a

c
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implying identical rotor bars interconnected with identical end-ring

segments and the machine is driven from a balanced three-phase

sinusoidal supply. Evidently, the effect of skewing of rotor bars and

current displacement will be accounted for.

The first simulation is that of the blocked rotor condition of Machine II.

The machine is connected directly across the supply with the same initial

conditions stipulated elsewhere in the thesis. Figures 157 and 158 show

the stator current and rotor current respectively. As would be expected, in

both the stator windings and the rotor cage an initial in-rush current is

observed which settles down to a steady swing. Of greater interest is the

behaviour of the torque shown in Figure 159; torque is seen to be subject to

a transient modulation following the energisation of the windings before

it settles to a sinusoidal swing at twice the supply frequency. This

behaviour compares remarkably well with blocked rotor transient torques

reported in the literature [23] and encountered in practice.

The second simulation pertains to that of reswitching of the machine in

the operating region; the machine is started direct-on-line, allowed to

reach the operating regime and, while in this mode, the supply is turned

off for three cycles, to be restored at the end of the three cycles. Figures 160

and 161 show the stator current and the rotor current respectively; the

reswitching currents are seen to be in excess of the starting current. Figure

162 depicts the transient torques arising at reswitching. Figure 163 shows

the speed variation during reswitching. Figure L64 presents all rotor bar

currents in cascade format during reswitching.
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A general model such as the discrete circuit model ought to be capable to

predict machine performance not only under transient operating

conditions as has been demonstrated so far, but also when the machine is

operating under steady state conditions. This capability is to be

demonstrated next. The suite of Figures 165 to 770 was obtained by

running up the machine to full speed without load, allowing it to settle

and then applying a gradually increasing load to brake the machine. The

machine was brought to a standstill and forced into the second quadrant.

Figures 165 and 1,66 give the variation of currents in stator and rotor

during this process. Figures 1,67 and 168 depict the variation of torque and

angular speed for the run-up and deceleration. Figure 169 is the resultant

torque-speed characteristic during the operation. Figure 170 is extracted

from Figure 1.69 and represents the quasi steady-state torque-speed

characteristic of the machine. What is remarkable is the ability of the

discrete circuit model to pinpoint parasitic torques without the use of

harmonic modelling techniques.
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Simulated stator current with blocked rotor for Machine II

(2-pole)
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Simulated rotor current with blocked rotor for Machine II

(2-pole)
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Simulated torque with blocked rotor for Machine II

(2-pole)
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Simulated rotor bar currents at reswitching for Machine II
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5.6 Observations

This chapter has demonstrated the use of various modelling techniques

and has offered substantial experimental verification where feasible.

Although early in the chapter deliberations have been on the steady state

models, the main emphasis has been on the dynamic modelling of

induction machines; the object of this thesis.

For the reasons explained previously, some attention has been paid to

steady state modelling concepts. It has been shown that it is possible to

considerably improve prediction accuracy by the incorporation in the

models of phenomena which are commonly absent from such models.

High fidelity harmonic circuit models arguably constitute the pinnacle of

the deliberations presented in the earlier parts of this chapter. The increase

in computational effort is modest, yet improvements in prediction

accuracy under quasi steady-state operating conditions are substantial.

Dynamic modelling of induction machines has preoccupied electrical

machine analysts for a long time, as evidenced by the existence of various

types of model. This chapter has endeavoured to establish the applicability

of such models to the analysis of a given induction machine with a view

to predicting the transient characteristics accurately. It has been shown that

such models lack in providing credible predictions even with balanced and

symmetrical conditions. Evidently, these popular models are completely

incapable of predicting machine performance when asymmetries are

present such as fractured rotor bars, shorted coils and rotor eccentricity.

This is where the discrete circuit model enters the picture.
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Discrete circuit models are not subject to the same restrictive assumptions

of the conventional models. They are formed on the basis of realistic

considerations and are capable of predicting the machine performance

under a variety of conditions ranging from normal operation to fault

conditions. This has been demonstrated here by simulating the machine

performance for different regimes. The simulation of the motor starting

under direct-on-line in 2-pole mode gives clear evidence to the superiority

of the discrete circuit model above conventional models; although not

exact, prediction is much better than that possible with conventional

models and the qualitative detail is striking. An additional bonus is the

ability to directly gauge the effect on machine performance of design

parameters such as the amount of skew, air-gap distance and slot

topologies. Ffowever, what makes the discrete circuit model an invaluably

potent tool is its capability of analysing the behaviour of machines with

internal or external asymmetries and unusual designs. Various cases have

been presented to underscore this capability.
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CONCTUSION

The intent of this thesis has been to develop dynamic models for

induction machines. Flowever, in the course of doing so, lumped

parameter steady-state models have been revisited. The reason for this

apparent detour is simple: the principles which aPPly to parameter

determination in steady state circuit models are equally applicable to the

parameter determination in dynamic models. As previously observed,

steady-state modelling has been the main tool-of-trade in design offices of

electrical machine manufacturers. That is why the opportunity has been

seized to demonstrate that a more rigorous approach to the ø priori steady-

state modelling can result in dramatic improvements in prediction

accuracy. The model development has been pursued on the basis of

conventional lumped parameter modelling techniques and model fidelity

has been improved by judiciously incorporating physically relevant

phenomena. This has led to the formation of high-fideliúy models suitable

for frequency domain analysis under steady-state operating conditions.
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Arguably, steady-state operation can be considered to be a special case, of

the machine's dynamic behaviour. This explains why various aggregate

circuit models have long been proposed and widely used for the dynamic

analysis of induction machines. The main drawback of the commonly

deployed dynamic models, the examples of which have been presented in

considerable detail in the thesis, has been the idealisations on the basis of

which such models have been obtained. Such idealisations have led to

distortions in performance prediction, limiting the usefulness of

conventional dynamic models.

The cardinal challenge in devising any dynamic model for ø priorí use is to

achieve model fidelity: the accurate prediction of fine detail in the

performance of an induction machine. This is of critical import, especially

where the designer is faced with the task of predicting the performance of a

machine of unusual design or is called upon to assess in advance the

consequences of any deviation from normal operation. The latter

evidently includes fault conditions. Unfortunately, the conventional

models for dynamic analysis are unsuited to such universal use.

The above observations constitute the rationale for the development of

discrete circuit models of this thesis. Discrete circuit models are not bound

by the restrictions imposed upon the aggregate circuit models, hence they

offer an infinitely greater flexibility in analysing machine behaviour under

any operating conditions. Model sensitivity is high to parameter

variations: for instance, the effect of varying the amount of slot skew can

be readily evaluated. Furthermore the effects of asymmetries, either

intrinsic to the design or arising during operation, can be analysed reliably.

These are major strengths, which conventional dynamic models do not

possess.
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On the debit side are the greater computational demands for simulation,

the confinement to a priorí use and the deviation in prediction from the

measured values within the pull-out region. The increased model

complexity is responsible for the considerably extended computation time

per simulation compared with conventional dynamic models. This is a

consequence of the trade-off between model fidelity and computational

effort. The suitability f.or a priori analysis stems from the desire to link

topology to performance. Atthough providing a potent tool for analysis if

topological detail is available, this excludes discrete circuit models, in the

form presented here, from being used in ø posteriori applications. Finally,

more work needs to be done in improving the quantitative accuracy of

prediction within th.e pull-out region; incorporation in the model of

aspects neglected here are likely to make a positive impact in improving

the quantitative accuracy.

The cases presented in Chapter 5 prove beyond doubt that the approach is

successfuli model fidelity is remarkably high. Measured aspects of

behaviour can be reliably predicted which are impossible to predict with

the aid of conventional models. Furthermore, the discrete circuit

modelling approach represents an elegant and transparent method when

compared with other more elaborate models based on magnetic equivalent

circuit concepts [23]. Model utility is equally high in that the applicability

of the model extends beyond the analysis of balanced, symmetrical and

heølthy machines. Unusual designs or fault conditions can be analysed

with relative ease. It must therefore be concluded unequivocally that the

task of devising dynamic models for induction machines, the object of this

thesis, has been accomplished. Also noteworthy is the fact that the

usefulness of the approach is not restricted to induction machines; other

types of machine can be modelled using discrete circuit modelling

techniques.
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APPENDICES

4.1 Calculation of Equivalent Coil Pitch

In the case of windings, in which the number of slots per phase belt is an

integer, the m.m.f. dístribution over a pole period is identical, regardless

whether the winding comprises identical coils with the same coil pitch or

axisymmetric coils with varying coil pitch. Therefore, anY winding with

identical coils can be evaluated by its substitute winding with axisymmetric

coils.

The m.m.f. distribution, which is valid for both types of windinE, is

illustrated in Figure 4.1. Table A.1 shows the correspondence between the

coil pitch t" for identical coils and its fictitious equivalent in terms of an

axisymmetric coil. Thus, the fictitious equivalent coil pitch for the

identical coils of a phase belt can generally be obtained as

"$ = t. - (q-a) rs

where
a--2b - 1

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)
with

þ=1,2,......,1
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Interval of PeriodicitYInterval of PeriodicitY

sl-

Axis of Symmetry
I

t.- (q-1) rs

l-.-(q-3)
l.-

S

ST

K

K)q-3(+c

t"+ (q-1) rs

xc

-Ifc

(q-2)rs

(ql)rs

xc

tc

2f,
P

Figure 4.L

m.m.f. distribution due to a single phase belt where q = integer, valid for

both identical and axisymmetric coils
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Table 4.1

Number of coils
per phase belt

(q)

Coil Pitch

Axisymmetric
Coils

Axisymmetric
Equivalent for Identical

Coils

1, "., 1c

2 ,",
t L̂2

t.-Ks
T. + tcs

3
t,

"",
x L̂3

t" - 2rs

Íc

t. + 2rs

4 ,"r,

,",
t,
,"n

t. - 3rs
t.-Ks
t"+Ks
t +3rs

q "",
,"r.

t,

"to"
î"q

t. - (q-l)rs
t" - (q-3)rs

r" - (q-S)rs

t" + (q-3)rs

t. + (q-L)rs
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^2 
Machinel-Details

A.2.1, Name Plate Details (Machine I)

A.2.2 Core Details (Machine I)

Voltage 380V

Frequency 50ÍIz

Winding Connection
^

Shaft Output Power 14Okw

Rating Continuous

Current 2504

Speed 2970rpm

Core Length 0.250m

Stator Outer Diameter 0.453m

Stator Bore Diameter 0.264m

Rotor Outer Diameter 0.262m

Shaft Diameter 0.090m

Number of Stator Slots 48

Number of Rotor Slots 40

Material Silicon Steel (3w/kg)
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6.

Stator 10.75

5

2r.5

25.5

3.5

0.5

3.2

2.0
LV11

Rotor

Figure 4.2

Slot topology for Machine I
(Approximate Scale 2:1)

(All dimensions in mm)
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A.2.3 Stator Winding Details (Machine I)

Type of Winding Single Layer

Type of Coil Axisymmetric

Coil Pitch "1.:1.8-20-22-24

Number of Turns 32

Number of Conductors per Turn 6

Number of Parallel grouPs 2

Conductor Diameter 1.55x10-3m
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A.2.4 Machine Data and Principal Model Parameters (Machine I)

Machine Data

Windine Factors

Stator
No. of stator slots
Pole pitch (m)

Coil pítch (m)

No. of poles
No. of turns

Slot height(m)
Slot width(m)
Slot opening width(m)
Slot opening height(m)
Slot Wpe

48

0.41,4

0.41,4

0.01075

0.01150

0.00320

0.00050

oval

2

32

Rotor
No. of rotor slots
Bar Length (m)

Bar X-section (m2)

Conductivity (Sm-l)
End-ring Diameter (m)

Ri^g X-section (m2)

Skewing (m)

Slot height(m)
Slot width(m)
Slot opening width(m)
Slot opening height(m)
Slot type

40

0.28

0.000125

42000000

0.230
0.00063

0.035

0.0255

0.005s

0.0020

0.0035

prismatic

Hannonic order 1 5 7 11 13

Skew factor 0.9970634 0.9281,237 0.8620769 0.6804331 0.5722593

Distribution factor 0.9556118 0.1944379 -0.14131 -0.094791 0.0831294

Coil-pitch factor 1 1 1 -1 1

Slot opening factor 0.9999998 0.9999962 o.9999926 0.9999817 0.9999744

Resultant winding factor 0.9528054 0.180461,7 0.1218195 0.0&4977 0.M757M
Winding factor ratio 1 0.18940ùr o.1,278535 0.0676924 0.049926É¡
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Model Parameters (Base Values)

Rotor Resistances

Reactances (unsaturated)

Stator Differential Reactances (unsaturated)

Rotor Differential Reactances (unsaturated)

Stator Slot Reactances

Rotor Slot Reactances

Stator Coil-End

Hanrronic order 1 5 7

Eff. turns ratio 4.5734659 0.86É,21,62 0.5847338

Bar resistance (referred) 0.014874 0.0005336 0.0002431

Ring resistance (referred) 0.01.54647 2.332F-05 5.7F-06
0.0303387 0.0005569 0.0m2488

5 71Harmonic order
12.1,2 0.4347747 0.1981199Magnetising reactance

1 5 7Harr¡ronic order
0.0889204"Differential" reactance

5 7Han¡ronic order 1
0.0942277 0.10070850.647643'1,"Differential" reactance

5 7Hamonic orde¡ 1

0.0266000Slot leakage reactance

5 7Ha¡:nonic order 1
0.00147880.0906250 0.0032500Slot leakage reactance

5 7Hanrronic order 1.

0.1860000Coil-end leakage reactance

Reactances
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Skew Reactances (included in rotor)

Rotor Resistances

Core Loss

71 5Han¡ronic order
0.0690000 0.0690000Skew leakage reactance 0.0690000

Hanrronic order 1 5 7

Eff. turns ratio 4.5734659 o.862162 0.5847338

Bar resistance (referred) 0.01,4874 0.0005336 0.0002431

Ring resistance (referred) 0.0754647 2.332E-05 5.7F-06
Total cage resistance/phase 0.0303387 0.0005569 0.0002488

5 71Hanrronic order
0.052205.913 0.257Stator core loss

4.100 0.999594.824Rotor hysteresis loss
0.6772796.920 3.860Rotor eddy current loss
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A.3 Machine II - Details

4.3.1 Name Plate Details (Machine II)

A.3.2 Core Details (Machine II)

Voltage 240V

Frequency 50lfz

Winding Connection Y/^ 5

Shaft Output Power 1kw

Rating Continuous

Current 8A

Speed 2880/1435rpm

Core Length 0.100m

Stator Outer Diameter 0.165m

Stator Bore Diameter 0.086m

Rotor Outer Diameter 0.0853m

Shaft Diameter 0.0255m

Number of Stator Slots 18

Number of Rotor Slots 22

Material Silicon Steel (3W/kg)
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165 ø86

ss= 1g

õ=0.035

2s.9
SR=22

Figure 4.3

Core topology for Machine II
(approximate scale 1:1)
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4.3.3 Stator Winding Details (Machine II)

Type of Winding Double Layer, P.A.M.10

Coil Type Identical

Coil Pitch '1.:6

Number of Turns 12

Number of Conductors per Turn 5

Parallel Groups 1

Conductor diameter 0.35x10-3m

t oprote amplitude modulated
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63

Y v=--_--'V V\/v V =----'

U w
X

Figure 4.4

Complete winding connection diagram for Machine II

showing the 2-pole connection of the double-layer P.A.M

winding

V
zY
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A.3.4 Model Parameters (Machine II)

Resistances

Stator Inductances

Rotor Inductances

Mechanical Parameters

System Inertia T 0.025 kg ^2
Damping Coefficient D 0.0007 kg m2 5-1

Stator Coil Resistance RS
't 0.231c)

Rotor Bar Resistance R6 55.8x10-6O

Rotor End-Ring-Segmen t Resistancell Rr 3.04x10-6C¿

Stator Airgap Inductance Ijô,j,j 2.399x'1.0-3H

Stator Slot Leakage Inductance L:"
J 'l 59.4x10{H

Stator Coil-End Leakage Inductance Ls
c¿, ), ) 9.8x10-6H

Stator Self Inductance L"-r.'t 2.468x70-3H

Rotor Airgap Inductance fu,*,* 3.5x10{H

Rotor Slot Leakage Inductance f".*.n 3.6x10-6H

Rotor End-Ring Leakage Inductancel2 LR

ce, k, k 5.2x10-eH

Rotor Self Inductance Ll-. - 7.105x10{H

11 for the end-ring segment between two neighbouring rotor bars
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INDEX

airgap fLux, 21.,41,1.60

airgap m.m.f., 23,29

apparent slot opening, 82, 274

Bashkow A matrix, 1.20

Carter's Íactor,41.

chording,23

coil-end length,'1.45, "1.47, 173

coil group,29

coil group factor,32

coil pitch,29

coil pitch factor,33

connection matrix, 237,323

constant matrix, 12L

coordinate transformation,'1.28,

131

Crank-Nicolson method, L3

current displacement, 48

current harmonics, 87,91.

current vector, 20,1'23

damping coefficien t,'1.1.5,257

die-cast rotor, 51

deep-bar,49

differential leakage reactance, 48,

83,96

direct-on-line starting, 49,'t'1.3,

258,296

discrete circuit modelling, 17, 27,

135

distribution factor, 33

double-layer winding, 185

double-cage,770,195

dynamic modelling,1..12,'/..19, \35

eddy-current losses, 64

efficiency, L02
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enhanced low-order model, 274

equivalent coil pitch, 32,474

finite element analysis,'l..3, 20, 112

flux displacement, 66

frequency sensitivity, 72

Helmholtz equation, 53

full-pitch coil, 28

harmonic truncation, 46

hysteresis losses,63

high fidelity modelling,23, 47,82

inductance

- afu gap,'1,48, 156,'1.62

- coil -end leakage,171.

- differential leakage, 48,

83,274,285

- mutual

(see mutual inductance)

- sell '1.77,742, 1.48,186

- skew leakage, 33

- slot leakage,'1.48,'l..62,'I..67,

170

input vector,'I..19, 120

Lagrange's equatiqn of motion,

110

Lagrangian moment, 110

Laplacian, 50

lamination thickness, 64

L'Hôpital's rule, 39

low-order model, 75, 269

magnetising reactance, 45

magnetomotive force, 23, 30, 35,

"1.43,'1.53,1.60

Maxwell's equations, 8

model reduction, 98

moment of inertia, 247

mutual inductance

- cage winding, 189

- coils of a winding, 174,

180

- double-layer winding,18l

- phases, L17

mutual inductance

(between stator and rotor)

- cage rotor, 2L5

- cage rotor, skewed,222

- wound rotor, 1.96

non-linearities, "1,1,, 23, 87, 1."1.4, "1.19

numerical methods "1,0, 78, 77

output vector, 1.19

P.A.M.-winding, 317, 325

parasitic torques,'1.1., 250, 375

partitioning ratio, 24, 1.51.,'1.54, 1.60

penetration depth, 42,53,68, 83

-laminations, 68

-rotor bar, 53

permeanc e, 15, 79, 722,'l'4'l','l'43

-airgap,150,155

-coil-end leakage, 172, 174
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-end-ring leakage,l73

-slot leakage,1.68

permeance coefficient, 1.67, 1.80,

185,195,207

(see also: permeance)

phase belt,29,34

phase belt pitch, 34

pole amplitude modulation,

(see: P.A.M.-winding)

Poisson's equation, 76,'I..62

Poynting vector, 1.L

Raleigh dissipation function, 1LL

reference frame, 'l..6, "1.'I..0,'/..1.2, 127,

'1,32

relative coil pitch, 27,30,43

reluctivity, 13

resistance

- coil,1.44

- end-ring, 145

- rotor bat,12, 49,1.45

- rotor mesh, 146

rotor asymmetry,318

Runge-Kutta metho d, 1.8, 327

saturation, 76

shaft deflection, 247

shearing method, 79

single-layer windin9, 30

secondary armature reaction, 46

skewing, 83, 133, 222,317, 328

slot opening width, 24,79, 1.50,274

slot height,165

slot pitch, 78, 1,55, 1.59, 1.67

state-space models, L19

slot region,12

space phasor,'/..72, 122, 37'l'

space harmonics, 23

state variables, L20

state vector,1.19

step-size,327

supply harmonics, 88

supply model,90

time harmonics, 1.6, 23, 82, 9'l'

torque, 10l., 105, 1,'1.0,'l.,3'l', 242

truncation criterion, 47

unit vector, 125

vector magnetic potential, 9

virtual work,242

winding factor, 47,290




